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ABSTRACT

AUTOMATIC DERIVATION OF
REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPONENTS USED IN
HUMAN-INTENSIVE SYSTEMS
MAY 2017
HEATHER M. CONBOY
B.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Lori A. Clarke and Professor George S. Avrunin

Human-intensive systems (HISs), where humans must coordinate with each other
along with software and/or hardware components to achieve system missions, are
increasingly prevalent in safety-critical domains (e.g., healthcare). Such systems are
often complex, involving aspects such as concurrency and exceptional situations. For
these systems, it is often difficult but important to determine requirements for the
individual components that are necessary to ensure the system requirements are satisfied. In this thesis, we investigated an approach that employs interface synthesis
methods developed for software systems to automatically derive such requirements
for components used in HISs.
In previous work, we investigated a requirement deriver that employs a regular
language learning algorithm to iteratively refine the derived requirement based on
vii

counterexamples generated by model checking techniques. Since this learning-based
requirement deriver often did not scale well, we investigated several learning and
model checking optimizations. These optimizations significantly improved performance but affected the counterexample generation heuristics, often widely varying
the permissiveness of the derived requirements. For comparison purposes, we investigated a direct requirement deriver that was purported to have poor performance but
guarantees the derived requirements are adequately permissive, conceptually meaning the requirements are permissive as possible without violating the system requirements. For our evaluation, we applied these requirement derivers to case studies in
two important domains, healthcare and election administration.
Based on this evaluation, the direct requirement deriver with all optimizations
applied had reasonable performance and ensures the derived requirements are adequately permissive. For the learning-based requirement deriver, many of the optimizations and heuristics have been presented previously, but we recommend how to
selectively combine them to obtain reasonable performance while usually producing
the adequately permissive derived requirements.
Since such derived requirements often reflect the system complexity, these requirements can be easily misunderstood. Thus, we also investigated building views of the
requirements that abstract away or highlight certain aspects to try to improve their
understandability. Each single view appears to improve understandability and the
multiple views seem to complement each other further improving understandability.
Such derived requirements and their views can be used to safely develop and deploy
the components used in HISs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Human-intensive systems (HISs), where human participants need significant domain expertise to perform activities that affect the outcome of the system mission,
are becoming more prevalent. Many of these systems, such as certain medical procedures, require the human participants to coordinate their activities among themselves
as well as with software applications and/or hardware devices. For such systems, it
is often difficult but important to determine requirements for individual software and
hardware components that are needed to ensure that the overall system requirements
are satisfied. For these systems, the HIS coordination is often complex, typically
involving non-deterministic choices, concurrent activities, and non-nominal (or exceptional) situations. When the HIS is taken into account when determining the
component requirements, the complex coordination makes it likely that some of the
various component usages may be misunderstood or even overlooked. Therefore some
of the component requirements may contain subtle errors or even be missing all together, potentially leading to overall system requirement violations that have disastrous outcomes, such as patients being injured or even killed. In this thesis, we
investigated an automated requirement derivation approach that employs interface
synthesis methods developed for software systems (e.g., [4, 46]). The derive requirements for a particular component restricts the behaviors of that component to prevent
any violations of the system requirements.
Throughout this thesis, we will illustrate this requirement derivation approach on
a HIS that consists of a medical process for an in-patient surgery in which an infusion

1

pump is used to administer intravenous fluids and medications. One important system
requirement for such a system is that a patient never be administered a medication
overdose1 . Many modern infusion pumps can be programmed with drug libraries for
particular areas of the hospital that for the drugs commonly used in those areas specify
the dosing limits (e.g., concentrations, units, and range of doses). For instance, the
drug library for an operating room typically allows a wider range of drugs and dosing
limits than other areas in the hospital. For the in-patient surgery medical process, a
clinician must configure a given infusion pump, shortened to pump in what follows,
for a particular drug library, enter the drug, enter the dose, etc., to ensure that the
pump issues the appropriate alerts. If during the surgery an exceptional situation
occurs, the patient with their attached pump is sometimes moved from the operating
room to another area of the hospital that uses a different drug library. If the pump
developers do not take into account such exceptional situations, a requirement that
states the pump must be reconfigured after being moved might be overlooked or,
perhaps more likely, the requirement might contain subtle errors.
Interface synthesis methods generally take as input a system implementation along
with an overall system requirement. Such methods focus on the interface between
a selected component and the remaining system. These methods produce an interface automaton that restricts the sequences of the component procedure executions
to prevent any system requirement violations. For our work, each HIS in the case
studies is formally modeled as a composition of a selected component model and a
process model that describes the recommended ways to achieve the system mission,
including how that component will be used. In our setting, the synthesized interface
automata will be used as derived requirements on the interface between the component and the process that, when met, ensure that the overall system requirements
1

In a dual manner, another important system requirement is that a patient never be administered
a medication underdose.
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are satisfied. The interface synthesis methods define the language of a synthesized
interface automaton to be safe when that automaton disallows all actual sequences of
the component procedure executions that may violate the overall system requirement
(e.g., disallows sequences that lead to overdoses). For this work, it is crucial that the
derived requirements are safe to prevent failures of the system mission. Ideally, these
requirements are also adequately permissive, meaning the automaton allows all actual sequences of the component procedure executions that always satisfy the system
requirement (e.g., allows sequences that lead to necessary doses).
For a process perspective, the model of the HIS consists of an imprecise component
model and a detailed process model in which the component will be used. The imprecise component model, in the least restrictive case, essentially allows the component
to behave in an arbitrary fashion, often leading to violations of the overall system
requirement. The derived requirement for the component restricts the wide range of
behaviors of the component to ensure that the overall system requirement is satisfied.
The derived component requirements can be used to help developers understand how
the recommended process impacts the component’s design and implementation, to
help certify that a component will be safely used by the recommended process, or to
help select a component to be safely used in the recommended process.
For a component perspective, the HIS model consists of a detailed component
model and an imprecise process model in which that component will be used. The
derived requirement for the process restricts the wide range of behaviors of the process, in particular with regards to using the component, to ensure that the overall
system requirement is satisfied. The derived process requirements can be used to help
determine the class of processes in which such a component can be safely used, develop
training materials for human participants to learn how to safely use the component, or
to help monitor the process at run-time to ensure the component is safely used. The
interface synthesis methods are typically applied from the component perspective.
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In previous work, we investigated such an automated requirement derivation approach [23] that built on interface synthesis methods (e.g., [4]) that employ regular
language learning algorithms (e.g., [6]) and model checking techniques (e.g., [19]).
Specifically, the learning algorithm iteratively refines the current derived requirement
based on counterexamples generated by the model checker. The final derived requirement is represented as a minimal deterministic finite-state automaton (FSA).
This requirement is guaranteed to be safe but not necessarily adequately permissive.
Because this learning-based interface synthesis method often did not scale well, we
investigated several learning and model checking optimizations (e.g., [15, 25]). All
of these optimizations improved the performance of the requirement derivation but
some of the model checking optimizations interacted with the counterexample generation, affecting the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Thus, we investigated
several counterexample generation heuristics (e.g., [41]) to try to increase the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Specifically, we wanted to generate more
permissiveness counterexamples, meaning actual system executions disallowed by the
derived requirement but that always satisfy the system requirement. The learningbased requirement deriver refines the derived requirement to allow the permissiveness
counterexamples. Our goal is to recommend a combination of the optimizations and
heuristics that makes the best tradeoff for the learning-based requirement deriver
results between performance and permissiveness.
For comparison purposes, we also investigated a direct interface synthesis method
(e.g., [12,36]) that first uses a model checker to generate the full reachability graph of
the system model. This method then extends regular language algorithms (e.g., [1])
to convert from the reachability graph, which is essentially represented as a nondeterministic FSA, to a minimal deterministic FSA. The method produces derived
requirements that are guaranteed to be safe and adequately permissive. To improve
the performance of the direct interface synthesis method, we incorporated the same
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model checking optimizations as we did for the learning-based interface synthesis
method.
The interface synthesis methods, however, often produce derived requirements
that reflect the inherent complexity of the systems and therefore are difficult to understand. Some of these methods (e.g., [74]) produce derived requirements specified
in higher-level representations such as statecharts to improve their understandability.
Alternatively, other of the methods, including the direct and learning-based methods
that we considered, produce derived requirements specified as minimal deterministic
FSAs. Thus, we create different views of the FSAs that abstract away or highlight
certain aspects of the FSAs to improve their understandability. This allows multiple
interface synthesis methods to share the views. This also allows the same FSA to
apply multiple views to further improve understandability.
For this evaluation, we developed a toolset that supports such an automated requirement derivation approach and applied that toolset to case studies from two important domains, healthcare (e.g., [23]) and election administration (e.g., [64])). This
toolset provides support for a learning-based requirement deriver that incorporates
the learning and model checking optimizations along with the counterexample generation heuristics. The toolset also provides support for a direct requirement deriver that
incorporates only the model checking optimizations. Additionally, the requirement
derivation toolset provides support to automatically build the derived requirement
views. Our approach was flexible enough to automatically derive requirements that
provided insights about the component, process, or both. We found that each optimization applied improved the performance of both interface synthesis methods.
The direct interface synthesis method scaled well and produced derived requirements
that were safe and adequately permissive. For the learning-based interface synthesis
method, however, we needed to carefully tailor the permissiveness counterexample
generation heuristics for the optimizations applied in order to improve permissiveness
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without significantly worsening performance. Based on our experimental results, we
identified a single heuristic that, when combined with all optimizations being applied,
usually led to the best derivation results in terms of permissiveness and performance.
We applied multiple views, whenever possible, to each derived requirement which
seemed to improve the understandability of that requirement and showed that the
views can complement each other.
In this thesis, Chapter 2 provides background on the HIS modeling language, the
model checker, and the interface synthesis methods used. Chapter 3 more fully describes our automated requirement derivation approach, which employs either a direct
or learning-based interface synthesis method. Chapter 4 describes optimizations to
both interface synthesis methods to improve their performance and counterexample
generation heuristics for the learning-based interface synthesis method to improve
the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Chapter 5 describes our experiments
to evaluate the effect of the optimizations and heuristics on the performance of the
requirement derivers as well as on the permissiveness of the derived requirements.
Chapter 6 describes multiple views of the derived requirements and their impact on
the understandability of the derived requirements. Chapter 7 discusses related work
and Chapter 8 presents our conclusions and some possible directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

As described in the introduction, our automated requirement derivation approach
takes as input a formal model of the overall HIS along with one of its system requirements. For presentation purposes, we consider each HIS model to be composed of
a selected component model and a process model. In general, there may be multiple component models, multiple process models, or both. The process model specifies the recommended sequences of activities that must be performed by the human
participants and components to achieve the overall system mission. For this work,
each component is represented by its interface (represented by a set of procedure
definitions) that may be used by the remaining system (usually represented by procedure executions consisting of procedure call/return pairs). This approach is built
on interface synthesis methods that employ model checking techniques. The derived
requirements (often represented by interface automata) restrict the sequences of the
selected component’s procedures executed by the process to prevent any overall system requirement violations. We next provide overviews of this requirement derivation
approach, the HIS modeling language, the model checking techniques, and the interface synthesis methods.
For this work, the HIS models must reflect the real-world complexity, capturing
concurrent activities, non-deterministic choices, human participants communications
with each other and the components, and exceptional situations. They also must
have precisely defined semantics to support formal analyses such as model checking
techniques. We chose to write the HIS models in the Little-JIL process modeling
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language [13], which is sufficiently expressive and precise for our purposes. In LittleJIL, an overall system is hierarchically decomposed into the individual activities (or
steps) that the human and automated components must perform to achieve the system
mission. These steps can be thought of as procedures.
The model checking techniques verify that all paths through a system model satisfy a given overall system requirement. The verification algorithms often explicitly
or symbolically generate a reachability graph that explores the possible reachability
nodes that encode the internal state of the system model such as program counters
and run-time variable values. Some of the verification algorithms can also generate
counterexample paths, meaning paths through the reachability graph that demonstrate possible system requirement violations. For this work, a given HIS model
written in Little-JIL annotated with the system events can be automatically translated to what is essentially a labeled transition system [8]. That labeled transition
system can then be automatically translated to the input formalisms of two model
checkers, FLAVERS and Spin. The translation includes multiple optimizations. For
this work, we use FLAVERS that supports various model checking optimizations and
verification algorithms to generate the full reachability graph as well as to iteratively
generate counterexamples.
Interface synthesis methods employ various techniques to automate the reasoning about the system requirements and system model such as reachability analysis
(e.g., [36]), learning algorithms (e.g., [4]), counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (e.g., [46]), and game theory (e.g., [77]). In the next chapter, we describe
a direct interface synthesis method based on reachability analysis techniques that
employs a model checker to build the full reachability graph of the system model.
Additionally, we describe a learning-based interface synthesis method that employs a
learning algorithm to iteratively refine a derived requirement based on counterexamples generated by a model checker. Both interface synthesis methods considered use
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the model checker to determine whether or not a given event sequence may violate
the overall system requirement. If so, the derived requirement should disallow that
event sequence. If not, the derived requirement should allow the event sequence. In
the following sections, we will more fully describe the illustrative example, Little-JIL,
FLAVERS, and the interface synthesis methods.

2.1

Basic Definitions

We use FSAs to specify the overall system and derived requirements because they
can express a wide range of interesting requirements and are formally defined to support automated analyses such as model checking techniques. Each FSA specifies the
intended or unintended sequences of the system events. For the requirement derivation, the system events usually correspond to the selected component’s procedure
calls and their returns along with any calling contexts.
We specify that each call to a key step (or procedure) (e.g., setLib) on given input
parameter values (e.g., ICU) corresponds to a call event denoted as follows:
• call(procedureN ame, inputP arameterV alues) (e.g., call(setLib, ICU ))
We also specify that each return from that procedure (e.g., setLib) with particular
output parameter values (e.g., OK) corresponds to a return event denoted as follows:
• return(procedureN ame, outputP arameterV alues) (e.g., return(setLib, OK))
On the other hand, we specify that each return from the procedure with specific
exceptions thrown corresponds to a return event denoted as follows:
• return(procedureN ame, exceptionsT hrown)
Additionally, we specify calling context events. For instance, we specify that the start
of the step “administer ICU care” corresponds to the calling context event enterICU
while the completion of that step corresponds to the calling context event leaveICU .
9

Thus, one partial system execution trace for the illustrative example is as follows:
enterICU , call(setLib, ICU ), return(setLib, OK), leaveICU .
For this work, we use FSAs that are deterministic, meaning for each state s in the
FSA and for each event e in the FSA’s alphabet there exists at most one transition
from FSA state s on event e. We also use FSAs that are total, meaning for each state
s in the FSA and for each event e in the FSA’s alphabet there exists a transition from
FSA state s on event e. If an FSA is not total, we add a special violation state that
is a non-accepting state and a trap state, meaning the violation state has a transition
to itself for every event in the alphabet. Therefore any event sequence that reaches
the violation state will remain in the violation state. For each FSA state s and for
each event e in the FSA’s alphabet, if there does not exist a transition from FSA
state s on event e, then we then add a transition from FSA state s on event e to the
FSA’s violation state. Given an FSA A with alphabet ΣA , we use L(A) to denote the
language of FSA A, meaning all of the event sequences from Σ∗A that are accepted by
A. In a similar manner, we use ¬L(A) to denote the complement of the language of
FSA A, meaning all event sequences from Σ∗A that are rejected by A.

2.2

Illustrative Example

For each of our case studies, a HIS model is composed of a component model
and a process model in which that component will be used. The component models
were based on available user manuals and how the components are to be used in the
processes, as well as consultation with domain experts. The process models in which
the components are to be used were developed in prior work (e.g., [8, 64]) and are
based on extensive elicitation and validation efforts involving both computer scientists
and experts in the relevant domains. In the introduction, we mentioned one of our
case studies [7] that considers a model for a HIS that consists of a component model
for an infusion pump and a medical process model for an in-patient surgery in which
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the pump will be used. The overall system requirement was taken directly from the
safety criteria discussed in [7]. For this illustrative example, we first provide more
details about the HIS model and the overall system requirement. We then briefly
describe how to apply our automated requirement derivation approach from both the
process perspective and the component perspective.
For the illustrative example, we use a very simplified model of a real-world infusion
pump, shortened to pump in what follows. There are only two drug libraries modeled,
a drug library for an OR and a drug library for an ICU. Each drug library contains
a single drug, and the only dosing limits modeled are a minimum and maximum.
The drug doses are abstracted as either LOW or HIGH. For the pump, we consider
only the following three procedures: setLib, setDose, start. The setLib procedure
inputs a primary care area (either OR or ICU) and configures the pump with the
drug library associated with that area. The setDose procedure inputs a drug dose
(either LOW or HIGH) and checks whether or not that dose is within the dosing
limits for the configured drug library. If so, this procedure stores the configured dose
and then returns OK (i.e. does not report a dose alert). If not, the procedure throws
a DoseExceedsLimits exception (i.e. does report a dose alert). In the introduction,
we described how the OR drug library permits both LOW and HIGH doses but the
ICU drug library permits only LOW doses. The start procedure checks whether
or not there is a configured dose. If so, this procedure administers that dose and
then returns OK. If not, the procedure throws a DoseAlert exception, specifically a
MissingDose exception.
In general for the in-patient surgery process model, we elaborated those steps
where the medical clinicians interacted with the infusion pump, based on a demonstration given by Professor Elizabeth Henneman from the University of Massachusetts
College of Nursing. At a high-level of abstraction, an in-patient surgery process model
consists of five key steps: checking the patient into the hospital, performing the op-
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eration on that patient, administering ICU care if needed, monitoring the patient
during recovery, and checking that patient out of the hospital. The pump is used in
the context of either the OR or the ICU.
Each high-level system requirement is represented as one or more low-level properties. Each property is specified as an FSA that captures the intended or unintended
behaviors as a set of event sequences. Figure 2.1 shows the system requirement property mentioned in the introduction specified as an FSA. This property informally
states that when a pump is in an ICU and is set to deliver a dose over the allowed
limit for the ICU, it must report a dose alert. In the simplified pump component
model, the ICU drug library specifies that a LOW dose is within the dosing limits but a HIGH dose exceeds the dosing limits. For the property, the alphabet, or
set of events, is {enterICU, leaveICU, call(setDose, HIGH), return(setDose, OK),
return(setDose, DoseAlert)}. There are 4 states and 16 transitions.
In Figure 2.1, each state is shown as a circle annotated with a unique name.
Since in the medical process model the medical clinicians first use the pump outside
the ICU, specifically in the OR, the start state is annotated with 1 (denoted by the
right arrow). Additionally since this model allows the pump to remain in the OR,
start state 1 is also an accepting state (denoted by the inner concentric circle). Each
transition from a given state to a specified state on a particular event is shown as
an arc between those two states annotated with that event. To illustrate, the pump
may be moved from an OR to an ICU so there is a transition from the start state 1
to state 2 annotated with event enterICU . In this figure, the violation state and its
transitions are shown in red. For simplicity, the figures in the rest of this thesis that
show the FSAs usually do not show the violation states and their transitions. Thus if
a state does not show a transition annotated with a particular event in the alphabet,
then there is implicitly a transition on that event to the violation state. For the never
overdose property represented as an FSA, one event sequence that satisfies this FSA
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is enterICU , leaveICU . Alternatively, an event sequence that violates the FSA is
enterICU , call(setDose, HIGH), return(setDose, OK), leaveICU .
call(setDose,HIGH),
return(setDose,DoseAlert),
return(setDose,OK)

return(setDose,OK)
call(setDose,HIGH)

enterICU

1

2
leaveICU

leaveICU

3
return(setDose,DoseAlert)

enterICU,
return(setDose,DoseAlert)

enterICU,
call(setDose,HIGH),
return(setDose,OK)

VIOL

enterICU,
leaveICU,
call(setDose,HIGH),
return(setDose,DoseAlert),
return(setDose,OK)

Figure 2.1: System requirement property for never overdose represented as an FSA

For the process perspective, our approach conceptually takes as input the “never
overdose” system requirement along with a HIS model composed of a concrete inpatient surgery process model and a very abstract pump component model. This
approach produces a derived pump component requirement. In the process model,
the medical clinicians may use the pump in the context of an OR or an ICU. For
the nominal scenario, the clinician must first configure the pump using the setLib
and setDose procedures and then use the start procedure to administer the medication or fluid to the patient. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show portions of the in-patient
surgery process model written in Little-JIL. The abstract pump component model
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does not store the pump’s internal state and does not implement the procedures’
internal logic. In related work (e.g, [4, 35]), the component models are written in
programming languages such as Java. For this work, the models are written in LittleJIL. For presentation purposes, the pump’s procedures are written as pseudo-code
that indicates how the pump’s internal logic has been abstracted away or concretely
implemented. To illustrate, Figure 2.2 shows pseudo-code for the abstract pump’s
setDose procedure. In this figure, this procedure non-deterministically chooses (line
2) to either not report a dose alert by returning OK (line 3) or to report a dose
alert by throwing a DoseExceedsLimits exception (line 5). The return and throw
statements are annotated with the corresponding return events. Such an abstract
pump component model permits the pump to behave in an arbitrary manner, which
may violate the system requirements. Given the system requirement shown in Figure
2.1 and the HIS model described in the previous sentences, our requirement derivation approach produces the derived component requirement shown in Figure 2.3. For
this figure, we actually show the procedure abstraction view of the derived component requirement that will be described in Section 6.1. In this view, each procedure
call event (e.g., call(setDose, HIGH) was paired with its corresponding return event
(e.g., return(setDose, DoseAlert) to form a procedure execution event (e.g., setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert)).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

procedure setDose(dose: in Dose) throws DoseExceedsLimits
if (choose() = false) then
return
. Event return(setDose, OK)
else
throw DoseExceedsLimits
. Event return(setDose, DoseAlert)
end if
end procedure
Figure 2.2: Pseudo-code for the abstract pump’s setDose procedure
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This requirement informally specifies that the nominal scenario is to set the drug
library, set the dose, and then start the infusion. The requirement also specifies an
exceptional scenario where after the pump is configured for the ICU that pump cannot be configured with a HIGH dose and therefore reports a dose alert. In this figure,
each state was automatically annotated with a unique integer ID and manually annotated with both the configured drug library and dose. Each transition is annotated
with an event that corresponds to one of the pump’s procedures (e.g., the event setDose HIGH DoseAlert). Initially, the pump is configured with no drug library and
no dose (represented by start state 1). The pump may be configured with either of
the two drug libraries, in particular the ICU (represented by states 2 and 4) or the
OR (represented by states 3 and 5). If the pump is configured for the ICU, then the
pump may be configured with a LOW dose (represented by state 4). On the other
hand, if the pump is configured for the OR, then the pump may be configured with
either a LOW or HIGH dose (represented by state 5).
For the component perspective, this approach basically takes as input the “never
overdose” system requirement along with a HIS model composed of a very abstract
in-patient surgery process model and a concrete pump component model. The approach produces a derived surgery process requirement. In more detail, the concrete
pump component model stores its internal state in global variables and for each procedure implements the internal logic to check and update that internal state, including
reporting dose alerts. Specifically, the pump component model declares two global
variables, one to store the configured drug library (currLib ) and another to store
the configured dose (currDose ). The pump component model also declares and implements the setLib, setDose, and start procedures. Figure 2.4 shows pseudo-code
for the concrete setDose procedure that indicates the pump’s internal logic for that
procedure. This procedure first checks the current run-time value of the currLib
global variable (line 2). If the currLib is OR, the procedure first sets the currDose
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Figure 2.3: View of the derived pump component requirement represented as an FSA
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global variable to the dose input parameter (line 3). The procedure does not report a
dose alert and returns OK (line 4). If the currLib is ICU (line 5), then the setDose
procedure checks the current run-time value of the dose input parameter (line 6). If
the dose is HIGH (line 6), then the procedure does report a dose alert by throwing
a DoseExceedsLimits exception (line 7). If the dose is LOW (line 8), this procedure first sets the currDose global variable to that dose (line 9) and then returns
(line 10). The return and throw statements are annotated with their corresponding
return events. The abstract process model for the in-patient surgery basically uses
the pump’s procedures in an arbitrary manner. In more detail, the surgery process
model contains a main loop where on each iteration one of the pump’s procedures is
used. The surgery process model non-deterministically chooses when to stop looping
and which of the pump’s procedures is used. Given the system requirement shown in
Figure 2.1 and the HIS model described in the preceding sentences, this requirement
derivation approach produces the derived process requirement shown in Figure 2.5.
In this figure, we actually show the procedure abstraction view of the derived process
requirement.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure setDose(dose: in Dose) throws DoseExceedsLimits
if (currLib = OR) then
currDose ← dose
return
. Event return(setDose, OK)
else if (currLib = ICU) then
if (dose = HIGH) then
throw DoseExceedsLimits
. Event return(setDose, DoseAlert)
else if (dose = LOW) then
currDose ← dose
return
. Event return(setDose, OK)
end if
end if
end procedure
Figure 2.4: Pseudo-code for the concrete pump’s setDose procedure
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This requirement informally specifies that the nominal scenario is to move the
pump to a primary care area, set the drug library for that area, set the dose, and
then start the infusion. The requirement also specifies an exceptional scenario where
after the pump is configured for the ICU that pump cannot be configured with a
HIGH dose. In this figure, each state was automatically annotated with a unique
integer ID and manually annotated with the primary care area (or location) along
with both the configured drug library and dose. Each transition is annotated with an
event that corresponds to one of the pump’s procedures being executed (e.g., the event
setDose(HIGH, DoseAlert)) or moving the pump to a new primary care area (e.g.,
the event enterICU corresponds to moving the pump into an ICU).1 Within the inpatient surgery process model, the pump is initially located in the OR. Additionally,
the pump is initialized with the most restrictive drug library, which in this model
is the ICU’s drug library, along with no dose. Thus, the start state 1 is annotated
with loc-OR, lib-ICU, NONE. The pump may be configured with either of the two
drug libraries, in particular the ICU (represented by states 1, 2, 3, and 5) or the OR
(represented by states 4, 6, 7, and 8). If the pump is configured for the ICU, then the
pump may be configured with a LOW dose (represented by state 5). On the other
hand, if the pump is configured for the OR, then the pump may be configured with
either a LOW or HIGH dose (represented by state 7).

2.3

Little-JIL Process Models

Each Little-JIL process model precisely captures how to perform the individual activities needed to achieve the system mission. The model contains three main parts,
a resource repository, an artifact collection, and a set of coordination specification
diagrams. The resource repository defines which agents, either human agents (e.g.,

1

This illustrates a derived requirement that uses the calling context (i.e. the primary care area).
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Figure 2.5: View of the derived surgery process requirement represented as an FSA
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anesthesiologists, nurses) or automated agents (e.g., electronic order entry system,
pump), perform the activities. The artifact collection defines what artifacts are taken
as input and/or produced as output by the activities. For instance, an artifact could
be a (communication) channel, a parameter, or an exception. Each coordination specification diagram is a visual representation of a process or sub-process that consists of
a hierarchical decomposition of steps (essentially procedures). Each step represents
how an activity is performed by a particular agent using the input artifacts to produce
the output artifacts.
For the motivating example, Figure 2.6 shows the “performPumpHIS” step that
represents the overall HIS model written in Little-JIL. In the Little-JIL figure, the
“performPumpHIS” step concurrently executes (denoted by the equal sign on the
left hand side of the step bar) the “performInPatientSurgery” step that represents
the process model and the “IteratePump” step that represents the component model.
Both the “performInPatientSurgery” and ”IteratePump” steps are elaborated in other
diagrams. In the previous section, we already provided a high-level description of the
“IteratePump” step elaboration. From the process perspective, we next describe the
“performInPatientSurgery” step elaboration.

performPumpHIS

performInPatientSurgery

IteratePump

Figure 2.6: Overall “performPumpHIS” model written in Little-JIL

For the process perspective, the “performInPatientSurgery” step corresponds to a
concrete in-patient surgery process model while the “IteratePump” step corresponds
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to a very abstract pump component model. The “performInPatientSurgery” step
shown in Figure 2.7 sequentially executes (denoted by the right arrow on the left
hand side of the step bar) the following substeps: “perform check-in”, “perform
surgery activities”, “perform check-out.” The “perform surgery activities” step may
be repeated zero or more times (denoted by the ‘*‘ on the incoming arc). This
step sequentially executes the “perform operation” step, optionally followed by the
“administer ICU care” step (denoted by the ’ ?’ on the incoming arc), and lastly the
“perform post-operative care” step. Both the “perform operation” and “administer
ICU care” steps use the “perform infusion” step shown in Figure 2.8 to configure the
pump and then to administer the medication or fluid to the patient.
performInPatientSurgery

*

perform check-in

perform surgery activities

perform check-out

?

perform operation

administer ICU care

*
verify patient ID

perform infusion

administer post-operative care

*
perform infusion

Figure 2.7: Elaboration of the concrete “perform in-patient surgery” step

In this figure, the “perform infusion” step sequentially executes the “set library for
pump” substep followed by the “configure and administer dose” substep to administer
a prescribed medication or fluid to the patient in a particular primary care area
of the hospital. The step “set library for pump” takes as input the area’s drug
library either OR or ICU and returns no outputs denoted OK (shown in the yellow
note below the step bar). This step uses the pump’s setLib procedure. The step
21

“configure and administer dose” may be executed zero or more times. This step first
performs the step “set dose for pump” that takes as input the entered dose either
LOW or HIGH and then either returns no outputs denoted OK or else throws a
DoseExceedsLimits exception. This step uses the pump’s setDose procedure. If a
DoseExceedsLimits exception is thrown, then the handler “respond to dose exceeds
limits alert” is performed. If not, then the step “administer infusion” may optionally
be performed. This step first performs the step “start pumping” that may throw
a M issingDose exception type. This step uses the pump’s start procedure. If a
M issingDose exception is thrown, then the handler “respond to missing dose alert”
is performed. If not, then the step “stop pumping” is performed. The medical
clinician then decides either to repeat this entire sequence, assuming that dosage is
not entered correctly (i.e. mistyped a number), or to not administer the dosage at all
until double checking with someone else that the dosage was the appropriate one.
perform infusion

set library for pump

*
configure and administer dose

- Input DrugLibrary (either OR or ICU)

Handles DoseExceedsLimits
?

set dose for pump

administer infusion

- Input Dose (either LOW or HIGH)
- May throw DoseExceedsLimits

start pumping

respond to dose exceeds limits alert

Handles MissingDose

stop pumping

respond to missing dose alert

- May throw MissingDose

Figure 2.8: Elaboration of the “perform infusion” step

For both perspectives, we next provide a low-level description of how the HIS
model represents the environment (e.g., in-patient surgery process) executing one
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of the selected component’s procedures (e.g., the pump’s setDose procedure). This
model performs the following sequence of system activities:
1. The environment calls one of the selected component’s procedures with any
input parameter values (e.g., call(setDose, HIGH)),
2. That component executes the named procedure on the given input parameter
values (e.g., setDose(HIGH))
3. The environment returns from that procedure with either any output parameter
values or any exceptions thrown (e.g., return(setDose, DoseAlert)).
For this work, the environment and component are executing in parallel and thus
the procedure calls must be treated as remote procedure calls. We chose to model
the remote procedure calls with (communication) channels. Each channel contains a
buffer of messages. The send method takes as input a given message, blocks waiting
until the channel’s buffer is not full, and adds that message to the buffer. On the
other hand, the receive method blocks waiting until the buffer is not empty, removes
a message from the buffer, and outputs that message. For the remote procedure calls,
the call system activity is broken down as follows:
1.1) The environment sends a procedure call message to a particular component’s
call channel (e.g., pumpCallChn). That procedure call message encodes the
procedure name and any input parameter values (e.g., call(setDose, HIGH)).
1.2) That component receives a procedure call message from its call channel and
then decodes that message.
In a dual manner, the return system activity is decomposed as follows:
3.1) The component sends a procedure return message to that procedure’s return
channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn). That procedure return message encodes any
output parameter values or exceptions thrown (e.g., return(setDose, DoseAlert)).
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3.2) The environment receives a procedure return message from the procedure’s
return channel and then decodes that message.

2.4

FLAVERS Model Checker

FLAVERS (FLow Analysis for the VERification of Systems) [29] checks whether
or not all potential executions of a system model satisfy a set of user-defined properties. The system model and properties are event-based, where an event represents
a system activity such as a communication, a procedure call2 , or a variable being
defined. FLAVERS models the system as a trace flow graph (TFG) that is essentially
a collection of control flow graphs (CFGs), one CFG for each thread of control, where
extra edges are added between nodes in different CFGs to explicitly represent the
possible thread inter-leavings. Each property is specified as an FSA. An FSA has its
transitions labeled with events as opposed to the TFG that has its nodes labeled with
events. FLAVERS checks whether all potential paths through the TFG satisfy the
property. If not, then FLAVERS may generate a counterexample path to illustrate
the potential property violation.
To make the analysis tractable, the TFG is imprecise but conservative. This
means that the TFG may allow paths that do not correspond to actual executions
of the system. For instance, the analyst may abstract away the run-time value of a
particular variable. This could lead to taking a branch on one value of that variable
and then taking a subsequent branch on a different value of the same variable. Thus,
if FLAVERS determines that no path can lead to a violation of the property, we
know that no actual system execution trace can violate it. But when FLAVERS
finds a path that leads to a property violation, we do not know for certain that this
path corresponds to an actual execution of the system. The analyst can incrementally
2

In Little-JIL, all of the steps are essentially treated as procedures.
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refine the TFG to make it more precise by specifying additional feasibility constraints
that restrict the system behaviors. Each feasibility constraint is also encoded as an
FSA that contains a special violation state that is entered when infeasible paths are
encountered. The violation state is a trap state that once entered cannot be exited.
When the user provides constraints, FLAVERS determines whether any potential
path through the TFG that is allowed by the constraints can violate the property.
The worst case complexity of FLAVERS is O(N 2 · P · C1 · . . . · Cm ) where N is
the number of nodes in the TFG, P is the number of states in the property, m is the
number of constraints, and Ci is the number of states in constraint i. In the following,
we give more details about the TFGs, the constraints, and the verification algorithms
that determine whether any potential path through the TFG that is allowed by the
constraints can violate the property.
The TFG supports single-entry/single-exit semantics, meaning that there is a
unique initial node of the TFG and a unique final node of the TFG. Each TFG node
is labeled with either a system event or τ , a special “empty” event. For instance, the
initial and final nodes are labeled with τ . The local TFG edges between nodes in
the same CFG capture the intra-thread control flow. Additionally, the may happen
in parallel algorithm [57] is used to compute the may immediately precede (MIP)
edges between nodes in different CFGs that capture the inter-thread control flow. To
illustrate, the pump example contains three threads of control for the system, the
in-patient surgery process, and the pump. Since the process and pump are executing
concurrently, the process and pump will have MIP edges between some of the nodes
of their respective CFGs. In FLAVERS, the system execution traces are represented
as paths through the TFG that start at the unique initial node, follow the local and
MIP edges, and end at one of the TFG nodes. The potential terminating system
execution traces correspond to the paths through the TFG that end at the unique
final node.
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Analysts commonly use the the following three kinds of constraints in FLAVERs:
context constraints to model aspects of the environment, variable constraints [29,
Section 6.1] to track the run-time values of variables, and task constraints [29, Section
6.2] to track the run-time program counters of threads. The context constraints must
be manually specified by the analyst. Both the variable and task constraints can
be automatically built by FLAVERS. For instance, FLAVERS can automatically
build variable constraints that track the run-time values of variables of type boolean,
enumerated, or integer range. To illustrate, Figure 2.9 shows the variable constraint
for variable setDose dose with enumerated type {LOW, HIGH}3 . In each variable
constraint (e.g., setDose dose), there is a state for every possible value of the type
of the variable (e.g., LOW, HIGH) and an UNKNOWN value (shortened to UNK).
The state for the UNKNOWN value is set as the start state and all states that
correspond to values of the variable are set as accepting states. Additionally, there
are transitions labeled with the events that set (e.g., “setDose dose=LOW”) and test
(e.g., “setDose dose==LOW”) the values of the variable. Lastly, there is a special
VIOLATION state (hidden to simplify the figure) that is entered when a path through
the TFG is infeasible. For instance, a path through the TFG that contains a TFG
node labeled with event “setDose dose=HIGH” cannot then be immediately followed
by another TFG node labeled with event “setDose dose==LOW’ because that path
is infeasible. That violation state is a trap state so will never be exited.
Because the motivating example produces a TFG with around a 100 nodes, we
consider only a portion of the motivating example in what follows, specifically the
pump’s setDose procedure shown in Figure 2.4. That procedure is modeled by the
portion of the TFG shown in Figure 2.10. For clarity, this TFG shows the intra-thread
control flow but not the inter-thread control flow, in particular the TFG does not show
3

For presentation purposes, we used the string names of the enumerated type literals (e.g., LOW)
but in practice we actually used the ordinal values (e.g., 0) of the enumerated type literals.
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setDose_dose=UNK,
setDose_dose==UNK,
setDose_dose!=LOW,
setDose_dose!=HIGH
UNK
setDose_dose=HIGH,
setDose_dose==HIGH

setDose_dose=LOW,
setDose_dose==LOW
setDose_dose=UNK
setDose_dose=LOW,
setDose_dose==LOW,
setDose_dose!=HIGH,
setDose_dose!=UNK

setDose_dose=HIGH,
setDose_dose==HIGH,
setDose_dose!=LOW,
setDose_dose!=UNK

setDose_dose=UNK

LOW

setDose_dose=LOW

HIGH

setDose_dose=HIGH

Figure 2.9: Variable constraint for the setDose dose parameter with enumerated type
{ LOW, HIGH }

the MIP edges from/to other threads in the TFG or any necessary communication
over channels, which will be described in Section 4.1.3. In the TFG figure, each TFG
node is labeled with a unique ID and either a system event or τ . The TFG node with
ID 0 is the unique initial node and the TFG node with ID 11 is the unique final node.
The procedure is also modeled by variables constraints for the currLib , currDose ,
setDose dose, and setDose DoseAlert variables such as the variable constraint shown
in Figure 2.9. Each Little-JIL statement (e.g., assignment statement) is translated
to an atomic block. For instance, the assignment statment at line 9 is translated
to an atomic block that contains TFG nodes 9a, 9b, 9c, and 9d. For the setDose
procedure, one simple system requirement shown in Figure 2.11 states that the pump
must never report a dose alert (represented as event “setDose DoseAlert=TRUE”).
One infeasible path though the TFG is 0, 1b, 5, 8 where the current value of the dose
variable constraint is set to the value HIGH and then the test of the current value
of that variable against the constant value LOW returns TRUE. One terminating
path through the TFG is 0, 1b, 5, 6, 7, 11. That terminating path is allowed by the
constraints but violates the simple system requirement property.
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0
tau

1b

1a

setDose_dose=HIGH

setDose_dose=LOW

2

5
currLib_==OR

currLib_==ICU

3a

3b

setDose_dose==LOW

setDose_dose==HIGH

3c

3d
currDose_=LOW

currDose_=HIGH

8

6

setDose_dose==LOW

setDose_dose==HIGH

7

9a

setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE

4

9b

setDose_dose==LOW

setDose_dose==HIGH

9c

setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE

9d
currDose_=LOW

currDose_=HIGH

10
setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE

11
tau

Figure 2.10: Portion of a TFG for the pump’s setDose procedure

The verification algorithms take as input a FLAVERS subject that consists of a
TFG, a set of constraints, and a property. These verification algorithms generate a
node-tuple graph, whose vertices are pairs consisting of a node from the TFG and a
tuple of states, one from the property and one from each constraint. (The node-tuples
are essentially the nodes of a reachability graph of the system model.) In more detail,
FLAVERS provides three different verification algorithms: build node-tuple graph,
state propagation, find path. These verification algorithms make different trade-offs
between the performance, especially in terms of space, and which paths through the
node-tuple graph are explored. Additionally, only one of the verification algorithm
can be used to generate counterexample paths. At a high-level, the verification algorithms first generate the initial node-tuple that pairs the unique initial node of the
TFG with the initial tuple where each FSA is at its start state. These algorithms then
iteratively generate the node-tuple graph starting from the initial node-tuple. After
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setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE
UNK
1

VIOL

setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE

Figure 2.11: System requirement property for never report a dose alert (represented
as event “setDose DoseAlert=TRUE”)

all reachable node-tuples are generated, the algorithms examine the final node-tuples,
meaning the TFG node is the unique final node, that summarize the potential terminating paths to determine the verification result. For instance, Figure 2.12 shows
the node-tuple graph generated from the subject that consists of the TFG for the
setDose procedure shown in Figure 2.10, the property shown in Figure 2.11, and the
variables constraints for currLib , currDose , setDose dose, and setDose DoseAlert
automatically generated using the variable constraint template shown in Figure 2.9.
The initial node-tuple with ID 0 pairs TFG node 0 with the initial tuple that has the
property at state 0 and each variable constraint at its UNKNOWN state (denoted
as UNK) represented as (1,UNK,UNK,UNK,UNK). The node-tuple 23 is infeasible
because the tuple has a constraint at its violation state (shown as dotted because
the infeasible paths are pruned away). The final node-tuples have IDs 6, 18, 12, and
22. The final node-tuple 22 violates the property (shown in red). In the following
paragraphs, we provide a formal definition of the node-tuple graphs, give a high-level
description of the verification algorithms, and then give a brief description of each
verification algorithm.
For FLAVERS, we model the actual system execution traces as sequences of system events such as procedure calls, exceptions being thrown, or variables being defined or used. A node-tuple graph is an over-approximation of all possible sequence
of system events that may be observed on an actual execution of the system. The
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TFG node ID: Event
(Rs, currLib_,currDose_, setDose_dose, setDose_DoseAlert)
0
0: tau
(1, UNK, UNK, UNK,UNK)

1

13

1a: setDose_dose=LOW
(1, UNK, UNK, LOW, UNK)

2
2: currLib_==OR
(1, OR, UNK, LOW, UNK)

3
3a: setDose_dose==LOW
(1, OR, UNK, LOW, UNK)

4
3c: currDose_=LOW
(1, OR, LOW, LOW, UNK)

5
4: setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
(1, OR, LOW, LOW, FALSE)

6
11: tau
(1, OR, LOW, LOW, FALSE)

1b: setDose_dose=HIGH
(1, UNK, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

14
2: currLib_==OR
(1, OR, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

8

15
3b: setDose_dose==HIGH
(1, OR, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

8: setDose_dose==LOW
(1, ICU, UNK, LOW, UNK)

9

16
3d: currDose_=HIGH
(1, OR, HIGH, HIGH, UNK)

9a: setDose_dose==LOW
(1, ICU, UNK, LOW, UNK)

10

17
4: setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
(1, OR, HIGH, HIGH, FALSE)

9c: currDose_=LOW
(1, OR, LOW, LOW, UNK)

5: currLib_==ICU
(1, ICU, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

20
6: setDose_dose==HIGH
(1, ICU, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

23
8: setDose_dose==LOW
(1, UNK, UNK, VIOL, UNK)

21
7: setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE
(VIOL, ICU, UNK, HIGH, TRUE)

22
11: setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE
(VIOL, ICU, UNK, HIGH, TRUE)

11

18
11: tau
(1, OR, HIGH, HIGH, FALSE)

19

7
5: currLib_==ICU
(1, ICU, UNK, HIGH, UNK)

10: setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
(1, ICU, LOW, LOW, FALSE)

12
11: tau
(1, ICU, LOW, LOW, FALSE)

Figure 2.12: Portion of the node-tuple graph for the setDose procedure where each
node-tuple shows the TFG node (top) and the tuple (bottom)

node-tuple graph is conservative, meaning that each actual system execution trace
corresponds to a path through that node-tuple graph, but imprecise, meaning each
path may correspond to zero or more actual system execution traces. Formally, a
node-tuple graph is a labeled directed graph G = (N, E, ninit , F, ΣG , L) where N is
a set of node-tuples, E ⊆ N × N is a set of directed edges, ninit ∈ N corresponds
to the unique initial node-tuple, and F ⊆ N is the set of final node-tuples, ΣG is an
alphabet of system events that label the node-tuples, and L : N → ΣG ∪ {τ } is a
function mapping node-tuples to their events. The tuple transition function takes as
input a current tuple along with a next TFG node and produces the possible next
tuples. This function applies the event labeling the next TFG node to each of the
FSA states in the current tuple to produce the next tuples. The function can be
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configured to only produce the feasible node-tuples, meaning the tuple does not have
any constraint at its violation state. As shown in Figure 2.12, the tuple transition
function given the initial tuple 0 with contents (1,UNK,UNK,UNK,UNK) and next
TFG node 1b labeled with event “dose=HIGH” from Figure 2.10 will produce the
next tuple 13 with contents (1,UNK,UNK,HIGH,UNK). We define a path through
the node-tuple graph to be a sequence of node-tuples where the first node-tuple is the
initial node-tuple and each current node-tuple (at index i) can transition to its next
node-tuple pair (at index i + 1). We define an infeasible path to be a path through the
node-tuple graph that ends at an infeasible node-tuple, meaning a node-tuple where
the tuple has one or more of the constraints at their violation states. For instance, the
node-tuple graph shown in Figure 2.12 contains the path 0, 13, 19, 23 that is infeasible
and the path 0, 13, 19, 20 that is feasible (i.e. not infeasible). For the feasible paths,
we define a terminating path to be a feasible path through the node-tuple graph that
ends at a terminating node-tuple where the TFG node is the unique final node and
the tuple has each constraint at one of its accepting states. In the same figure, the
right path 0, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22 is terminating but the prefix of that path 0, 13, 19,
20 is non-terminating (i.e. not terminating). For the terminating paths, we define
an unsafe path to be a terminating path through the node-tuple graph that ends at
a violating node-tuple where the TFG node is the final node and the tuple has each
constraint at one of its accepting states but the property is at one of its non-accepting
states (i.e. the property is violated). (The model checker calls this a counterexample
path.) In the same figure, the right path 0, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22 is unsafe. On the other
hand, we define a safe path to be a terminating path though the node-tuple graph
that ends at a satisfying node-tuple where the TFG node is the final node and the
tuple has each constraint at one of its accepting states and the property is at one of
its accepting states (i.e. the property is satisfied). In that figure, the leftmost middle
path 0, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 is safe. Additionally, we define the non-safe paths to
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be all of the paths that are not safe, meaning the unsafe paths, the non-terminating
paths, and the infeasible paths.
As mentioned above, the three verification algorithms take as input a FLAVERS
subject and then iteratively generate the node-tuple graph starting from the initial
node-tuple. For each current node-tuple that pairs a current TFG node with a current tuple, these algorithms iterate through all of the edges of the current TFG node
to obtain the possible next TFG nodes. For each next TFG node, the algorithms
applies the tuple transition function to the current tuple and that next TFG node
to generated the possible next node-tuples. After the verification algorithms stop
iterating, these algorithms then determine the verification result by interpreting the
final node-tuples that summarize the potential terminating paths. The algorithms
first check whether there exist terminating paths. If not, then the verification algorithms report “INCONCLUSIVE (No potential terminating paths exist).” In this
case, the verification result is INCONCLUSIVE because the system model is overconstrained and therefore the verification algorithms cannot determine whether or
not all potential paths through the system model satisfy the user-defined property.
If so, these algorithms next check whether there exist any unsafe paths. If so, the
verification algorithms report “INCONCLUSIVE (Counterexample path exists).” In
this case, these algorithms may be able to generate one or more of the unsafe paths
as counterexample paths. If not, these algorithms report “CONCLUSIVE.” Since the
verification algorithms do not consider the infeasible paths when determining the verification result, any of the next node-tuples that are infeasible can be conservatively
pruned away. This pruning does not affect the verification result but can improve the
performance of the verification algorithms.
In more detail, the three verification algorithms generate different abstractions of
the node-tuple graph. The build node-tuple graph algorithm performs reachability
analysis to generate the full node-tuple graph where the vertices are represented
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as node-tuples and the edges are explicitly represented among the node-tuples. This
algorithm explores all of the reachable node-tuples and all possible edges among them.
The algorithm reports the verification result but does not generate counterexample
paths. The algorithm, however, could easily be extended to generate some of the
counterexample paths because both the node-tuples and the edges among them are
stored. Appendix A provides more details about the build node-tuple graph algorithm.
Alternatively, the find path algorithm [67] employs search techniques, such as breadth
or depth first search, to iteratively generate counterexample paths. This algorithm
associates each node-tuple with a parent pointer that explicitly represents the edge
from the current node-tuple (at index i in the path) to the previous node-tuple (at
index i - 1 in the path). The find path algorithm explores all of the reachable nodetuples. This algorithm, however, does not add a parent pointer to a current node-tuple
that has already been reached and, thus, the algorithm often only explores some of the
edges among the node-tuples. The algorithm reports the verification result based on
the reachable node-tuples and generates the counterexample paths for any violating
node-tuples that were found. On the other hand, the state propagation algorithm [29]
employs qualified data flow analysis (e.g., [47]) to propagate the tuples among the
nodes. This algorithm abstracts the node-tuple graph by storing a set of tuples
with each TFG node to represent the reachable node-tuples and by not storing how
each tuple reached that TFG node and, thus, not explicitly representing all of the
possible edges among the node-tuples. The state propagation algorithm instead uses
the TFG edges to explore all of the possible edges among the node-tuples. This
algorithm does report the verification result based on the tuple set associated with
the final TFG node. The algorithm, however, does not generate counterexample paths
because the edges among the node-tuples were abstracted away. Both the find path
and state propagation algorithms have an option to immediately terminate after the
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first counterexample path is found, and thus these two algorithms in practice often
need to generate only a partial node-tuple graph.

2.5

Interface Synthesis Methods

The interface synthesis methods generally take as input a selected component
model (or implementation) that defines a set of procedures that will be used in the
remaining system. The interface synthesis methods also usually take as input an
overall system requirement that employs the never E property pattern [28] that states
that a given event E never occurs on any system execution trace. In particular, the
event E is usually that a specific error code is not returned by or a specific exception
is not thrown by any of the component’s procedures. The interface synthesis methods
produce a synthesized interface represented as an FSA that allows all system execution
traces (represented as sequences of procedure call/return pairs) that prevent any
system requirement violations (never return a specific error code or throw a specific
exception). In our terminology, the interface synthesis methods are commonly applied
from the component perspective. In what follows, we will refer to the synthesized
interfaces as derived requirements. For instance, Figure 2.5 shows a view of the
derived requirement for the process that prevents any of the pump’s procedures from
throwing dose alert exceptions. In what follows, we provide basic definitions first for
the interface synthesis methods and then for our automated requirement derivation
approach.
For the interface synthesis methods, we adopt Henzinger et. al’s [46] basic definitions. In what follows, we consider a system model S with alphabet ΣS . We also
consider an overall system requirement RS represented as an FSA with alphabet ΣRS ,
which is a subset of the system alphabet ΣS , and a derived requirement D also represented as an FSA with alphabet ΣD , which is also a subset of the system alphabet
ΣS . We use L(S) to denote the language of the finite-state system model S, meaning
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all of the event sequences from Σ∗S that are accepted by system model S. Additionally, we use ¬L(S) to denote the complement of the language of the system model
S, meaning all of the event sequences from Σ∗S that are rejected by system model S.
An illegal event sequence corresponds to at least one actual system execution trace
that violates the overall system requirement, meaning there exists an event sequence
from L(S) ∩ ¬L(RS ). On the other hand, a legal event sequence corresponds to any
event sequence from Σ∗S that is not illegal, meaning an event sequence from either
L(S) ∩ L(RS ) or ¬L(S). In the former case, the legal event sequence corresponds to
an actual system execution trace that satisfies the system requirement. In the later
case, the legal event sequence, however, corresponds to no actual system execution
traces at all.
A safe derived requirement Dsafe is defined to disallow all illegal event sequences.
In other words, each event sequence σ from L(Dsafe ) must be legal. The most permissive derived requirement DmostPerm is defined to allow all legal event sequences. More
formally, L(DmostPerm ) = {∀σ ∈ Σ∗D : σ is legal}. Our goal is for a safe derived requirement to also be adequately permissive, meaning the requirement allows all event
sequences from L(S) ∩ L(RS ). The language of the adequately permissive derived requirement is contained in (and might be equal to) the language of the most permissive
derived requirement that allows all legal event sequences from Σ∗S \ (L(S) ∩ ¬L(RS )),
which allows the event sequences from L(S) ∩ L(RS ) as well as the ones from ¬L(S).
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CHAPTER 3
DERIVATION APPROACH

Our HIS-based requirement derivation approach takes as input a HIS model specification, a system requirement specification, and a requirement deriver perspective.
The approach, whenever possible, produces a safe derived requirement represented
as a minimal deterministic FSA. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of our HIS-based requirement derivation approach.

HIS model
specification
[Little-JIL]
System req.
specification
[RE or FSA]

Requirement deriver
perspective
[Set of threads]

HIS subject
translator
+ optimizations

HIS subject
+
Derived req.
alphabet

Derived requirement
permissiveness
classifier
(Employs FLAVERS)

"Is most permissive"

"May be most permissive"
Requirement deriver
+ optimizations
(Employs FLAVERS)

No derived req.

HIS subject
+
Derived req.

Derived requirement
view builder

Derived req. view

Figure 3.1: Overview of our HIS-based requirement derivation approach

In more detail, the HIS subject translator takes as input a system requirement
specification represented as an RE (regular expression) or FSA. Additionally, this
translator takes as input a HIS model specification written in Little-JIL. In the previous chapter, we described that the overall HIS model concurrently executes the
component model and the process model in which that component will be used.
Thus, the translator takes as input the requirement deriver perspective specified as a
subset of the threads for the overall system, the component, and the process. From
the component perspective, the set of threads would contain only the thread for the
selected component (e.g., IteratePump). From the process perspective, the set of
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threads would contain the threads for the overall system and the process (e.g., performPumpHIS, performInPatientSurgery). This translator produces a HIS subject
along with the derived requirement alphabet. The translator incorporates several
optimizations that will be described in the next chapter.
For this work, we investigated two requirement derivers that employ different interface synthesis methods that affect the requirement deriver results in terms of the
performance of the requirement deriver as well as the permissiveness of the derived
requirements. Each requirement deriver first performs a pre-requisite check to determine whether or not a derived requirement should be produced. If so, the requirement
deriver then takes as input the HIS subject and the derived requirement alphabet and
employs either a direct or learning-based interface synthesis method to automatically
produce a derived requirement that is guaranteed to be safe. The direct requirement
deriver basically first uses FLAVERS to build the full node-tuple graph, refines that
graph, and then converts the graph to a minimal deterministic FSA. In the previous
chapter, we defined a derived requirement to be safe when that requirement disallows
all actual system execution traces that may violate the overall system requirement.
We also defined a derived requirement to be adequately permissive when that requirement allows all actual system execution traces that always satisfy the system
requirement. The direct derived requirements are guaranteed to be minimal, safe,
and adequately permissive. This requirement deriver, however, may exceed all available space when explicitly converting from a non-deterministic node-tuple graph to
a deterministic FSA. On the other hand, the learning-based requirement deriver uses
a regular language learning algorithm to iteratively refine the derived requirement
based on counterexamples generated by FLAVERS. This deriver uses an incremental
strategy to try to not exceed the available space by not explicitly converting from
a non-deterministic node-tuple graph to a deterministic FSA. The deriver, however,
only guarantees that the derived requirements are safe and minimal. This deriver
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incorporates several learning algorithm optimizations that will be described in this
chapter and the next chapter. The deriver also incorporates several counterexample
generation heuristics that impact both the performance of the requirement deriver as
well as the permissiveness of the derived requirements that will also be described in
the next chapter.
The derived requirement permissiveness classifier can then be used to conservatively determine whether or not a given derived requirement that is safe is also adequately permissive. Since the derived requirements often reflect the complexity of the
HIS models, we also investigated building different views of the derived requirements
that use various HIS-based abstractions to try to improve the understandability of
the requirements as described in Chapter 6.
Section 3.1 first gives some basic definitions for our HIS-based requirement derivation approach. Section 3.2 to Section 3.6 then provide more details about the HIS subject translator, the pre-requisite check, the direct requirement deriver, the learningbased requirement deriver, and the derived requirement permissiveness classifier respectively.

3.1

Basic Definitions

For this work, the actual systems often contain non-determinism (introduced by,
e.g., the environment or human decision making) that must be reflected in the system
models. Additionally, the system models often use abstractions and refinements that
over-approximate the actual system execution traces. Thus, the interface synthesis
methods must take into account the non-determinism and over-approximations to
ensure that the derived requirements disallow all the system execution traces that may
violate the system requirements and allow as many as possible of the system execution
traces that always satisfy the system requirements. In more detail, each path through
the node-tuple graph S with alphabet ΣS corresponds to an event sequence from Σ∗S
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that is the concatenation (denoted by ‘·’) of the non-τ events labelling the node-tuples.
We use L(S) to denote the language of the node-tuple graph S, meaning the set of
all event sequences that correspond to terminating paths through node-tuple graph
S. Since our systems often contain non-determinism and the system models are overapproximations, an actual system execution trace represented as an event sequence
often corresponds to one or more paths through the node-tuple graph. In particular,
that event sequence may correspond to both unsafe paths and safe ones. We first
define the correspondence between event sequences and paths. We then define the
language of the derived requirements.
For illustration purposes, Figure 3.2 shows a non-deterministic node-tuple graph
with alphabet {a, b, c}. (This figure is based on an illustrative example provided by
Giannakopoulou [34].) In the figure, each node-tuple is labeled with the TFG node’s
event (shown on the top). That node-tuple is also labeled with a simplified tuple of
FSA states where the first state is from the derived requirement D and the second
state is from the system requirement RS (shown on the bottom). The FSA states
have been simplified to be either OK or VIOL. In the previous chapter, we defined a
safe path to satisfy both the derived requirement and the system requirement while
an unsafe path satisfies the derived requirement but violates the system requirement.
The node-tuple shows whether it ends a safe path (denoted by green) or ends an
unsafe path (denoted by red). To illustrate, the non-deterministic node-tuple graph
shown in Figure 3.2 contains path 1, 3, 4, 5 that corresponds to the event sequence
a·b. For the non-deterministic node-tuple graph S shown in Figure 3.2, L(S) = {λ,
c, a·b, a·c}.
We say that an event sequence s is unsafe if there exists at least one terminating
path corresponding to s that is unsafe. In Figure 3.2, the unsafe event sequence a·b
corresponds to unsafe path 1, 7, 8, 9 and safe path 1, 3, 4, 5. (In the interface synthesis method terminology, the unsafe event sequences are the illegal event sequences
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Figure 3.2: Non-deterministic node-tuple graph

from L(S) ∩ ¬L(RS ).) On the other hand, we say that an event sequence s is safe
if all terminating paths corresponding to s are safe. In the same figure, the safe
event sequence c corresponds to the safe path 1, 10, 11. (The safe event sequences
correspond to all legal event sequences from L(S) ∩ L(RS ).) We say that an event
sequence s is non-terminating if there exist no terminating paths corresponding to s
that are feasible. On the other hand, we say that an event sequence s is infeasible if
all paths corresponding to s are infeasible or else there exist no paths corresponding to
s. (The non-terminating and infeasible event sequences correspond to all legal event
sequences from ¬L(S).) Additionally, we define the non-unsafe event sequences to
be all of the event sequences that are not unsafe, meaning the safe, non-terminating,
and infeasible event sequences. (The non-unsafe event sequences correspond to the
legal event sequences.) We also define the non-safe event sequences to be all of the
event sequences that are not safe, meaning the unsafe, non-terminating, and infeasible
event sequences. In more detail, Table 3.1 shows the correspondence between event
sequences from Σ∗D and paths through node-tuple graph S with alphabet ΣS where
ΣD is a subset of or equal to ΣS . In this table, NOT means there exist no paths of
that type corresponding to the event sequence, MUST means there exists one or more
paths of that type corresponding to the event sequence, and MAY means there may
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exist paths of that type corresponding to the event sequence. If an event sequence
corresponds to no paths through the node-tuple graph, then that event sequence is
defined to be infeasible.
In the previous paragraph, we described how the event sequences from Σ∗S correspond to paths. In this paragraph, we will frame our discussion in terms of event
sequences from Σ∗D , noting that ΣD is a (usually small) subset of ΣS . Thus, we define the projection of a given event sequence from Σ∗S on the derived requirement
alphabet ΣD to be the concatenation of those events contained in ΣD . We defined
a safe derived requirement Dsafe to disallow all unsafe event sequences. For the nondeterministic node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2, the derived requirement alphabet
ΣD contains {a, b, c}. The learning-based requirement deriver could produce a safe
derived requirement Dsafe that allows the following safe event sequences {λ, c}, which
disallows the unsafe event sequence a·b. We defined an adequately permissive derived requirement DadequatelyPerm to allow all safe event sequences. More formally,
L(DadequatelyP erm ) = {σ ∈ Σ∗D : σ is safe}. Because L(DmostP erm ) allows all of the
non-terminating and infeasible event sequences but L(DadequatelyP erm ) may disallow
some or all of those event sequences, L(DadequatelyP erm ) ⊆ L(DmostP erm ). For the
non-deterministic node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2, the L(DadequatelyP erm ) must
allow the following event sequences {λ, c, a·c}. The L(DmostP erm ) must allow all
event sequences from (a|b|c)∗ \ a·b.

3.2

HIS Subject Translator

The HIS subject translator takes as input a system requirement specification represented as a regular expression or an FSA, a HIS model specification written in
Little-JIL, and a requirement deriver perspective. This translator produces a HIS
subject along with the derived requirement alphabet. In what follows, we first describe how the translator produces the HIS subject that consists of a system TFG, a
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Table 3.1: Correspondence between event sequences and paths

set of system constraints, and the system requirement property RS . We then describe
how the HIS subject translator produces the derived requirement alphabet ΣD based
on that HIS subject and the requirement deriver perspective.
The system requirement specification represented as a regular expression (RE) or
FSA is automatically translated to the system requirement property represented as
an FSA. If the system requirement specification is represented as an RE then that
specification is parsed in as an RE and then a standard algorithm to convert from
that RE to an FSA (e.g., [1]) is applied. If the system requirement specification
is represented as an FSA, then that that specification is parsed in as an FSA. The
HIS model specification written in Little-JIL is automatically translated to a HIS
model represented as a TFG and a set of constraints. In the previous chapter, we
explained that a HIS model specification written in Little-JIL defines the overall
system as a hierarchy of steps that can be treated as procedures. Each step defines its
interface with its name, input parameters, output parameters, and exceptions thrown.
Additionally, that step may define local parameters. Some of the steps represent
the remote procedure calls between the process and the selected component. These
steps use channels to pass the input parameters from the process to that component
and then to pass back either the output parameters or exceptions thrown from the
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component to the process. To accurately represent the actual system execution traces,
the HIS models represented by TFGs with sets of constraints often must encode the
channels, parameters, and exceptions relevant to the overall system requirement as
follows.
In more detail, such a HIS model declares a step representing the execution of the
overall system. That step concurrently executes a step that represents the process
model and another step that represents the component model. Thus, the TFG will
contain a thread for the overall system, the component, and the process. For each
TFG thread, the TFG will contain a TFG node to fork that thread to begin executing
and another TFG node to join the thread after it finishes executing. Additionally, the
set of constraints will contain a task constraint for that thread to track its program
counter and a thread status constraint [58] for that thread to track whether or not the
thread is currently executing. For each named channel that stores messages of a given
type, the system translator creates a variable constraint with that name and message
type that tracks the run-time value of the message stored in the channel. Additionally,
it creates TFG nodes to send messages to that channel and receive messages from the
channel.The channel translation is described in more detail in Section 4.1.3. For each
parameter (e.g., currLib ) or exception (e.g., DoseExceedsLimits), that parameter
or exception is treated as a local variable in the TFG that may be tested and set.
For each named parameter of a given primitive type, including boolean, enumerated,
and integer range types, the system translator creates a variable constraint with that
name and primitive type. Additionally, it creates TFG nodes for any tests of that
parameter by the steps and any sets of the parameter because of initialization by the
steps or parameter passing among the steps. For each exception type, the system
translator creates a variable constraint with that exception type name and boolean
type. Additionally, it creates TFG nodes that set the variable constraint to true when
the exception type instance is thrown by a given step. The system translator also
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creates TFG nodes that set the variable constraint to false when the exception type
instance is caught by a handler step. We know from previous work that alternative
ways of encoding the FLAVERS variables (e.g., channels, parameters, exceptions) can
have substantial impact on the cost of the verification. Thus, we explored different
variable encodings to reduce the space needed to perform the requirement derivation
as described in Section 4.1.
The derived requirement’s alphabet conceptually contains the events that are
relevant to the interface between the selected component and the process. This alphabet contains the events that correspond to all of the possible component’s procedure executions (e.g., setLib(ICU ) OK, setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert). The alphabet may also contain the events that correspond to the process’ calling contexts (e.g.,
enterICU , leaveICU ) for the component’s procedure executions. Appendix B describes how to compute the derived requirement’s alphabet where each procedure
execution is represented as a remote procedure call.
From both perspectives, we consider an overall system requirement RS with alphabet ΣRS . For the illustrative example, we consider the never overdose system requirement shown in Figure 2.1. We also consider an overall system S with alphabet ΣS decomposed into the selected component model C with alphabet ΣC and process model
P with alphabet ΣP in which that component will be used. From the component perspective, the derived requirement alphabet ΣD is basically computed as ((ΣC ∪ΣRS )∩
ΣP ). If the alphabet of the system requirement ΣRS contains calling context events,
then the alphabet of the derived requirement for the process ΣD will contain the calling context events because the alphabet of the process model ΣP contains them. For
the illustrative example, the derived requirement alphabet ΣD is {setLib(ICU ) OK,
setLib(OR) OK, setDose(LOW ) OK, setDose(LOW ) DoseAlert, setDose(HIGH)OK, setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert, start() OK, start() DoseAlert, enterICU ,
leaveICU }.
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From the process perspective, the derived requirement alphabet ΣD is essentially
computed as ((ΣP ∪ ΣRS ) ∩ ΣC ). If the alphabet of the system requirement ΣRS contains calling context events, the alphabet of the derived requirement for the component ΣD does not contain the calling context events because the alphabet of the component model ΣC does not contain them. For the illustrative example, the derived requirement alphabet ΣD is {setLib(ICU ) OK, setLib(OR) OK, setDose(LOW ) OK,
setDose(LOW ) DoseAlert, setDose(HIGH) OK, setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert,
start() OK, start() DoseAlert}. As noted above, this alphabet is missing the calling
context events enterICU and leaveICU .

3.3

Pre-Requisite Check

The Pre-requisite check takes as input a HIS subject and a derived requirement
alphabet and determines whether ALL, SOME, or NONE of the paths through the
node-tuple graph are safe, which determines whether or not a derived requirement
should be produced. This check first tests whether or not the derived requirement
alphabet is empty. If so, then the check returns NONE. In this case, a derived
requirement should not be produced because no derived requirement could ensure
that the system requirement is satisfied. In other words, the adequately permissive
derived requirement would allow no paths because they are all unsafe. If not, then
the Pre-requisite check looks for the existence of safe paths and unsafe ones through
the node-tuple graph. If there are only safe paths, then this check returns ALL. In
this case, a derived requirement should not be produced because it is not needed.
The adequately permissive derived requirement would allow all paths because they
are all safe. If there are only unsafe paths, then the check reports NONE. If there are
both safe and unsafe paths, then the pre-requisite check returns SOME. In this case,
a derived requirement should be produced that is guaranteed to be safe and may or
may not be adequately permissive.
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Because the FLAVERS state propagation algorithm conservatively summarizes all
potential paths through the node-tuple graph for the given HIS subject, we use this
algorithm to check for the existence of safe and unsafe paths. The Pre-requisite check
runs the state propagation algorithm on a HIS subject consisting of the system TFG,
the system constraints, and the system requirement property. This check then looks
for the existence of safe and unsafe paths by interpreting the final node-tuples and then
returns either ALL, SOME, or NONE. If there exist only safe paths, meaning all of the
final node-tuples are satisfying (and perhaps non-terminating), the Pre-requisite check
returns ALL. If there exist only unsafe paths, meaning all of the final node-tuples are
violating (and perhaps non-terminating), or there exist no terminating paths at all,
meaning the final node-tuples are all non-terminating, then this check returns NONE.
If there exist both safe and unsafe paths, meaning some of the final node-tuples are
satisfying, other final node-tuples are violating, and perhaps the remainder are nonterminating, the check returns SOME.

3.4

Direct Requirement Deriver

Given a HIS subject and the derived requirement alphabet, the direct requirement
deriver extends Giannakopoulou et al.’s interface synthesis method [36] that conceptually first generates the full reachability graph and then refines that graph based on
the derived requirement’s alphabet to produce the derived requirement represented as
a minimal deterministic FSA. Figure 3.3 shows a high-level overview of the direct requirement deriver that consists of four main stages: Pre-requisite check, Composition,
Refinement, FSA extraction. We describe each stage in the following paragraphs.
Section 3.3 describes the Pre-requisite check that uses the state propagation algorithm to determine whether or not a derived requirement will be produced. If not,
then that determination is reported. If so, then the direct requirement deriver per-
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forms the remaining three stages to produce a derived requirement that is guaranteed
to be safe and adequately permissive.
The Composition stage first uses the build node-tuple graph algorithm, which is
one of the FLAVERS verification algorithms described in Chapter 2, to generate
the full node-tuple graph for the given HIS subject. For the motivating example
from the component perspective, the full node-tuple graph has 29 unique events, 888
node-tuples, and 3555 edges. The Refinement stage takes as input the full nodetuple graph and the derived requirement’s alphabet and then conceptually abstracts
away the nodes labeled with events not in that alphabet. At a lower-level, this
refinement performs two phases: minimization and backward-error propagation. The
minimization phase first relabels any nodes labeled with events not in the derived
requirement’s alphabet with the special τ event. The backward-error propagation
phase then will remove each node labeled with τ if after that removal the node-tuple
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graph remains well-formed. For instance, a node that was labeled with a local variable
assignment and was relabeled as τ can be removed. On the other hand, the initial
node is labeled with τ but cannot be removed. The Refinement stage adapts the
alphabet refinement algorithm [29] developed for FLAVERS for Ada that applies to
CFGs. Given an original node-tuple graph S with alphabet ΣS that accepts language
L(S) along with the derived requirement alphabet ΣD that is a subset of ΣS , this
algorithm creates the refined node-tuple graph S 0 with alphabet ΣD that accepts
language L(S 0 ). The algorithm ensures that for each event sequence σ in L(S) the
language L(S 0 ) accepts the event sequence σ 0 that is the concatenation of the events
from ΣD . For example, the refined node-tuple graph has 13 unique events, 499 nodetuples, and 2483 edges. The FSA extraction stage is performed next to convert from
a node-tuple graph to a minimal deterministic FSA.
The FSA extraction stage first converts from the refined node-tuple graph where
the nodes are labeled with the events to a non-deterministic FSA (NFA) where the
transitions are labeled with the events. The FSA extraction stage then uses regular
language algorithms (e.g., [1]) to determinize the NFA and then minimize the resulting
deterministic FSA. The next section describes the FSA extraction stage in more detail,
and Section 3.4.2 discusses the guarantees provided by the direct requirement deriver.

3.4.1

FSA Extraction

At a lower level, the FSA extraction stage first converts the node-tuple graph to
an NFA. This conversion will convert each node-tuple, which represents the end of
a set of paths through the node-tuple graph, to a state in the NFA. To guarantee
that the derived requirement is safe, the conversion will ensure that every nodetuple that represents the end of any unsafe paths will be converted to a unique
error state in the NFA that is a non-accepting trap. This stage next applies the
algorithm to determinize the NFA and then applies the algorithm to minimize the
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resulting deterministic FSA. The algorithm to determinize the NFA, however, must be
specialized to direct all of the unsafe paths through the node-tuple graph to the error
state in the deterministic FSA to guarantee that the derived requirement is safe.
In more detail, the algorithm to determinize the NFA conceptually converts from
each possible subset of the NFA states to a corresponding state in the deterministic
FSA. For the requirement derivation, we need to extend this algorithm to add special
handling to ensure that each subset of NFA states that contains the error state in
the NFA is mapped to the error state in the deterministic FSA. The algorithm to
minimize the deterministic FSA, however, does not need to have special handling
for the error state. The FSA extraction stage, lastly, performs a refinement to the
deterministic FSA that also redirects all infeasible paths through the node-tuple graph
to the special error state in that FSA. In the following paragraphs, we describe the
node-tuple graph to NFA conversion and the infeasible paths refinement.
Given the refined node-tuple graph and the derived requirement’s alphabet, the
node-tuple graph to NFA conversion first creates a new NFA and sets the NFA’s
alphabet to a copy of the derived requirement’s alphabet. This conversion then
creates the special error state. This error state is set as a non-accepting state of the
NFA and made a trap state by creating a transition from the error state to itself
on each event in the NFA’s alphabet. Given a node-tuple, the conversion maps that
node-tuple to an NFA state as follows. This conversion checks whether the current
node-tuple is satisfying (i.e. corresponds to a safe path), violating (i.e. corresponds
to an unsafe path), or non-terminating (i.e. corresponds to a non-terminating path).
The current node-tuple will not be infeasible (i.e. corresponds to an infeasible path)
because the infeasible node-tuples were pruned away. If the node-tuple is satisfying,
then that node-tuple is mapped to a new NFA state that is set as an accepting
state of the NFA. If the node-tuple is violating, then that node-tuple is mapped to
the error state. If the current node-tuple is non-terminating, then that node-tuple
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is mapped to a new NFA state that is set as non-accepting. If the current nodetuple is the initial node-tuple, then the current state is set as the start state of the
NFA. The node-tuple graph to NFA conversion then reiterates over the node-tuples
to create the appropriate NFA transitions. Given a current node-tuple c with an
edge in the node-tuple graph to a next node-tuple n, it creates a transition from the
NFA state associated with c to the NFA state associated with n. This conversion
then checks whether or not the current node-tuple is labeled with the τ event. If
so, then that transition is labeled with λ, a special, “empty” event. If not, then the
transition is labeled with the non-tau event that labels the current node-tuple. For
the pump example, the NFA has 12 unique events, 499 non-error states, and 2483
non-error transitions. The node-tuple graph to NFA conversion, however, was not
able to redirect the infeasible paths to the error state because the build node-tuple
graph algorithm pruned away the infeasible paths. On the other hand, each FSA has
a transition function that is total, meaning for every state s in that FSA, for every
event e in the alphabet of the FSA, there exists a transition from state s labeled with
event e. Thus, these transition functions represent both the feasible paths and the
infeasible ones. We therefore perform an infeasible paths refinement on the resulting
minimal deterministic FSA to also redirect the infeasible paths to the error state in
the FSA to simplify the derived requirement.
Since the state propagation algorithm uses the feasible paths through the TFG
to compute the set of reachable states in the property and constraint automata, this
means that the infeasible paths will correspond to the unreachable states in those
automata. We also extended the state propagation algorithm to compute the set of
reachable transitions in the derived requirement FSA. The infeasible paths refinement
will redirect the infeasible paths to the error state in the derived requirement FSA by
removing the unreachable states and transitions. This refinement runs the extended
state propagation algorithm on a HIS subject that consists of the system TFG, the
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system constraints along with a new constraint that is a copy of the derived requirement, and the system requirement property to compute the set of reachable states
and transitions. Based on the results of the extended state propagation algorithm,
the refinement first redirects every unreachable transition to the error state in the
FSA and then removes the unreachable states. Since the infeasible paths refinement
affects the transition function of the deterministic FSA, this refinement must reapply the algorithm to minimize that FSA. For the example, the direct requirement
deriver produces a derived requirement represented as a minimal deterministic FSA
that contains 12 unique events, 26 non-error states, and 64 non-error transitions.
One possible view of that derived requirement is shown in Figure 2.3 represented as
a minimal deterministic FSA that contains 10 unique events, 8 non-error states, and
46 non-error transitions.

3.4.2

Guarantees

For a system model that is non-deterministic, a given event sequence may correspond to both non-safe and safe paths. We defined an non-safe event sequence to be
an event sequence that corresponds to at least one terminating path that is unsafe
or else no terminating paths at all. On the other hand, we defined a safe event sequence to be an event sequence that corresponds to safe paths but no unsafe ones.
For the direct requirement deriver, the Composition, Refinement, and FSA extraction
stages conservatively but imprecisely model the non-safe and safe event sequences.
Thus, the derived requirement is safe, meaning the FSA disallows all of the unsafe
event sequences, and adequately permissive, meaning the FSA allows all of the safe
event sequences. Additionally, the FSA extraction stage ensures that the derived requirement is a minimal deterministic FSA. We first discuss the guarantees about the
derived requirements and then the worst-case complexity of the requirement deriver.
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In more detail, the Composition stage uses the build node-tuple graph algorithm to
generate the full node-tuple graph that over-approximates all potential paths through
the system model. The Refinement stage then uses the alphabet refinement algorithm
that ensures that the node-tuple graph remains an over-approximation of the potential
paths through the system model. For the FSA extraction stage, the node-tuple graph
to NFA conversion ensures that the unsafe event sequences end at the unique error
state that is a non-accepting trap state, the safe event sequences end at one of the
accepting states, and the non-terminating event sequences end at one of the nonaccepting states. The specialized NFA to DFA conversion needs to appropriately
handle any non-determinism that results in an event sequence corresponding to both
an unsafe and safe path. In particular, this conversion maps from each set of reachable
NFA states to a DFA state. The conversion first checked whether or not the event
sequence is unsafe (represented by reaching the NFA’s error state). If the set of NFA
states does contain the NFA’s error state, then the corresponding DFA state will be
considered non-safe, in particular unsafe, by mapping to the DFA’s error state. If the
event sequence is not unsafe, then the conversion checked whether or not the event
sequence is safe (represented by reaching any of the NFA’s accepting states). If the
set of NFA states does not contain the NFA’s error state but does contain at least one
of the NFA’s accepting states, then the corresponding DFA state will be considered
safe by making it an accepting state. If the event sequence is not unsafe or safe
(represented by not reaching the error state or any of the accepting states), then the
corresponding DFA state will be considered non-safe, specifically non-terminating,
by making it a non-accepting state. Finally, the infeasible paths refinement will
ensure that the infeasible event sequences will also be considered non-safe by making
these sequences end at the unique error state. In summary, our direct requirement
deriver produces derived requirements that disallow all of the non-safe event sequences
from either L(S) ∩ ¬L(RS ) or ¬L(S) and allow all of the safe event sequences from
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L(S) ∩ L(RS ). This guarantees that the derived requirements are safe and adequately
permissive. For the original direct requirement deriver, Giannakopoulou et al. [36]
provide the full details about the guarantees concerning the derived requirements.
In their case, the derived requirements disallow all of the unsafe event sequences
from L(S) ∩ ¬L(RS ) and allow all of the non-unsafe event sequences from either
L(S) ∩ L(RS ) or ¬L(S). This guarantees that the derived requirements are safe and
most permissive.
The direct requirement deriver has worst-case complexity that is O(k · 2n ), where
k is the number of events in the alphabet ΣD and n is the number of node-tuples in
the node-tuple graph. For this requirement deriver, the FSA extraction stage is the
most expensive due to the conversion from a non-deterministic node-tuple graph to a
deterministic FSA. In practice, the requirement deriver often does not encounter the
exponential blowup during that conversion.

3.5

Learning-Based Requirement Deriver

Given a HIS subject and the derived requirement alphabet ΣD , the learning-based
requirement deriver extends Beyer et. al’s interface synthesis method [12] that employs
the L∗ regular language learning algorithm [6,61] (shortened to L∗ learner for brevity)
and compositional reachability analysis. Our extension is similar to Giannakopoulou
and Păsăreanu’s extension [35] that employs the L∗ learner to iteratively refine the
derived requirement represented as an FSA based on counterexample paths generated
by a model checker, but differs in the technical details. The derived requirements are
guaranteed to be safe but not necessarily adequately permissive as discussed in Section
3.5.3. For the L∗ learner, the goal is to learn an unknown regular language U over
an alphabet ΣU and return a minimal deterministic FSA D such that the language
L(D) is equivalent to U .
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In more detail, the L∗ learner needs to interact with a “minimally adequate
teacher” (for brevity shortened here to teacher ) that is essentially an oracle that
is capable of precisely answering two types of queries about U , a membership query
and an equivalence query. For a membership query, the teacher is given an event sequence σ from Σ∗U and returns true when σ does belong to U and returns false when σ
does not belong to U . For an equivalence query, the teacher is given a current FSA Di
and returns true when L(Di ) is equivalent to U and returns false when L(Di ) is not
equivalent to U along with a counterexample event sequence from the symmetric difference of L(Di ) and U . If the teacher can precisely answer both the membership and
equivalence queries, then the FSA D learned is guaranteed to accept the language U .
If not, then the FSA D learned will be an approximation of the language U . In our
setting, the direct requirement deriver produces a derived requirement represented
as an FSA that accepts the language U that contains all safe event sequences from
L(S) ∩ L(RS ). For this learning-based requirement deriver, our goal is to learn the
same language U . In Section 3.5.2, we describe our teacher that employs FLAVERS
to answer the membership and equivalence queries. At the end of this section, we
will discuss how our teacher provides precise answers for the membership queries but
imprecise answers for the equivalence queries. Thus, the final derived requirement D
learned may only be an approximation of our language U that accepts all safe event
sequences.
Figure 3.4 shows a high-level overview of the learning-based requirement deriver
that first performs the Pre-requisite check stage. This requirement deriver then uses
the L* learner to perform the remaining three stages: Initialization, Conjecture, and
Counterexample-based refinement. We first briefly describe each stage in the following
paragraphs. In the next sections, we describe the L* learner, our teacher that uses
FLAVERS to answer the membership and equivalence queries, and the guarantees
provided by the learning-based requirement deriver.
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the learning-based requirement deriver

In Section 3.3, we described the Pre-requisite check that determines whether or
not a derived requirement is needed. If not, then that determination is reported. If
so, then the learner is used to produce the derived requirement that is needed.
The Initialization stage creates a very basic initial derived requirement. This stage
basically considers an initial set of event sequences that contains the empty event
sequence λ and every event sequence of length one from the derived requirement’s
alphabet. The stage updates the FSA by asking membership queries about the initial
set of event sequences. For each event sequence σ in that set, the stage asks a
membership query about σ. If the query answer is true, then the initial derived
requirement allows the behaviors corresponding to σ. If the query answer is false, the
initial derived requirement disallows the behaviors corresponding to σ. The learner
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next iteratively refines the current derived requirement based on counterexamples
generated by the model checker to produce the final derived requirement.
The learner on iteration i first conjectures that the current FSA Di is equivalent
to U by asking the teacher an equivalence query about that FSA. If the current
FSA Di is not equivalent to U , then our teacher tries to find a counterexample
in the symmetric difference of L(Di ) and U , meaning a counterexample in either
U \ L(Di ) or else in L(Di ) \ U . In our setting, we want to learn the language U
that accepts all safe event sequences. If the counterexample is in L(Di ) \ U , it
is a safety counterexample that is allowed by the current derived requirement but
violates the system requirement. On the other hand, if the counterexample is in
U \ L(Di ), it is a permissiveness counterexample that is disallowed by the current
derived requirement but satisfies the system requirement. In a similar manner to
the Initialization stage, the Counterexample-based refinement stage updates the FSA
by asking the teacher a set of membership queries based on the generated safety or
permissiveness counterexample Ci . The next FSA Di+1 needs to disallow a safety
counterexample or to allow a permissiveness counterexample. After this refinement,
the learner then begins another iteration with the current FSA set to the next FSA
Di+1 . If, on the other other hand, the current FSA Di is equivalent to U , meaning
that the equivalence query did not find a counterexample, then the learner returns
FSA Di as the final derived requirement.
In our discussion about the learning-based requirement deriver, we mentioned
that the L∗ learner interacts with a teacher that can answer both membership and
equivalence queries to learn an unknown language U . If that teacher is minimally
adequate, meaning the teacher can precisely answer both the membership and equivalence queries, then the minimal deterministic FSA learned is guaranteed to accept
exactly the language U . If the teacher is not minimally adequate, then the FSA
learned will accept an approximation of the language U . In our setting, the direct
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requirement deriver defines the language U to disallow all of the non-safe event sequences and to allow all of the safe event sequences. This means that the derived
requirements are guaranteed to be both safe and adequately permissive as discussed
in Section 3.4.2. For the learning-based requirement deriver, we define the language U
in the same manner as for the direct requirement deriver. Our teacher, however, is not
minimally adequate because this teacher performs a less precise static analysis than
the direct requirement deriver. In particular, the membership queries provide precise
answers but the equivalence queries do not. Because the equivalence queries may not
generate all of the permissiveness counterexamples, the derived requirements may not
allow all of the safe event sequences. Since the equivalence queries do not generate
any counterexamples from ¬L(S), the requirements may also allow some of the nonterminating and infeasible event sequences. This means that the derived requirements
are guaranteed to be safe but not necessarily adequately permissive as further discussed in Section 3.5.3. In particular, the language of the derived requirement L(D)
is guaranteed to be a subset of the language of the safe and most permissive derived
requirement but not necessarily the U defined above. Other interface synthesis methods that employ the L∗ learning algorithm and a model checker (e.g., [4, 35]) are also
learning an approximation of the safe and most permissive derived requirement.

3.5.1

L∗ Learner

The L∗ learner incrementally builds an observation table that records whether or
not event sequences from Σ∗U are in U to represent the FSA. Formally, this table (S, E,
T ) consists of a set of prefixes S from Σ∗U , a set of suffixes E from Σ∗U , and a function
T that maps the event sequences seen so far to the answers to their membership
queries. The function T maps from ((S ∪ (S · ΣU )) · E) to either false or true. In the
above, we use P · Q to denote the concatenation of two sets of event sequences P and
Q, meaning the set of all event sequences p · q for all p ∈ P and for all q ∈ Q. The
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learner converts the current observation table to the current FSA Di with alphabet
ΣU as follows. For each prefix s ∈ S, a new state vs is added to the FSA. If the
prefix s is λ, then state vs is set as the start state of the FSA. If T (s) is true, then
state vs is added to the accepting states of the FSA. For all a ∈ ΣU , e ∈ E, s0 ∈ S,
if T (s · a · e) is T (s0 · e), then a new transition from state vs on event a to state vs0
is added to the FSA. For this work, we did not implement the original L∗ learner
proposed by Angluin [6]. To try to reduce the number of membership queries asked,
we implemented the L∗ learner that incorporates the improvements by Rivest and
Schapire [61]. We first describe how to initialize the observation table and then how
to refine that table based on a given counterexample. These improvements usually
significantly reduce the number of membership queries that need to be asked, which
improves the learner’s performance in terms of space and time. Lastly, we describe a
learner optimization that takes into account characteristics of the unknown language
U to further reduce the number of membership queries that need to be asked.
1:
2:
3:

for all t ∈ ((S 0 ∪ (S 0 · ΣU )) · E 0 ) do
T (t) ← Membership-Query(t)
end for
Figure 3.5: Pseudo-code for the learner’s updateT method

For the Initialization stage, the learner initializes both of the S and E sets to
{λ}. The learner then updates T by asking the teacher membership queries. Figure
3.5 shows the pseudo-code for the updateT method that takes as input a subset S 0
of S and a subset E 0 of E and updates the corresponding elements of T to be the
answers to the membership queries about those elements. In this case, the learner
calls updateT with {λ} and {λ}. For the FSA to be well-formed, the table also needs
to be closed, meaning for all s ∈ S, for all a ∈ ΣU , for all e ∈ E, there exists a s0 ∈ S
such that T (s·a·e) is T (s0 ·e). Thus, the learner computes the closure of the table by
iterating through all event sequences s·a such that there does not exist an s0 ∈ S
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where T (s·a·e) = T (s0 ·e). For each such event sequence s·a, the learner updates S by
adding s·a and then calls updateT with {s·a} and E.
For the Refinement stage, the learner first updates E by adding a new suffix e0
of counterexample cex that “witnesses a difference” between L(Di ) and U . In more
detail, the learner splits the counterexample cexi into the shortest prefix p0 and the
longest possible suffix e0 such that p0 ·e0 ∈ L(Di ) but p0 ·e0 ∈
/ U or else p0 ·e0 ∈
/ L(Di )
but p0 ·e0 ∈ U . The learner then calls updateT with S and {e0 }. Lastly, the learner
computes the closure of the table as describe in the previous paragraph. The next
FSA Di+1 is guaranteed to reflect the witnessed difference by containing at least one
new state and its transitions. In practice, this means that the Refinement stage often
needs to be repeated multiple times for the same counterexample until the next FSA
is guaranteed to either disallow the given safety counterexample or allow the given
permissiveness one.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for all t ∈ ((S 0 ∪ (S 0 · ΣU )) · E 0 ) do
if (There exists a prefix p of t such that T (p) = false) then
T (t) ← f alse
else
T (t) ← Membership-Query(t)
end if
end for

Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code for the updateT method that incorporates the prefix-closed
optimization

Other researchers (e.g., [10,51]) have observed that the learner’s updateT method
can be optimized when learning an unknown language U that is prefix-closed, meaning
that for any event sequence that does not belong to U any extension of that event
sequence also does not belong to U . Figure 3.6 shows the pseudo-code for the updateT
method that incorporates such a prefix-closed optimization to reduce the number of
membership queries asked. This method first checks whether or not there exists a
prefix of a given event sequence that does not belong to U (line 2). If so, then the
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method updates T without asking a membership query (line 3). If not, the updateT
method updates T by asking a membership query (line 5).

3.5.2

FLAVERS-Based L* Teacher

Our teacher has access to the original HIS subject consisting of the system TFG,
the system constraint set, and the system requirement property. This teacher also
has access to the derived requirement alphabet ΣD . The teacher uses FLAVERS to
answer the membership and equivalence queries. Section 3.5.2.1 first describes the
membership query that takes as input a given event sequence from Σ∗D . This query
uses FLAVERS to treat the system requirement as the property and the specified
event sequence as a constraint to determine whether or not that event sequence is
safe (i.e. corresponds to only safe paths). Section 3.5.2.2 then describes the equivalence query that takes as input the current derived requirement and uses FLAVERS
to search for either safety or permissiveness counterexamples. For the safety counterexample generation, this query uses FLAVERS to treat the system requirement as
the property and the current derived requirement as a constraint to search for unsafe
paths. For the permissiveness counterexample generation, the query uses FLAVERS
to treat the current derived requirement as the property and the system requirement
as a constraint to search for safe paths.

3.5.2.1

Membership Query

Since our teacher has assess to the original HIS subject consisting of the system
TFG G, the property is the system requirement RS , and the system constraint set
CS, the membership query simply takes as input an event sequence σ and determines
whether σ is safe (i.e. does belong to U ) or is non-safe (i.e. does not belong to U ).
For this work, we want to apply the prefix-closed optimization described in the learner
section but cannot because the node-tuple graphs are usually not prefix-closed. On the
other hand, any infeasible path that reaches one or more constraint violations states
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that are trap states will always remain an infeasible path when extended. In a similar
manner, an unsafe path that reaches a property violation state that is a trap state will
always remain an unsafe path when extended. Thus we adapt the membership query
to return one of the following. If the given event sequence is safe (i.e. corresponds
to all safe paths), then IS PREFIX is returned. For instance, the non-deterministic
node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2 contains safe event sequence c. If that event
sequence is non-safe but can sometimes be extended to an event sequence that is safe
(i.e. corresponds to at least one safe path), then IS POSSIBLE PREFIX is returned.
For instance, the non-deterministic node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2 contains
non-safe event sequence a that can be extended to safe event sequence a·c but can
also be extended to unsafe event sequence a·b. If the event sequence is non-safe
and can never be extended to an event sequence that is safe (i.e. corresponds to all
infeasible paths or unsafe ones), then IS NOT PREFIX is returned. For instance,
the non-safe event sequence b can never be extended to a safe event sequence. We
also adapt the optimized updateT method shown in Figure 3.6 to check if T (t) is
IS NOT PREFIX (line 2) and set T (t) to IS NOT PREFIX (line 3). For instance,
the non-deterministic node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2 does not contain prefix b
and therefore the optimized updateT method returned IS NOT PREFIX. Thus, the
prefix b·c will also return IS NOT PREFIX.
Figure 3.7 shows the pseudo-code for the membership query method. This method
first checks whether or not the given event sequence is safe (line 3). Specifically, the
state propagation algorithm is run on a HIS subject consisting of a property that
is a copy of the system requirement RS to check for the existence of unsafe paths,
the TFG G, and a constraint set that is the system constraint set CS along with a
new constraint Cσ that accepts the event sequence σ. (The Build-Constraint method
that takes as input a given event sequence σ to be accepted along with whether or
not the extensions of that event sequence should also be accepted is described in the
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next paragraph.) If the verification result is conclusive (in the figure shortened to
CON for brevity), then the membership query method returns IS PREFIX (line 4).
If not, then this method next checks whether or not the non-safe event sequence can
be extended to be a safe one (line 9), meaning there exists a suffix e from Σ∗U such
that the event sequence σ · e is safe. Specifically, the state propagation algorithm is
run on a HIS subject consisting of a property that is the complement of the system
requirement RS to check for the existence of safe paths instead of unsafe ones, the
TFG G, and a constraint set that is the system constraint set CS along with a
new constraint Cσ that accepts event sequence σ and any extensions of that event
sequence. If the verification result is inconclusive because a counterexample path
exists (in the figure shortened to INC-CEXPATH to save space), then the membership
query method returns IS POSSIBLE PREFIX (line 10), otherwise this query returns
IS NOT PREFIX (line 12).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

// Check whether or not the given event sequence σ is safe
Cσ ← Build-Constraint(σ, FALSE)
if (State-Propagation(RS , G, CS ∪ { Cσ }) = CON) then
return IS PREFIX
else
// Check whether or not the non-safe event sequence σ can be
// extended to be a safe event sequence
Cσ ← Build-Constraint(σ, TRUE)
if (State-Propagation(¬RS , G, CS ∪ { Cσ }) = INC-CEXPATH) then
return IS POSSIBLE PREFIX
else
return IS NOT PREFIX
end if
end if
Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code for the teacher’s membership query method

The Build-Constraint method creates a new constraint that accepts a given event
sequence σ and optionally any extensions of that event sequence. Initially, the BuildConstraint method creates a new FSA with alphabet ΣD and a single new state that is
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set as the start state of the FSA. This method then walks through the event sequence
σ creating a new state for each event and then creating a new transition from the
previous state to the new state on that event. This method ensures that the FSA
accepts event sequence σ by setting the last state created as the single accepting state
of the FSA. If the FSA is also supposed to accept the extensions of event sequence σ,
then the method makes the last state created into a trap state by adding a transition
from the last state to itself on each event in ΣD .
3.5.2.2

Equivalence Query

As mentioned in the overview of this section, the teacher has assess to the original
HIS subject consisting of the system TFG, the system constraints, and the system
requirement property. The equivalence query additionally takes as input the current
derived requirement. This query determines whether or not the language of the current derived requirement is equivalent to U . If the language of the current derived
requirement is equivalent to U , the query returns true. Otherwise, it returns false,
along with a counterexample witnessing the inequivalence. The equivalence query
first tries to generate a safety counterexample that is allowed by the current derived
requirement but violates the system requirement. If a safety counterexample is found,
then this query returns false along with that counterexample. If a safety counterexample is not found, then the query tries to generate a permissiveness counterexample
that is disallowed by the current derived requirement but satisfies the system requirement. If a permissiveness counterexample is found, then the equivalence query
returns false along with that counterexample. If neither a safety nor permissiveness
counterexample is found, then this query returns true. In the next section, we discuss
why the equivalence query is not precise enough to guarantee that L(D) is equivalence
to U , which allows all safe event sequences and disallows all non-safe event sequences.
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In the next two paragraphs, we describe the safety counterexample generation method
and the permissiveness counterexample generation method.
The safety counterexample generation method takes as input the system requirement property RS , the system TFG G, the system constraint set CS, and the current
derived requirement Di . This method returns a safety counterexample if one is found
and NULL otherwise. The method searches for an unsafe path that is allowed by
the current derived requirement Di but violates the system requirement RS . Specially, the safety counterexample generation method runs the find path algorithm,
which is one of the FLAVERS verification algorithms described in the background
chapter, on a HIS subject consisting of a copy of the system requirement property
RS , the TFG G, and a copy of the the constraint set CS augmented with a copy of
the current derived requirement Di . Since the state propagation algorithm does not
generate counterexample paths, we use the find path algorithm to iteratively generate
the counterexample paths. If an unsafe path is not found, then the safety counterexample generation method returns NULL. If an unsafe path is found, then this method
first takes the path that is a sequence of node-tuples and projects on the derived requirement alphabet ΣD to produce the corresponding event sequence from ΣD . For
instance, the path 1, 3, 6, 5 shown in Figure 3.2 projected on a derived requirement
alphabet that contains {a, b, c} produces event sequence a·c. On the other hand,
the same path projected on a derived requirement alphabet that only contains {c}
produces the event sequence c.
Other interface synthesis methods (e.g., [4, 35]) use heuristics to generate permissiveness counterexamples that will produce an approximation to the most permissive
interface. This is the approach taken in our work. The permissiveness counterexample generation method takes as input the system requirement property RS , the
system TFG G, the system constraint set CS, and the current derived requirement
Di . This method returns a permissiveness counterexample if one is found and NULL
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otherwise. Figure 3.8 shows the pseudo-code for the permissiveness counterexample generation method that basically uses a search-based counterexample generation
algorithm to heuristically find permissiveness counterexamples. This method first
iteratively searches for every potential permissiveness counterexample path t that
violates the current derived requirement Di (line 3). Specifically, the find path algorithm is run on a HIS subject consisting of a property that is a copy of the current
derived requirement Di , the TFG G, and the constraint set CS. This is an extension
of the permissiveness heuristic originally proposed by Cobleigh et al. [20]. Alternatively, the permissiveness counterexample generation method could first iteratively
search for every potential permissiveness counterexample path that violates the current derived requirement Di and also satisfies the system requirement property. In
a similar manner to the membership query method, this method would run the find
path algorithm on a HIS subject consisting of a property that is a copy of the current derived requirement Di , the TFG G, and the constraint set CS along with an
additional constraint that is a copy of the system requirement RS . This alternative
permissiveness heuristic will be further described in the next chapter. For each potential permissiveness path t, the method checks whether or not that path is null (line
4). If that path is null, then the permissiveness counterexample generation method
returns NULL (line 5). If the path is non-null, then this method computes the event
sequence σt from ΣD that corresponds to path t (line 9). The method then checks
whether or not the event sequence σt is safe by asking a membership query (line
10). If so, then the permissiveness counterexample generation method returns the
permissiveness counterexample event sequence σt (line 11). If not, then this method
continues to the next iteration. For instance, the permissiveness counterexample generation method given the simplified node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2 could find
the potential permissiveness counterexample path 1, 3, 6, 5 (line 3) that corresponds
to event sequence a·c (line 9). This event sequence is determined to be safe (line
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10) and returned as a permissiveness counterexample (line 11). Alternatively, this
method given the node-tuple graph shown in Figure 3.2 could find the potential permissiveness counterexample path 1, 3, 4, 5 (line 3) that corresponds to event sequence
a·b (line 9). The method, however, given that same node-tuple graph could find unsafe path 1, 7, 8, 9 that also correspond to event sequence a·b (line 10). Because
event sequence a·b corresponds to both a safe path and an unsafe path, that event
sequence is determined to not be safe (line 10). Thus, the method continues to the
next iteration.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

// Search for a potential permissiveness counterexample path t
// that is disallowed by the current derived req. Di
for all (t ∈ Find-Path(Di , G, CS)) do
if (t = N U LL) then
return N U LL
else
// Check whether or not event sequence σt is safe
// and thus should be allowed by the final derived req.
σt ← Project(t, ΣD )
if (Membership-Query(σt ) = IS PREFIX) then
return σt
end if
end if
end for

Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code for the teacher’s permissiveness counterexample generation
method

3.5.3

Guarantees

In Section 2.5, we discussed that the actual system may contain non-determinism
that must be taken into account when determining whether or not a given event sequence is safe or non-safe. The system model may also use system abstractions that
introduce non-determinism. The learning-based requirement deriver handles the nondeterminism in such a way that the final derived requirement is guaranteed to be safe
but not necessarily adequately permissive. In particular, the permissiveness coun-
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terexample generation method may not generate some of the actual permissiveness
counterexamples. In the next chapter, we will vary the permissiveness counterexample generation method along several dimensions to try to produce more of the actual
permissiveness counterexamples to improve the permissiveness of the final derived
requirements. The L∗ learner [6, 61] guarantees that the final derived requirement
is represented as a minimal deterministic FSA. In the following, we first discuss the
guarantees about the derived requirements and then discuss the worst-case complexity
of the requirement deriver.
For the learning-based requirement deriver, our teacher classifies the event sequences from ΣD as either safe or non-safe. We defined the unknown language U
being learned to disallow the non-safe event sequences and allow the safe ones. To
guarantee that the final derived requirement D is equivalent to U , this teacher needs
to be minimally adequate, meaning that both the membership and equivalence queries
must return precise answers. Our equivalence queries, however, only return precise
answers for the unsafe event sequences but imprecise answers for the non-terminating,
infeasible, and safe event sequences. This means that the final derived requirement
is guaranteed to disallow all unsafe event sequences (i.e. be safe) but may not allow
all safe event sequences (i.e. be adequately permissive). Additionally, this means
that the requirement may not disallow all of the non-terminating and infeasible event
sequences. In what follows, we first describe the guarantees for the membership query
and then the guarantees for the equivalence query.
Figure 3.7 shows the pseudo-code for the membership query that determines
whether a given event sequence σ from ΣD is safe or non-safe (line 3). To handle
the non-determinism, the state propagation algorithm is used to check whether or not
that event sequence corresponds to safe paths and no unsafe ones. If so, then this
query returns safe (line 4), otherwise the query returns non-safe (line 10 or 12). This
means that the membership queries return precise answers.
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The equivalence query first uses a safety counterexample generation method and
if needed then a permissiveness counterexample generation method. Section 3.5.2.2
describes the safety counterexample generation method that uses the find path algorithm to search for a safety counterexample that is allowed by the current derived
requirement but violates the system requirement (i.e. is unsafe). This algorithm
was designed to generate such unsafe paths but not the non-terminating or infeasible
paths. For the non-safe event sequences, the equivalence queries return precise answers for the unsafe event sequences but imprecise answers for the non-terminating
and infeasible event sequences. On the other hand, Figure 3.8 shows the permissiveness counterexample generation method that is a conservative but imprecise heuristic.
This method also uses the find path algorithm (line 3) to search for permissiveness
counterexamples that are disallowed by the current derived requirement but satisfy
the system requirement. Because the find path algorithm can be influenced by the
non-determinism, some actual permissiveness counterexamples may not be generated
as described below. For the safe event sequences, the equivalence queries return
imprecise answers.
In more detail, the permissiveness counterexample generation method first uses
the find path algorithm to search for a potential permissiveness counterexample path
that is disallowed by the current derived requirement (line 3). To handle the nondeterminism, the method then maps that path to its corresponding event sequence
(line 9) and checks whether or not that event sequence is safe (line 10). If so, the
event sequence is returned as a permissive counterexample (line 11). If not, the
event sequence is ruled out as a permissiveness counterexample to guarantee that
the derived requirement is safe. For instance in the non-deterministic node-tuple
graph shown in Figure 3.2, the potential permissiveness counterexample path 1, 3,
4, 5 that corresponds to event sequence a·b is ruled out because event sequence
a·b also correspond to unsafe path 1, 7, 8, 9. For every potential permissiveness
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counterexample path, the find path algorithm will add each of that path’s nodetuples to the visited data structure that stores the node-tuples that have already been
explored. This means that a safe path ruled out because of non-determinism can lead
to another safe path being ruled out because some of its node-tuples have already
been marked as visited. Giannakopoulou and Păsăreanu [35] refer to this as the statematching problem. For instance, the potential permissiveness counterexample path 1,
3, 4, 5 was ruled out (and marked node-tuples 1, 3, 4, and 5 as visited). Thus, the
potential permissiveness counterexample path 1, 3, 6, 5 is also ruled out (because the
node-tuple 5 was already visited). For FLAVERS, the node-tuple graphs are nondeterministic when the TFG is non-deterministic, the generate next tuples function is
non-deterministic, or both. The generate next tuples function is designed to be nondeterministic but in practice is implemented in a deterministic manner. Thus, this
function given the initial tuple and an event sequence σ will produce a unique tuple
that is either safe or non-safe. The function therefore prevents the non-deterministic
system models from leading to the state-matching problem. On the other hand,
the permissiveness counterexample generation method first performs an imprecise
search for a potential permissiveness counterexample path that violates the current
derived requirement (line 3) and then checks whether or not that path is safe (line
9). If the potential permissiveness counterexample path is unsafe, then that path is
ruled out. In a similar manner to the non-deterministic case, such unsafe paths can
rule out safe paths because of the state-matching problem. The next chapter will
describe alternative permissiveness counterexample heuristics that perform a more
precise search for potential permissiveness counterexamples to try to avoid ruling out
actual permissiveness counterexamples.
In the worst case, the number of membership queries made by the L∗ learner
is O(k · m2 ) + m log l, where k is the number of events in the alphabet ΣD , m is
the number of states in the minimal deterministic FSA D, and l is the length of
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the longest counterexample returned by any equivalence query. Since FLAVERS is
used to answer the membership and equivalence queries, each query has worst case
complexity that is O(n2 · s), where n is the number of nodes in the TFG and s is the
product of the number of states in the property and the number of states in each of
the constraints.

3.6

Derived Requirement Permissiveness Classifier

In the Introduction, we formally defined a derived requirement to be adequately
permissive when that requirement allows all safe event sequences. This classifier conservatively checks whether or not a given derived requirement disallows any potential
permissiveness counterexamples that correspond to safe paths. If not, then that derived requirement is adequately permissive because all potential permissiveness counterexamples are allowed by the requirement. If so, then the derived requirement may
or may not be adequately permissive because one or more potential permissiveness
counterexamples are disallowed by that requirement.
In the FLAVERS section, we discussed that the find path algorithm can be used
to generate some of the possible terminating paths through the node tuple-graph but
not necessarily all of them. Thus, the derived requirement permissiveness classifier
cannot use this algorithm to perform the check for safe paths since some of them may
not be generated. On the other hand, the build node-tuple graph and state propagation algorithms summarize all possible terminating paths through that node-tuple
graph but cannot generate any of those paths. This classifier therefore could use either of these algorithms to check for potential permissiveness counterexamples. In the
previous chapter, we described how the build node-tuple graph algorithm represents
the node-tuples as pairs of a TFG node and tuple and explicitly represents the edges
among those pairs. On the other hand, the state propagation algorithm represents
the node-tuples by associating each TFG node with a set of tuples and uses the ex-
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iting TFG edges among the TFG nodes. Thus, we chose to use the state propagation
algorithm because the node-tuple graph representation is more compact in terms of
space. Specifically, we use this algorithm to check for potential permissiveness counterexamples by treating the system requirement as a constraint to check for safe paths
and by treating the derived requirement as the property to check whether or not any
of those safe paths are disallowed by that derived requirement. In more detail, the
derived requirement permissiveness classifier runs the state propagation algorithm on
a HIS subject consisting of the system TFG, the system constraints along with a new
constraint that is a copy of the system requirement, and the property is a copy of
the derived requirement. This classifier checks whether or not the verification result
is CONCLUSIVE. If so, the classifier returns “Is adequately permissive.” If not, the
classifier returns “May be adequately permissive.” The permissiveness classifier uses
the state propagation algorithm to check for potential permissiveness counterexamples
in a similar manner to how the teacher’s permissiveness counterexample generation
method uses the find path algorithm to generate the potential permissiveness counterexamples (shown in line 4 of Figure 3.8).
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CHAPTER 4
DERIVATION IMPROVEMENTS

For our HIS-based requirement derivation approach, the L∗ learner must be provided with a teacher that can answer two different types of queries, membership
queries and equivalence queries. Our teacher answers both queries using a model
checker. For this work, we consider model checkers such as Spin [49], NuSMV [18],
Java Pathfinder, and FLAVERS that provide a counterexample generation algorithm
that take as input a system model and one of its properties and then explicitly or symbolically generate the reachability graph to iteratively find counterexamples. Since
our preliminary evaluation showed that this approach often did not scale well, we
investigated several learning and model checking optimizations. These optimizations
improved performance but also influenced the generated counterexamples, impacting
the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Thus, we investigated the impact
on permissiveness of several counterexample generation heuristics and the interaction
of the optimization techniques and counterexample generation approaches. Although
many of the optimizations and heuristics have been presented previously, we show how
their selective combination affects the derivation results with respect to performance
as well as permissiveness.
Various optimizations have been developed for the learning algorithms (e.g., [4,15])
and model checking techniques (e.g., [25, 38]). As part of this work, we extended our
approach to incorporate several optimizations intended to reduce the amount of space
and time needed to perform the requirement derivation. We found, however, that
some of these optimizations involving the encoding of variables in the HIS model may
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interact with the counterexample generation approaches. When these optimizations
are applied, the derived requirement may be too restrictive to be useful because not
enough permissiveness counterexamples are generated. Thus, we also investigate a
general class of permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics that approximate
the derived requirements that are most permissive. Our goal is to find one or more
combinations of the optimizations and heuristics that have reasonable performance
in terms of space and time, but also derive requirements that are permissive enough
to be useful. Although we have evaluated these optimizations and heuristics for the
particular learning algorithm and model checker employed by our requirement deriver,
we believe the results would be applicable to other requirement derivers built with
similar approaches. In the next chapter, we will discuss a very preliminary evaluation
of another requirement deriver that employs the same learning algorithm and the
Java Pathfinder model checker. We first provide more details about the derivation
optimizations and the permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics. We then
describe our experimental evaluation.

4.1

Derivation Optimizations

For our HIS-based requirement derivation approach, we need to translate the HIS
model written in Little-JIL to the FLAVERS representation consisting of a TFG and
set of constraints. Since a Little-JIL step’s (or procedure’s) execution may need to
copy input and output parameters, send/receive to/from communication channels,
and throw exceptions, a Little-JIL step is typically translated to between 5 and 20
TFG nodes. Additionally, the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator represents each parameter, exception, or channel as a FLAVERS constraint. For this work, the system
properties (e.g., never overdose) specify the intended or unintended interactions between the given component (e.g., pump) and its environment (e.g., perform in-patient
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surgery). Thus the model checker often needs to model the variables relevant to the
properties.
As mentioned in the introduction, our HIS-based requirement derivation approach
takes as input a HIS model that is a parallel composition of the component of interest
and the environment in which that component is used. At a high level of abstraction, the component defines a set of remote procedures that the environment calls
to accomplish its goals. In our HIS models, the remote procedure calls are encoded
using communication channels that send and receive messages. Thus, we applied
two model checking optimizations to try to ameliorate the state explosion problem.
Both optimizations target the sequences of procedure calls to the component made
by its environment: we applied program slicing techniques (e.g., [72]) to keep only
the portions of the model relevant to those procedure calls, and we used partial order
reduction techniques (e.g., [19]) to reduce the number of thread interleavings between
the component and its environment. Although these optimizations improved performance by decreasing both the space and time needed, the results for our largest
subjects showed the deriver’s performance still did not scale well. Thus, we explored
the application of three additional model checker optimizations and one learner optimization that affect how the interactions are encoded in the HIS model to further
improve the deriver’s performance.
Many researchers have investigated model checker optimizations (e.g., [18,19]) and
learner optimizations (e.g., [14, 33]). We know from other work (e.g., [9]) that alternative ways of encoding different modeling language features in the system model can
have substantial impacts on the size of the model and the performance of the verification algorithm. For this work, we therefore applied three additional model checker
optimizations that influence how the interactions are encoded in the HIS model. Two
model checker optimizations employ constant propagation and live variable analysis,
two common compiler techniques, that affect how the variables relevant to the system
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property are encoded in the HIS model. The third model checker optimization affects
how the channels are encoded in HIS model. We also applied a learner optimization that uses a particular characteristic of the system models to reduce the number
of times that the model checker is run to answer the membership queries. In what
follows, we will illustrate the four optimizations by applying them to the setDose
procedure of the pump shown in Figure 2.4. As described in Section 2.3, for each
selected component (e.g., pump), we declare variables to store the internal state of
that component (e.g., currLib ). For each of its procedures, we declare variables to
store the values of the input parameters (e.g., setDose dose) along with the output
parameters or exceptions thrown (e.g., setDose DoseAlert).
The four optimizations will be further described in the following sections. Overall
the four optimizations did not significantly interact with each other. The learner optimization and the channel-related model checker optimization improved the deriver’s
performance and did not impact the permissiveness of the derived requirements. The
compiler-based model checker optimizations tended to significantly improve the deriver’s performance, especially in terms of space, but could drastically reduce the
permissiveness of the derived requirements. Since we need the improved performance
provided by all four optimizations, we investigated the ability of the counterexample
generation heuristics described in the next section to improve the permissiveness of
the derived requirements.

4.1.1

Variable Modeling Alternatives

FLAVERS can track the run-time values of user-specified variables to improve the
precision of the system model represented as a TFG and a set of constraints. Since the
worst case of the verification algorithm depends on the size of the TFG, the number
of constraints, and the size of each constraint, we explored two variable modeling
alternatives that differ in how the run-time variable values are tracked in the TFG
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and constraints to study the impact of both alternatives on the performance of the
verification algorithm. In particular, the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator allows
the user to specify the variable modeling alternative on a per variable basis. We next
briefly describe both variable modeling alternatives and illustrate each alternative on
the setDose procedure.
In the first alternative, the variables are modeled as constraints and their run-time
values are tracked in the node-tuple graph generated by the verification algorithm. For
a given variable (e.g., setDose dose), the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator employs
a template-based approach to construct the appropriate TFG nodes annotated with
the events that set (e.g., setDose dose=LOW) and test (e.g., setDose dose==LOW)
the value of that variable. For instance, the setDose procedure shown in Figure 2.4 is
translated to the portion of the TFG shown in Figure 2.10 when the user specifies to
apply this first alternative to the variables currLib , currDose , setDose dose, and
setDose DoseAlert. To illustrate, one potential path through the pseudo-code of
the setDose procedure consists of statements 1, 5, 8, 9, 10. That path is translated
to TFG nodes { 0, 1a, 1b, 5, 8, 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, 10, 11 } where the setDose dose
variable is set at TFG nodes 1a and 1b and then tested at TFG nodes 8, 9a, and 9b.
Additionally, the translator constructs an appropriate variable constraint represented
as an FSA as described in the FLAVERS section to track the run-time values of that
variable during the analysis. For instance, Figure 2.9 shows the variable constraint for
the setDose dose variable. So in this first alternative, all the information about the
run-time values of variables is tracked in the states of the variable constraints, and
the verification algorithm generates the full node-tuple graph by associating nodes
with tuples of constraint states. To illustrate, Figure 2.12 shows the portion of the
node-tuple graph for the setDose procedure where each node-tuple shows the TFG
node (top) and the tuple (bottom). In particular, every tuple tracks the states of the
variable constraints for currLib , currDose , setDose dose, setDose DoseAlert. The
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FLAVERS background section describes how the verification algorithm generates the
full node-tuple graph in more detail. We call this first alternative the analysis-time
variable model.
TFG node event
<lineNo,setDose_dose>
1

10
tau
<1, LOW>

tau
<HIGH>

2

6
currLib_==ICU
<5, LOW>

tau
<3, LOW>

tau
<8/9a, LOW>

currDose_=LOW
<3, LOW>

currDose_=LOW
<9, LOW>

setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
<4, LOW>

setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
<10, LOW>

3

7

4

currLib_==OR
<2, HIGH>

currLib_==ICU
<5, HIGH>

tau
<3, HIGH>

tau
<6, HIGH>

currDose_=HIGH
<3, HIGH>

setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE
<7, HIGH>

12

8

5

15

11

currLib_==OR
<2, LOW>

15

17

13

9

14
setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE
<4, HIGH>

Figure 4.1: Portion of the TFG for the setDose procedure constructed when the first
alternative for modeling the currLib , currDose , and setDose DoseAlert variables
is applied and the second alternative for modeling the setDose dose variable is applied

In the second alternative, selected variables are modeled in the TFG, in particular their run-time values are tracked in the TFG nodes. Like FLAVERS, the INCA
model checker [24] first constructs a high-level model of the execution of the system
as a graph and then uses that graph as the basis for its verification. But INCA uses
constant propagation [1] to encode variable values in the graph and hence does not
need to explicitly track those values during the verification algorithm. In FLAVERS,
we have implemented this approach by extending the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator to encode the values of (user-specified) variables in the TFG nodes. Specifically,
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this translator associates a tuple consisting of the source location (in this case the
line number) and the selected variables with each TFG node. This is similar to how
the verification algorithms associate tuples of the property and constraints states,
including the task and variable constraint states, with the TFG nodes. For instance,
Figure 4.1 shows the portion of the TFG for the setDose procedure constructed
when the user specifies to apply the first alternative to the currLib , currDose , and
setDose DoseAlert variables and to apply this second alternative to the setDose dose
variable. In this figure, each TFG node is annotated with its event (shown at the
top) along with the encoded tuple that consists of the source location value and
setDose dose variable value (shown at the bottom). To illustrate, we consider the
same path through the pseudo-code of the setDose procedure that consists of statements 1, 5, 8, 9, 10. In this figure, that path is translated to TFG nodes { 1, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10 } where the setDose dose variable is set at TFG nodes 1 and 10 and then tested
at TFG node 7. For clarity, we added the TFG nodes annotated with τ , but the TFG
refinements will later remove such TFG nodes to try to reduce the size of the TFG.
The TFG shown in Figure 4.1 essentially corresponds to the node-tuple graph shown
in Figure 2.12 where any set or test of the setDose dose variable was relabeled as
tau. This second alternative eliminates the need for some variable constraints (e.g.,
dose) and the tracking of their states in the node-tuple graph during the verification
algorithm. The second alternative, however, has the potential to increase the size of
the TFG to track the variable values in its nodes. We call this second approach the
model-construction-time variable model.
For this work, we must apply the analysis-time variable model to the channels
because they are shared by multiple agents. We also must apply the analysis-time
variable model to any parameters and exceptions that are shared by multiple agents.
On the other hand, we could apply either variable model to any parameters and
exceptions that are local to a single agent. In practice for most systems, the model-
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construction-time variable model can greatly reduce the space and time needed for
the verification algorithm. Thus, we applied the model-construction-time variable
model to the parameters and exceptions whenever possible.

4.1.2

Reset Dead Local Variables

A local variable is live at a given CFG node if and only if there exists a path
to that node where that variable is defined (in our terminology set) and from that
node where the variable is used (in our terminology tested) before being redefined.
Otherwise that local variable is dead (meaning not live). For instance, Figure 2.10
uses the analysis-time variable model for the setDose dose variable that is defined at
TFG nodes { 1a, 1b } and used as TFG nodes { 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 6, 8, 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d }.
Thus, the dose variable is live at TFG nodes: { 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 5, 6, 8, 9a, 9b, 9c,
9d }. Conceptually, the model checkers need to track all possible values for the live
variables but do not need to track the values of the dead variables. Thus some model
checkers such as Bandera [25] and INCA incorporate a reset dead local variables
optimization where each local variable that goes from live to dead is redefined to a
single value. This optimization attempts to reduce the number of possible values of
the local variables that need to be tracked in the node-tuple graph of the verification
algorithm or in the TFG nodes to try to reduce the space and time needed to perform
the verification.
For this optimization, the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator allows the user to
specify whether or not each local variable is reset to dead when possible. This translator first performs live variable analysis [1] on the CFGs. Based on the analysis
results, each CFG node is then associated with a live variable set. A local variable
goes from live to dead when an edge transfers control from a CFG node that contains
that variable in its live variable set to another node that does not contain that variable
in its live variable set. The translator represents a local variable going from live to
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dead with the insertion of a new assignment statement where the left hand side is the
variable (e.g., setDose dose) and the right hand side is the dead value of that variable, in our case the initial value of the variable (e.g., LOW ). For instance, Figure 4.2
shows the portion of the TFG for the setDose procedure shown in Figure 2.10 where
the reset dead local variables optimization was applied to the setDose dose variable.
The setDose dose variable goes from live to dead represented by the inserted assignment statements (shown in bold) where the setDose dose variable is set to LOW at
TFG nodes: { 11, 12, 13 }. We described this optimization at the CFG-level. In
practice, we implemented the optimization on the labeled transition systems.
1b

1a

setDose_dose=HIGH

setDose_dose=LOW

2

5
currLib_==OR

currLib_==ICU

3a

3b

setDose_dose==LOW

setDose_dose==HIGH

3c

3d
currDose_=LOW

currDose_=HIGH

11
setDose_dose=LOW

8

6

setDose_dose==LOW

setDose_dose==HIGH

12

9a

setDose_dose=LOW

setDose_dose==LOW

7

9b
setDose_dose==HIGH

9c

setDose_DoseAlert=TRUE

9d
currDose_=LOW

currDose_=HIGH

4

13

setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE

setDose_dose=LOW

10
setDose_DoseAlert=FALSE

Figure 4.2: Portion of the TFG for the setDose procedure shown in Figure 2.10 where
the reset dead local variables optimization was applied to the setDose dose variable

For a given HIS model, each procedure of the selected component has its parameters and exceptions translated to local variables that could have this reset dead local
variables optimization applied. For our evaluation, if the reset dead local variables
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optimization is not applied, then the requirement deriver often exceeds either its
space or time bound. This evaluation therefore applied the reset dead local variables
optimization whenever possible.

4.1.3

Channel Modeling Alternatives

As mentioned in the background section, we represent the interactions between
the selected component and its environment as remote procedure calls. Specifically,
we model the remote procedure calls with channels in the HIS models written in
Little-JIL. Recall that a channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn) stores a buffer of messages
of a user-specified type (e.g., boolean) and provides two atomic operations, send
and receive, to access the messages. Thus to precisely model the remote procedure
calls, the input to the model checker often must encode the channel semantics in
the system model. For FLAVERS, we explored two channel modeling alternatives
that encode each channel as a single-slot buffer of messages, meaning that channel
stores a single message. The message may be set to a special EMPTY value or one
of the possible values of the user-specified type of the message (e.g., TRUE). The
send operation blocks waiting until the channel is not full and then adds a given
message to the channel. The receive operation blocks waiting until the channel is
not empty and then removes a message from the channel. In both alternatives, the
channels are modeled as constraints and the run-time values of the messages in the
channels are tracked in the node-tuple graph of the verification algorithm. The first
alternative encodes the semantics of the two channel operations in the TFG while
the second alternative encodes them in the constraint. We next briefly describe each
channel modeling alternative and illustrate its application to the return statement of
the setDose procedure of the pump.
For the first channel modeling alternative, the Little-JIL to FLAVERS translator
encodes the channel semantics by constructing a variable constraint for a given chan-
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nel (e.g., setDoseRetChn) to track the run-time values of the message stored in that
channel. Additionally the translator inlines the calls to send to and receive from the
channel in the TFG. We call this the low-level channel model.
To illustrate, Figure 4.3 shows the variable constraint for the channel setDoseRetChn.
In this figure, there is a state labeled with the special U N KN OW N value (shortened
to U N K), the special EM P T Y value, and the remaining states labeled with the other
possible values of the message stored in the channel (e.g., TRUE). The transitions
are labeled with events for setting the value of the message (e.g., setDoseRetChn =
T RU E) and testing the value of the message (e.g., setDoseRetChn == T RU E).
The figure only shows the transitions that may be executed by the inlined calls that
send to and receive from the channel.
setDoseRetChn!=EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn!=FALSE,
setDoseRetChn!=TRUE

setDoseRetChn=EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn==EMPTY

setDoseRetChn=EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn==EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn!=FALSE,
setDoseRetChn!=TRUE

EMPTY
ICU

setDoseRetChn=TRUE,
setDoseRetChn==TRUE

UNK

setDoseRetChn=FALSE,
setDoseRetChn==FALSE

setDoseRetChn=FALSE,
setDoseRetChn==FALSE,
setDoseRetChn!=EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn!=TRUE

setDoseRetChn=FALSE
setDoseRetChn=EMPTY

FALSE
OR

setDoseRetChn=TRUE,
setDoseRetChn==TRUE,
setDoseRetChn!=EMPTY,
setDoseRetChn!=FALSE

TRUE
OR

setDoseRetChn=TRUE

setDoseRetChn=EMPTY

Figure 4.3: Variable constraint for channel setDoseRetChn that stores a message of
boolean type

For the low-level channel model, the Little-JIL to TFG translator defines a TFG
template that inlines the call to the send operation that copies a given input parameter (e.g., setDose DoseAlert) to a specified channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn). To
illustrate, Figure 4.4a shows the portion of the TFG for the return statement of the
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setDose procedure where this template was applied. The template first tests whether
or not the channel is empty (corresponds to TFG node 3.1a). If the channel is not
empty, then the send operation will block. If the channel is empty, then this operation
will continue on to copy the input parameter to the channel. For each possible value
(e.g., FALSE) of the input parameter (e.g., setDose DoseAlert), this template copies
that input parameter value to a new message (corresponds to TFG node 3.1b) and
then adds that message to the channel (corresponds to TFG node 3.1d). The translator also defines a TFG template that inlines the call to the receive operation that
copies a message from a given channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn) to a specified output
parameter (e.g., setDose retM sg). To illustrate, Figure 4.4b shows the portion of
the TFG for the return from the setDose procedure where this template was applied.
The template first tests whether or not the channel is not empty (corresponds to
TFG node 3.2a). If the channel is empty, then the receive operation will block. If the
channel is not empty, then this operation will continue on to copy from the channel
to the output parameter. For each possible value (e.g., FALSE) of the message in the
channel, this template copies that message value (corresponds to TFG node 3.2b) to
the output parameter (corresponds to TFG node 3.2d). Lastly, the template removes
the message from the channel (corresponds to TFG node 3.2f).
For the second channel modeling alternative, the translator encodes the channel semantics by constructing a channel constraint for a given channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn)
that both tracks the run-time values of the message stored in that channel and inlines
the calls for the send and receive operations for the channel. The translator also constructs TFG nodes annotated with events that correspond to making the calls that
send to and receive from the channel. This modeling alternative attempts to reduce
the size of the TFG by adding fewer nodes and edges. We call this the high-level
channel model.
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3.2a
setDoseRespChn!=EMPTY

3.1a
setDoseRetChn==EMPTY

3.2c

3.2b

setDoseRetChn==TRUE

setDoseRetChn==FALSE

3.1c

3.1b
setDose_DoseAlert==FALSE

setDose_DoseAlert==TRUE
3.2e

3.2d

setDose_retMsg=TRUE

setDose_retMsg=FALSE

3.1e

3.1d
setDoseRetChn=FALSE

setDoseRetChn=TRUE
3.2f
setDoseRetChn=EMPTY

(a) Portion of the TFG for the pump
where the low-level send operation was (b) Portion of the TFG for the in-patient
applied to one of the return statements surgery process where the low-level chanof the setDose procedure
nel receive operation was applied to the
return from the setDose procedure

To illustrate, Figure 4.5 shows the channel constraint for the channel setDoseRetChn.
In each channel constraint (e.g., setDoseRetChn), there is a state for the special
EMPTY value and a state for every possible value of the type of the message (e.g.,
TRUE). The state for the EMPTY value is set as the start state and all states
that correspond to values of the message are set as accepting states. Additionally,
there are transitions labeled with the events that send a message to that channel
(e.g., SND(setDoseRetChn, TRUE)), receive a message from the channel (e.g.,
RCV(setDoseRetChn, TRUE)), and test whether or not there is a message (e.g.,
isEmpty(setDoseRetChn)). In more detail, the send operation blocks waiting until
the channel is empty. This is represented by the implicit transitions from each possible
message state to the violation state on the send operations. For example, the FALSE
state transitions to the violation state on the event SND(setDoseRetChn,FALSE).
The send operation is permitted when the channel is empty. For each possible message, this is represented by the transition from the EMPTY state to the corresponding
message state on the send operation of that message. For example, the EMPTY state
transitions to the FALSE state on the event SND(setDoseRetChn,FALSE). On the
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other hand, the receive operation blocks waiting until the channel is not empty. This
is represented by the implicit transitions from the EMPTY state to the violation state
on the receive operations. For example, the EMPTY state transitions to the violation
state on the event RCV(setDoseRetChn,FALSE). The receive operation is permitted when the channel is not empty. For each possible message, this is represented
by the transition from the corresponding message state to the EMPTY state on the
receive operation of that message. For example, the FALSE state transitions to the
EMPTY state on the event RCV(setDoseRetChn,FALSE).
isEmpty(setDoseRetChn),
not_isFull(setDoseRetChn)

EMPTY
ICU

SND(setDoseRetChn, FALSE)

SND(setDoseRetChn, TRUE)

RCV(setDoseRetChn, FALSE)
RCV(setDoseRetChn, TRUE)
FALSE
ICU

TRUE
ICU

not_isEmpty(setDoseRetChn),
isFull(setDoseRetChn)

not_isEmpty(setDoseRetChn),
isFull(setDoseRetChn)

Figure 4.5: Channel constraint for channel setDoseRetChn that stores a message of
boolean type

For the high-level channel model, the Little-JIL to TFG translator defines a TFG
template to make a call to the send operation that copies a given input parameter (e.g.,
setDose DoseAlert) to a specified channel (e.g., setDoseRetChn). To illustrate,
Figure 4.6a shows the portion of the TFG for the second return statement of the
setDose procedure where this template was applied. For each possible value (e.g.,
FALSE) of the input parameter (e.g., setDose DoseAlert), the template first copies
that input parameter value to a new message (corresponds to TFG node 3.1b). This
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template then makes a call to send that message to the channel (corresponds to TFG
node 3.1d). The channel constraint will block the send operation when the channel is
full. On the other hand, this constraint will continue on to copy the input parameter
to the channel when the channel is empty. The translator also defines a TFG template
to make a call to the receive operation that copies a message from the given channel
(e.g., setDoseRetChn) to a specified output parameter (e.g., setDose return). To
illustrate, Figure 4.6b shows the portion of the TFG for the return from the setDose
procedure where this template was applied. For each possible value (e.g., FALSE)
of the message, the template first makes a call to receive that value of the message
from the channel (corresponds to TFG node 3.2b). This template then copies that
message value to the output parameter (corresponds to TFG node 3.2d). The channel
constraint will block the receive operation when the channel is empty. On the other
hand, this operation will continue on to copy from the channel to the output parameter
when the channel is not empty.

3.2a

3.1a

tau

tau

3.1b

3.1c

setDose_DoseAlert==FALSE

3.1d

setDose_DoseAlert==TRUE

3.1e

SND(setDoseRetChn, FALSE)

SND(setDoseRetChn, TRUE)

3.2c

3.2b
RCV(setDoseRetChn,FALSE)

RCV(setDoseRetChn,TRUE)

3.2e

3.2d
setDose_retMsg=FALSE

setDose_retMsg=TRUE

(a) Portion of the TFG for the pump
where the high-level send operation was (b) Portion of the TFG for the in-patient
applied to one of the return statements surgery process where the high-level receive operation was applied to the return
of the setDose procedure
from the setDose procedure

For this work, we implemented both channel models in FLAVERS. The two channel models could be implemented for other model checkers such as Spin. For our case
studies, we compared the performance of the requirement deriver when the low-level
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and high-level channel models were applied. The low-level channel model generally
needed twice the amount of space as the high-level one. Thus, our evaluation always
applied the high-level channel model.

4.1.4

Incremental Membership Query

For the learning-based requirement deriver, Section 3.5.1 mentioned that the L*
learner asks membership queries during the initialization and also during each iterative refinement. Thus, it is usually beneficial to reduce the number of membership
queries, the cost of each membership query, or both to improve the performance
of the learning-based requirement deriver. In Section 3.5.1, we described that our
L* learner incorporates Rivest and Schapire’s improvements to reduce the number of
membership queries asked. Additionally, this L* learner incorporates the prefix-closed
optimization to further reduce the number of membership queries asked. Figure 3.7
shows the pseudo-code for our teacher’s membership query that employs a two-stage
strategy to answer the query where each stage needs to run FLAVERS (lines 3 and
9). In the previous sections, we described how to reduce the cost of the membership
queries by having each run of FLAVERS incorporate three model checker optimizations. In a complementary manner, this optimization conceptually performs the first
stage and then incrementally performs the second stage to reduce the cost of the
membership query by only needing one run of FLAVERS.
At a high-level, the incremental membership query takes as input a given event
sequence σ from Σ∗D and determines whether or not σ belongs in the unknown language U . The first stage initially checks whether or not event sequence σ is safe.
This stage creates a new constraint Cσ with alphabet ΣD that accepts event sequence
σ. The stage then runs the state propagation algorithm to determine whether or not
all terminating paths that are allowed by Cσ satisfy the system requirement. If so,
this stage returns IS PREFIX. If not, then the second stage checks whether or not
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event sequence σ that is non-safe can be extended to an event sequence that is safe.
This stage modifies the constraint Cσ that accepts σ to also accept any extensions of
σ. Since the modified constraint can allow more paths than the original constraint,
the stage then continues to run the state propagation algorithm to check whether or
not there exists a terminating path that is allowed by Cσ that satisfies the system
requirement. If so, then this stage returns IS POSSIBLE PREFIX . If not, then the
stage returns IS NOT PREFIX. In what follows, we describe how to implement the
incremental membership query by extending the state propagation algorithm.
For the incremental membership query, the first stage can use the state propagation algorithm described in the FLAVERS section of the Background chapter. The
state propagation algorithm employs data flow analysis techniques to verify whether
or not all potential terminating paths through a system model satisfy a user-specified
property. At a lower-level, this algorithm associates each TFG node with a set of
tuples that summarize the paths that can reach that TFG node. The algorithm uses
a worklist to start from the initial TFG node that is associated with the initial tuple
and then generates the reachable node-tuples. Lastly, the state propagation algorithm determines the verification result by examining the final node-tuples. If the
verification result is CONCLUSIVE, meaning that there exist final node-tuples that
are satisfying and none that are violating, then the first stage determines that the
membership query result is IS PREFIX. If not, then the second stage is incrementally
performed by extending the state propagation algorithm as follows. After the first
stage generates the reachable node-tuples, the second stage modifies the constraint
Cσ , which contains a single accepting state that accepts σ, to accept any extension
of σ by making that accepting state a trap state. This modification will not affect
the set of existing tuples because the states of Cσ remain the same. The modification, however, can lead to the generation of new tuples because the transitions of
Cσ have been modified. The second stage then reinitializes the worklist by adding
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any TFG node to the worklist that is associated with a tuple where constraint Cσ
is at its accepting state that was modified to be a trap state. This stage uses the
worklist to generate any newly reachable node-tuples. Lastly, the stage reexamines
the final node-tuples to determine whether or not there exists a final node-tuple that
is satisfying. If so, then the second stage returns IS POSSIBLE PREFIX. If not, this
stage returns IS NOT PREFIX.

4.2

Permissiveness Counterexample Generation Heuristics

In the previous chapter, we described the permissiveness counterexample generation method that specifies a heuristic for generating permissiveness counterexamples
that correspond to terminating paths that are disallowed by the current derived requirement but that satisfy the system requirement. Some of the requirement derivation optimizations described in the previous section, however, can negatively impact
that heuristic, which can significantly decrease the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Thus, we extend the permissiveness counterexample generation method
to specify a general class of heuristics for generating permissiveness counterexamples. Specifically, this method is varied along multiple dimensions suggested by the
search-based counterexample generation techniques (e.g., [30]) and the learning-based
interface synthesis methods (e.g., [4]). These dimensions can significantly affect the
permissiveness of the derived requirements as well as the performance of the the
learning-based requirement deriver.
In more detail, the permissiveness counterexample generation method shown in
Figure 3.8 iterates through a set of potential permissiveness counterexamples (line 3).
The permissiveness of the derived requirement depends on which counterexamples are
generated and in what order they are generated. The worst case of the requirement
deriver depends on the length of the longest counterexample generated and the cost
of the counterexample generation algorithm (in our case the find path algorithm). For
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such search-based counterexample generation algorithms, including the ones provided
by FLAVERS, JPF, and Spin, there are two common approaches to vary the search
to influence the set of counterexamples generated and the cost of the counterexample generation. The first approach narrows the search by applying additional constraints. The second approach guides the search by parameterizing some or all of the
following key data structures and functions: the is terminating function, the worklist
data structure, and the visited data structure. The is terminating function identifies
whether or not a given node-tuple corresponds to a terminating path and hence may
lead to the generation of a counterexample. The worklist data structure stores the
node-tuples to be explored while the visited data structure determines whether or not
a given node-tuple should be explored (again). For this work, the HIS models contain
loops and therefore there may be an infinite number of potential counterexamples to
be generated. One important responsibility of the visited data structure is to break
out of such loops to generate a finite set of counterexamples. Typically only a small
number of unrollings of these loops, however, are considered. Thus, special techniques
may be used for the loops to increase the number of unrollings considered.
Figure 4.7 shows the pseudo-code for the extended permissiveness counterexample
generation method that varies along the following five dimensions (underlined in the
figure). The first dimension varies how the permissiveness counterexample generation
method ensures that the permissiveness counterexample generated satisfies the system
requirement (lines 2, 6, 13). In particular, the system requirement can be used
as an additional constraint to the search (line 2). The next three dimensions vary
the search-based counterexample generation algorithm’s parameterization of the data
structures and function. The second dimension varies the is terminating function to
affect whether or not the prefixes of the terminating paths are generated. The third
dimension varies the worklist data structure to specify the order of the node-tuples
in the worklist. The fourth dimension varies the visited data structure to essentially
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try to increase branch coverage. On the other hand, the fifth dimension varies the
learner (line 8) or the search-based counterexample generation algorithm (line 6) to
specify the number of unrollings of the loops that are considered. For each of the
five dimensions, we consider different implementation options that affect the set of
permissiveness counterexamples generated and the performance of the learning-based
requirement deriver in terms of space and time. We will call a combination, involving
one option for each of these dimensions, a permissiveness counterexample generation
heuristic, usually shortened to heuristic. In the remainder of this section, we give
some additional details about the extended permissive counterexample generation
method’s dimensions.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

if (IsConstraintBased) then
CS ← CS ∪ { RS }
end if
// Search for a potential permissiveness counterexample path t
// that is disallowed by the current derived requirement Di
for all (t ∈ Find-Path(Di , G, CS, IsT erminating, W orklist, V isited)) do
if (t = N U LL) then
return Learner-Take-N-Steps-Further(n)
else
// Check whether or not event sequence σt is safe
// and thus should be allowed by the final derived req.
σt ← Project(t, ΣD )
if (Membership-Query(σt ) = IS PREFIX) then
return σt
end if
end if
end for

Figure 4.7: Pseudo-code for the extended permissiveness counterexample generation
method that varies along the five dimensions (shown as underlined) that parameterize
some of the key helper methods

4.2.1

Ensure the System Requirement is Satisfied

In Figure 3.8, we showed the original permissiveness counterexample generation
method that specifies the current derived requirement as the property (line 3) to
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generate potential permissiveness counterexamples that are disallowed by the current
derived requirement. This method then uses the teacher’s membership query to ensure that a potential permissiveness counterexample also always satisfies the system
requirement (line 10). We call this first option the query-based option. In Figure
4.7, we showed the extended permissiveness counterexample generation method that
specifies the current derived requirement as the property (line 6) and the system
requirement as a constraint (lines 2 and 6). This ensures that any potential permissiveness counterexample found is disallowed by the current derived requirement
and also satisfies the system requirement. We call this second option the constraintbased option. An additional constraint usually improves the precision of the paths
generated. The worst case performance of the search-based counterexample generation algorithm, however, depends on the number of constraints and the number of
states in each constraint. In practice, an additional constraint, however, can occasionally improve both the precision and performance. Thus, we investigated both
the query-based and constraint-based options to evaluate different tradeoffs between
the precision of the counterexamples generated and the cost of the counterexample
generation.

4.2.2

Select Terminating Node-Tuples

A model checker determines whether or not all paths through a system model satisfy a given property. Some model checkers such as NuSMV and FLAVERS consider
only terminating paths, meaning all of the paths must end at one of the nodes of the
reachability graph designated as final ones. Thus, the only terminating option returns
true when the given node-tuple is one of the final node-tuples. Alternatively, other
model checkers such as Spin and JavaPathfinder consider both terminating paths
and their prefixes. Thus, the terminating and prefixes option returns true for every
node-tuple. In general, this significantly increases the size of the set of counterex-
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amples generated, decreases the average length of the counterexamples generated,
and increases the cost of the counterexample generation. For this work, we extended
the FLAVERS find path algorithm to support both isTerminating options. Since
the learner basically explores the event sequences from ΣD in an iterative deepening
order, this usually means that the prefixes of the terminating paths are explored before the terminating paths themselves. Thus, we also extended the permissiveness
counterexample generation method to use the IsTerminating options (line 6) to study
which option works better with the learner’s exploration order.

4.2.3

Order of Node-Tuples in the Worklist

The worklist can affect the set of counterexamples generated, the length of the
longest counterexample, and the performance of the counterexample generation. We
explored both a breadth first search (BFS) and depth first search (DFS) worklist
option (line 6). The BFS worklist strategy uses a queue to explore the node-tuples
in a first in first out order. The search-based counterexample generation algorithm
using the BFS worklist strategy will find a shortest counterexample but often has a
high cost for the counterexample generation. Alternatively, the DFS worklist uses
a stack to explore the node-tuples in a last in first out order. The search-based
counterexample generation algorithm using the DFS worklist option generally finds
longer counterexamples but often has a lower cost for the counterexample generation.

4.2.4

Determine Previously Visited Node-Tuples

For branches, the commonly used visited data structure often prevents different
counterexamples from containing the same node-tuple. Thus, we consider an alternative visited data structure that allows different counterexamples to contain the same
node-tuple, which can increase the number of counterexamples generated along with
the cost of the counterexample generation.
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The unique visited option is intended to allow each distinct node-tuple to be visited
at most once. This strategy hashes the set of node-tuples that have already been
explored. Since the unique visited option may not allow different counterexamples to
contain the same node-tuple, the repeatedly visited option allows certain node-tuples
to be visited multiple times.
For the interface synthesis methods, the system often concurrently executes the
component of interest and its environment in their own threads. Such systems are
often implemented as a main thread that first allocates the component and environment threads, then forks the allocated threads, and lastly joins them. For model
checkers that consider only terminating system executions, different counterexamples
should be generated that pass through the node-tuples corresponding to the forks and
joins before reaching the final node-tuple. Thus, the repeatably visited option allows
the concurrency-related node-tuples (i.e. a thread being forked, begun, ended, and
joined) to be revisited and the remaining node-tuples to be visited at most once.

4.2.5

Take N Steps Further

Alur et al.’s learning-based interface synthesis method [4] incorporates a one step
further heuristic to essentially unroll any loops another time to try to augment the
set of permissiveness counterexamples found. At a high-level, this heuristic first finds
a set of original permissiveness counterexamples. The heuristic then generates a set
of new counterexamples by trying to extend each original permissiveness counterexample by “one step further”, meaning by each event in the alphabet of the derived
requirement. The set of original permissiveness counterexamples is then augmented
with each new counterexample that is identified as a permissiveness counterexample.
We explored two different take N steps further options that will be described below.
Our experimental evaluation considers taking N steps further where N is 0, 1, or 2.
In general, a larger N increases the size of the set of counterexamples generated, the
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average length of the counterexamples generated, and the cost of the counterexample
generation.
Alur et al. investigated a learner-based N steps further option. This option (line 8)
uses the learner’s observation table, specifically the set of prefixes, and the alphabet
ΣU to generate the set of new counterexamples as described in the previous paragraph.
In the Approach section, we described how the original permissiveness counterexample
generation method uses the teacher’s membership query to identify whether or not the
potential permissiveness counterexamples are permissiveness ones (shown in Figure
3.8 at line 10). In a similar manner, the learner-based N steps further option then
uses the membership query to identify whether or not the new counterexamples are
permissiveness counterexamples.
In a complementary way, the adaptive model checking technique [40] essentially
uses iterative deepening DFS to generate counterexamples. The iterative deepening
bound, however, must be provided by the analyst. For this work, we also investigated
both BFS N steps further and DFS N steps further options that conceptually first
use either BFS or DFS to generate the set of original permissiveness counterexamples
and then automatically compute the bound as described below. Both options then
switch to using an iterative deepening search with that bound to try to generate the
new permissiveness counterexamples.
For the learning-based interface synthesis methods, the bound can be automatically computed as follows. We first run the counterexample generation algorithm
to iterate through the set of original permissiveness counterexamples found and then
determine the maximum depth of any counterexample. (The depth of a counterexample is the number of node-tuples that correspond to an event in the alphabet of the
derived requirement. Both iterative deepening searches annotate every node-tuple
with a depth.) We then set the bound to that maximum depth plus N (actually
2N for FLAVERS, since a human participant’s interaction with an automated com-
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ponent needs to pair a channel send and receive) and again run the counterexample
generation algorithm to iterate through the set of new permissive counterexamples
found.
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CHAPTER 5
DERIVATION EVALUATION

To evaluate such a requirement derivation approach, we extended our requirement
derivation toolset to support both the direct and learning-based requirement derivers
described in Section 3. For both requirement derivers considered, we incorporated the
model checking optimizations described in Section 4.1. For the learning-based requirement deriver, we also incorporated the learning optimizations described in Section 3
and Section 4.1 along with the the permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics described in Section 4.2. We then applied the extended toolset to case studies
in two human-intensive domains: healthcare and the election administration. One
goal is to compare the direct requirement deriver with the learning-based requirement
deriver in terms of permissiveness as well as performance. For the learning-based requirement deriver, another goal is to recommend a combination of the optimizations
and one or more permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics that produce derived requirements that are adequately permissive while reducing the space and time
needed to perform the requirement derivation. In what follows, we first describe the
experimental methodology and then present the experimental results. Additionally,
we present a preliminary evaluation of a learning-based requirement deriver that employs the L* learning algorithm and the Java Pathfinder model checker. We extended
this requirement deriver to incorporate the ensure system requirement is satisfied options, the worklist options, and the take N steps further options. In conclusion, we
discuss our experimental results including possible threats to validity.
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5.1

Experimental Methodology

To evaluate our requirement derivation approach, we applied our requirement
derivation toolset to a set of case studies. For each case study, we applied the direct and learning-based requirement derivers from both the component and process
perspectives. Table 5.1 enumerates the five optimizations applied. In this table,
each optimization shows the option used in bold. On our experimental platform,
the larger subjects caused the unoptimized requirement derivers to either exceed all
available space or to run for multiple days. In the previous chapter, we discussed
the model checking and learning optimizations incorporated into the requirement derivers that significantly improved performance in terms of space and time. In the
next section, we discuss how we selected the combination of optimization options
to be used. In the previous chapter, we also described how to extend our permissiveness counterexample generation method along five dimensions to define a class of
heuristics. Each heuristic is a combination of an option for each dimension. Table 5.2
shows the heuristics applied. The direct requirement deriver was run with all 3 model
checker optimizations applied. The learning-based requirement deriver was run with
all 3 model checker and 2 learner optimizations applied and each of the 80 different
heuristics. In what follows, we identify a particular heuristic using the following notation: Learner(IsSystemReqSatisfied,Worklist,Visited,IsTerminating,N). For instance,
our preliminary evaluation of the learning-based requirement deriver only used the
Learner(Query,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0) heuristic. As mentioned in the Approach
chapter, the derived requirements are represented as minimal deterministic FSAs. We
automate the comparison between the direct and learning-based requirement derivers
using the evaluation metrics described in Section 5.1.1 that quantify the permissiveness of the derived requirements and the performance of the requirement deriver. We
also automatically rank the heuristics using the same evaluation metrics.
The case studies are:
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Table 5.1: Derivation Optimizations Applied
OPTIMIZATION
Variable modeling
alternative
Reset dead
local variables
Channel modeling
alternative
Prefix-closed
membership query
Incremental
membership query

TYPE
OPTIONS
Model checker Analysis-time,
Model-construction-time
Model checker FALSE,
TRUE
Model checker Low-level,
High-level
Learner
FALSE,
TRUE
Learner
FALSE,
TRUE

• a computerized provider order entry (CPOE) application used in a healthcare
facility to manage any orders for the treatment of their patients during a simplified patient evaluation process: an initial version of the CPOE and an extended
version of the CPOE that supports a new access data procedure (CPOE-AD)
• a “smart” infusion pump (pump) used to administer medications and fluids
during an in-patient surgery process based on usage scenarios described by
Avrunin et al. [7]: an initial version of the pump (Pump) and an extended
version of the pump that supports a new start procedure (Pump-Start)
• an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) [43, 44] used during a cardiac
patient care process [32]: an initial version of the ICD and an extended version
of the ICD that supports a new write data procedure (ICD-WD)
• an optical scanner (scanner) used for ballot and vote counting during the California Marin County election process [31]
• a direct recording electronic (DRE) application used for ballot marking and
counting [60] during the California Yolo County election process [64]
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Table 5.2: Derivation Heuristics Applied
DIMENSION
Ensure system requirement
is satisfied
Worklist data structure
Visited data structure
Is terminating function
Take N steps further

TYPE
OPTIONS
Model checker Query,
Constraint
Model checker BFS,
DFS
Model checker Unique,
Repeatable
Model checker OnlyTerm,
TermAndPre
Model checker N is 0, 1, 2
or learner

For the three case studies in the healthcare domain, we developed a preliminary version of these case studies and then a scaled up version of the case study by increasing
the number of steps and procedures. For the two case studies in the election administration domain, we developed a single version of the case study. In Chapter
2, we described that a HIS subject consists of a system requirement specified as a
property (e.g., “never overdose”), a HIS model, and a requirement derivation perspective (either component or process). A HIS model is a composition of a selected
component model (e.g., pump) with a process model in which that component will
be used (e.g., in-patient surgery process). Table 5.3 summarizes the subjects used
in the experiments. In the table, each row gives the name of the human-intensive
system, the perspective of the requirement deriver, the number of steps declared and
referenced in the system, the number of component procedures, and the number of
system requirements (represented as properties) that we used for the requirement deriver. In some cases, a system requirement does not contain enough details about the
component and therefore from the process perspective it is not worthwhile to apply
the requirement derivers to that system requirement. This is the case for the Pump
and PumpS systems. In other cases, a system requirement is already satisfied by the
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Table 5.3: Subjects Used in Experiments
REQUIREMENT
DERIVER
SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE
CPOE
Component
CPOE
Process
CPOEAD Component
CPOEAD Process
Pump
Component
Pump
Process
PumpS
Component
PumpS
Process
ICD
Component
ICD
Process
ICDWD
Component
ICDWD
Process
Scanner
Component
Scanner
Process
DRE
Component
DRE
Process

# of
# of
# of
SYSTEM COMPONENT SYSTEM
STEPS PROCEDURES
REQ.S
33
2
1
34
2
1
44
3
2
44
3
2
67
2
2
54
2
1
73
3
2
62
3
1
68
4
2
96
4
1
79
5
2
96
5
1
82
6
2
174
6
1
155
6
1
223
6
1

process model and therefore a derived component requirement is not needed. This
is the case for the ICD, ICDWD, and Scanner systems. Thus, we have a total of 23
subjects. The systems range in size from 33 to 174 steps and have between 2 and 6
procedures.
For each of the 23 subjects, we ran the direct requirement deriver once. We
also ran the learning-based requirement deriver with each of the 80 heuristics once.
This produced 81 requirement deriver results. As described below, we automatically
ranked all of the requirement derivation results by first sorting by the permissiveness
of the derived requirements and then sorting by the performance of the requirement
derivers.
The requirement derivation toolset is implemented in Java. All experimental runs
were on two PCs with dual 3.3 GHz processors and 8 GB of memory, using version
4.4.8 of the Fedora 23 Linux kernel. The toolset was run using OpenJDK version
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1.8.0 91. We timed each experimental run with the Linux “time” command. Each
experimental run bounded the Java maximum memory at 2 GB and the time at 8
hours.

5.1.1

Evaluation Metrics

One criterion for evaluation of the requirement derivation approach is certainly the
performance of the tool: how much space and time are used to derive a requirement.
For each experimental run, we recorded the maximum number of node-tuples generated by any single stage of the requirement deriver and the sum of all node-tuples
generated during all stages. In more detail, the direct requirement deriver shown in
Figure 3.3 consists of the following four main stages: pre-requisite check, composition,
refinement, FSA extraction. On the other hand, the learning-based requirement deriver shown in Figure 3.4 consists of the following four stages: pre-requisite check, initialization, conjecture, counterexample-based refinement. This requirement deriver,
however, iteratively performs the last two stages and therefore those stages are often
repeated multiple times. Additionally, we recorded the overall run-time. As we have
discussed however, different combinations of optimizations and permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics can produce quite different derived requirements. So
our evaluation must also take the actual derived requirement into account.
There are a number of ways the quality or utility of a derived requirement might be
evaluated. In addition to permissiveness, we might be interested in the complexity and
understandability of the requirement to measure how useful it will be to component
developers or testers. It might be the case that handling some unusual or unimportant
corner cases is extremely complex or would require costly hardware support, so that a
requirement that allows the component to ignore those cases would be valuable. But
such characteristics would be very hard to define and measure objectively. For this
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evaluation, therefore, we chose to focus solely on the permissiveness of the derived
requirements.
But even measuring the permissiveness presents some significant obstacles. As
noted earlier, we generally cannot determine the most permissive requirement, so we
can only compare the permissiveness of the requirements generated for a particular
experimental subject. For this, we begin by using regular language containment—if
the language of one derived requirement properly contains the language of another,
the first requirement is clearly more permissive. The problem with this is that it only
gives a partial order, and we have no good way to compare the permissiveness of two
requirements when neither language is contained in the other. We therefore adopted
two additional measures as proxies for permissiveness when language containment is
not adequate. The first is a measure of the branch coverage of the system model
provided by the language of the requirement. The intuition behind this is that a
requirement with greater branch coverage is likely to allow more system behaviors.
The second is a measure of the size of the minimal deterministic FSA representing
the requirement, based on the idea that extra states and transitions are used in the
FSA to more finely distinguish between safe and unsafe system behaviors. Both of
these measures give total pre-orders.
To evaluate the permissiveness, we start by computing the subset lattice of the
languages of the requirements derived for a particular subject. We then assign each
requirement a containment permissiveness rank by computing its level in the containment lattice, where the lattice’s greatest elements are at level 1. In practice, this
metric may be a total ordering or a partial ordering with a single greatest element.
If so, then the greatest element is considered the “most” permissive derived requirement. If not, then the other two permissiveness evaluation metrics are used as tie
breakers.
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The coverage permissiveness evaluation metric is a total pre-order that compares
the branch coverage value of each derived requirement, essentially meaning the percentage of the reachability graph edges that are permitted by the derived requirement.
This metric gives precedence to derived requirements that provide the most coverage.
The metric is a coarse approximation of the permissiveness of the derived requirements. We describe how the branch coverage value is computed below.
For FLAVERS, the branch coverage value is the percentage of TFG edges with
source nodes that are associated with one or more tuples. To compute the branch
coverage value, we first create a new subject that contains the old TFG, the old
property, and a new set of constraints that is the union of the old set of constraints
and the derived requirement. We then use the state propagation algorithm to perform
data flow analysis on the new subject. After the data flow analysis reaches a fixed
point, we compute the branch coverage value by first counting the number of TFG
edges with source nodes that are associated with one or more tuples and then dividing
that count by the total number of TFG edges. For the set of derived requirements,
the coverage permissiveness rank is then assigned by sorting their branch coverage
values into descending order.
The FSA size permissiveness evaluation metric gives precedence to derived requirements that are larger because such requirements often contain extra states and
transitions to distinguish the safe behaviors from the unsafe ones. This metric is also
a total pre-order that first compares the number of states in each derived requirement
that are not the violation state and then compares the number of transitions from
any source state in that requirement to any destination state that is not the violation state. The metric is a heuristic that roughly estimates the permissiveness of the
derived requirements.
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5.1.2

Requirement Deriver Results Ranking

We initially ranked the requirement deriver results by the permissiveness of the
derived requirements, using containment of the languages of these requirements to
initially sort the requirements into levels. For eight of the subjects, the derived
requirements were totally ordered by language containment, and for two more the
ordering was not total but had a single maximal element. Within each level, we first
sorted the derived requirements in that level by the FSA size metric and then sorted
by the coverage metric. We then refined this ranking by performance, using first the
maximum number of node-tuples generated on a single iteration and then the wall
clock time. We used the maximum node-tuples generated on a single iteration as the
primary measure since that determines the space required and space is a more serious
limitation for the requirement derivers than time. The top ranked derivation results
correspond to requirement derivers that produced the safe and adequately permissive
derived requirements with the least amount of space needed.

5.2

Experimental Results

For this evaluation, we define the best derived requirements to be both safe and adequately permissive. In the Approach section, we described how the direct requirement
deriver is guaranteed to produce the best derived requirements. We also described
how our learning-based requirement deriver is only guaranteed to produce a derived
requirement that is safe but not necessarily adequately permissive. For this learningbased requirement deriver, we used the permissiveness classifier described in Section
3.6 to identify each derived requirement as either “IS ADEQUATELY PERMISSIVE”
or “MAY BE ADEQUATELY PERMISSIVE.” In the following, we will compare the
top ranked derived requirements in terms of permissiveness with the best derived
requirement to determine whether or not the permissiveness ranking is accurately
identifying the best derived requirement. For the performance, we mentioned that
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both the direct and learning-based requirement deriver needed to apply all of the
optimizations to scale up to the larger subjects. As described above, for each subject, we ranked the 81 requirement deriver results according to the permissiveness
of the derived requirement and then by the performance of the requirement deriver.
We first briefly describe the optimizations applied and then discuss our observations
about the direct requirement deriver and the learning-based requirement deriver using
the heuristics.
To justify needing to apply the optimizations for scalability, we ran experiments
on all of the combinations of the optimizations where all optimizations were turned
off and then one optimization was turned on. These experiments could be run to completion on the smaller subjects but exceeded either the space or time bounds for the
larger subjects. To justify applying each individual optimization, we then ran experiments on all of the combinations of the optimizations where all optimizations where
turned on and then one optimization was turned off. These experiments showed that
each optimization was contributing to the improvement in performance. Specifically,
the model checker optimizations affect the performance in terms of both space and
time while the learner optimizations only affected the performance in terms of time.
In the previous chapter, we also mentioned that the variable-related model checker
optimizations may influence the permissiveness of the derived requirements but the
remaining model checker optimization and learner optimizations do not.
In Section 3.4, we described the direct requirement deriver that at a high-level of
abstraction performs the following three main stages in order: build the full nodetuple graph, refine that graph, convert the graph that may contain non-determinism to
a minimal deterministic FSA. For the performance metrics, we treat each main stage
as a single iteration. In theory, this requirement deriver may have poor performance
because of the blow up that can occur when converting from a non-deterministic FSA
to a deterministic one. In practice, the requirement deriver often has reasonable per-
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formance when this blow up does not occur. For all 23 of our subjects, the direct
requirement deriver had reasonable performance in terms of the maximum number of
node-tuples generated and the number of states in the non-deterministic FSA. The
maximum node-tuples generated on a single iteration (in this case a single stage)
ranged from 82 to 28881 while the number of non-deterministic FSA states ranged
from 13 to 6779. For these subjects, the direct requirement deriver needed up to 66%
more space than the learning-based requirement deriver but usually needed significantly less overall time. The derived requirements produced are guaranteed to be
safe and adequately permissive. In what follows, these best derived requirements will
be used to judge the accuracy of the top ranked derived requirements based on the
permissiveness evaluation metrics.
On the other hand, the learning-based requirement deriver heuristics varied widely
in terms of both the performance of the requirement deriver and the permissiveness of
the derived requirements. On the largest subject, for example, 41% of the heuristics
exceeded either the space bound of 2 GB or the time bound of 8 hours. For those
heuristics that completed within the space and time bounds, the amount of space
varied by almost two orders of magnitude. The fastest heuristic took about 1 minute
while the slowest heuristic took a little over 5 hours. The heuristics that completed
produced 2 different derived requirements whose minimal deterministic FSAs have 39
and 67 states respectively. The heuristics that used the query-based option to ensure
that the system requirement is satisfied were almost always worse in terms of both
the permissiveness and performance evaluation metrics than similar heuristics that
used the constraint-based option.
For the largest subject, 28 of the 40 query-based heuristics exceeded either the
space or time bound. For those heuristics that completed within the bounds, both
the space and time differed by two orders of magnitude. The heuristics produced
two different derived requirements. The largest derived requirement is adequately
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permissive with a coverage metric of 47% while the smallest requirement is not adequately permissive with a coverage metric of 31%. The containment, coverage, and
FSA size metrics are all total orders. The top ranked derived requirement is the same
as the best derived requirement as identified by both the direct requirement deriver
and the permissiveness classifier. The query-based heuristics when combined with
any of the following three individual options, repeatable visited option, terminating
and prefixes option, or take 1 (2) steps further option, often increased the permissiveness of the derived requirements but worsened the performance of the requirement
deriver. To illustrate, Table 5.4 compares the query-based, BFS heuristics combined
with each of those three options. When these heuristics are combined with more
than one of the three options, the trends are even more noticeable. For 21 of the 23
subjects, the top permissiveness ranking based on containment, coverage, and FSA
size accurately identified the safe and adequately permissive derived requirements.
For the remaining two subjects, the top permissiveness ranking identified generalizations of the adequately permissive derived requirements that allow events sequences
from ¬L(S) ∩ L(RS ). To produce the adequately permissive derived requirements,
the query-based option must be combined with the following other options. The
search-based counterexample generation algorithm must be parameterized with the
iterative deepening DFS worklist data structure that takes either 1 or 2 steps further.
Additionally, this algorithm must be parameterized with the terminating and prefixes
function, the repeatable visited data structure, or both. For 19 of the 23 subjects,
these 6 heuristics produce the adequately permissive derived requirements.
For heuristics that used the constraint-based option for the system requirement,
the repeatable visited option and take N steps further options where N was greater
than 0 did not improve permissiveness and often worsened performance. For the
largest subject, the Learner(Constraint,DFS,OnlyTerm,Unique,0) heuristic, for example, needed 20% less space than the Learner(Constraint,DFS,OnlyTerm,Repeatable,0)
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Table 5.4: Comparison of Query-Based Heuristics in Terms of Permissiveness
QUERY-BASED
HEURISTIC
Learner(Query,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0)
Learner(Query,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,1)
Learner(Query,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,2)
Learner(Query,BFS,Repeatable,OnlyTerm,0)
Learner(Query,BFS,Unique,TermAndPre,0)

# OF
BEST DER. REQ.S
4 / 23 (17%)
4 / 23 (17%)
14 / 23 (61%)
15 / 23 (65%)
16 / 23 (70%)

heuristic and took about 10 minutes unlike the Learner(Constraint,DFS,OnlyTerm,Unique,4)
heuristic that exceeded the time bound of 8 hours. We therefore discuss further only
the 4 heuristics that do apply the constraint-based option but do not apply either the
repeatable visited option or a take 1 (2) steps further option, which are:
• Learner(Constraint,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0)
• Learner(Constraint,BFS,Unique,TermAndPre,0)
• Learner(Constraint,DFS,UniqueOnlyTerm,0)
• Learner(Constraint,DFS,Unique,TermAndPre,0)
In what follows, we compare the performance of the learning-based requirement deriver using each of these 4 heuristics and the direct requirement deriver.
For all 23 of the subjects, the 5 requirement derivers found the best derived requirement (in the sense of permissiveness). The performance of these requirement derivers,
in both space and time, varied. To illustrate, Figure 5.1 shows the performance of the
requirement derivers in terms of the maximum space needed, in particular the maximum number of node-tuples generated on a single iteration, for the 5 largest subjects.
For 22 of the 23 subjects, the Learner(Constraint,DFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0) heuristic
had the best performance in terms of the maximum space needed. On the other
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Figure 5.1: Performance of the top 5 ranked requirement derivers in terms of the
maximum space on the 5 largest subjects

hand, Figure 5.2 shows the performance in terms of time, specifically the log of the
overall run-time in seconds, for the same subjects. This figure shows that the direct requirement deriver had the best performance in terms of time and that the
learning-based requirement deriver using the heuristics often decreased the maximum
space needed by paying a time penalty. To find the requirement deriver(s) with the
best performance in terms of the maximum space needed, we first searched through
the requirement deriver results to find the smallest maximum number of node-tuples
generated on a single iteration. For each requirement deriver, we then computed the
normalized maximum number of node-tuples generated using the smallest maximum
number of node-tuples generated. Each requirement deriver with a normalized maximum number of node-tuples generated less than or equal to 110% is identified as
having the best performance in terms of the maximum space needed. Table 5.5 shows
how often each of the 5 requirement derivers had the best performance in terms of
the maximum space needed.
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Figure 5.2: Performance of the top 5 ranked requirement derivers in terms of the log
of the time on the 5 largest subjects

Table 5.5: Summary of the top 5 ranked requirement derivers in terms of the best
performance with regards to maximum space needed
REQUIREMENT
# OF SUBJECTS WITH
DERIVER
BEST PERFORMANCE
Learner(Constraint,BFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0)
13 / 23 (57%)
Learner(Constraint,BFS,Unique,TermAndPre,0)
14 / 23 (61%)
Learner(Constraint,DFS,Unique,OnlyTerm,0)
22 / 23 (96%)
Learner(Constraint,DFS,Unique,TermAndPre,0)
8 / 23 (35%)
Direct
9 / 23 (39%)

5.3

Discussion

Based on our experimental results, we recommend the following heuristic:
Learner(Constraint,OnlyTerm,DFS,Unique,0). This recommended heuristic produced
the best derived requirements and had the best performance in terms of the maximum
space for 22 of the 23 subjects. For the second largest subject that did not have the
best performance in terms of the maximum space, the recommended heuristic needed
about 35% more space than the best performance in terms of maximum space. The
direct requirement deriver is guaranteed to produce the best derived requirements.
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For all of our subjects, this requirement deriver needed at most 50% more space than
the learning-based requirement deriver using the recommended heuristic and needed
about 50% less time than that requirement deriver.
It is interesting to note that both the DFS- and BFS-based heuristics worked
well. Although further work would be needed to fully understand this, our intuition
is that the constraints keep the DFS heuristics from descending too far, while the
constraints and the use of the prefixes keep the BFS heuristics from spending too
much time finding short counterexamples.
These experimental results appear to contradict those of Alur et al. [4], where
the take N steps further method improved permissiveness. In fact, the take N steps
further method did substantially improve the permissiveness of FLAVERS heuristics
that use the query-based option, corresponding to the approach of [4]. But the
FLAVERS heuristics using the constraint-based option were substantially better, in
both performance and permissiveness, than the query-based ones.
For model checking used primarily for verification, only the existence or nonexistence of a counterexample is significant. Many other applications of model checking, for such things as test generation, bug finding and understanding, and certainly
interface synthesis, do depend on the characteristics of the counterexamples found.
Our work demonstrates not only how a number of different aspects of the counterexample generation algorithm may affect those characteristics, but also points to the
interactions among these aspects and between these aspects and standard optimizations often applied for model checking.

5.4

Preliminary Evaluation of Java Pathfinder Heuristics

Many of the learning-based requirement derivers incorporate a heuristic to approximate the adequately permissive or most permissive derived requirements (e.g., [4,35]).
Specifically, this heuristic tries to generate more permissiveness counterexamples,
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meaning system executions that are disallowed by the current derived requirement
but satisfy the overall system requirement. In the previous sections, we discussed
a general class of permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics that varies
along several key dimensions. Based on our experimental results for FLAVERS, it is
important to carefully tailor the heuristics by selectively combining the the dimensions’ options to obtain the best derivation results in terms of the permissiveness of
the derived requirements and the performance of the requirement deriver. In what
follows, we will describe a smaller experimental evaluation of a learning-based requirement deriver that employs JPF (Java Pathfinder model checker) and a similar
class of heuristics. Our goal is to be able to begin to generalize the results about such
heuristics.
In related work, Giannakopoulou and Păsăreanu developed a learning-based requirement deriver [35] that takes as input a component model written as a Java class
that contains assertions and produces a derived process requirement represented as
a minimal deterministic FSA that prevents that class from throwing any assertion
violations. Their requirement deriver employs the L∗ learning algorithm and the
JPF model checker. This JPF learning-based requirement deriver produces a derived
process requirement that is guaranteed to be safe but not necessarily adequately permissive. In what follows, we first briefly describe how to translate a FLAVERS subject
specification, which consists of a system requirement specified as an FSA and a HIS
model written in Little-JIL, to a JPF subject specification, which consists of a Java
class that contains assertions. We then describe how we extended their permissiveness
counterexample generation method to vary along three of our dimensions to define
a general class of JPF heuristics. Lastly, we discuss a very preliminary evaluation
of the JPF heuristics that compares the requirement deriver results in terms of the
permissiveness of the derived requirements and the performance of the requirement
deriver.
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From either the process perspective or component perspective, the FLAVERS
learning-based requirement deriver applies to concurrent HIS models written in LittleJIL and user-defined system requirements specified as FSAs. From the component
perspective, the JPF learning-based requirement deriver applies to sequential component models written in Java. This requirement deriver applies to system requirements
that employ the never E property pattern [28] that states that the event E never occurs. In particular, the requirement deriver specifies that event E occurs when any
assertion violation is thrown. Because the JPF learning-based requirement deriver
only applies from the component perspective, this requirement deriver can potentially
be applied to the 14 FLAVERS subjects from the component perspective but not the
7 FLAVERS subjects from the process perspective. From the component perspective, each FLAVERS subject consists of a single system requirement along with a
HIS model written in Little-JIL, which is composed of a precise component model
and an imprecise process model. On the other hand, each JPF subject will consist
of a precise component model written in Java and all of the requirements for that
component model that employ the “never E” property pattern specified as assertions.
Additionally, the user-defined exceptions thrown will also be specified as assertion
violations.
In more detail, we manually translated the 8 component models written as LittleJIL subprocesses that throw user-defined exceptions to Java classes that throw assertion violations. In Little-JIL, the component’s subprocess declares local parameters to
store the internal state of that component. In the Java class, we translated each such
Little-JIL local parameter with a given name and type to a Java field with the same
name and type. Additionally, the Little-JIL subprocess declares the component’s procedures. In the Java class, we translated each Little-JIL procedure that declares any
input parameters, no output parameters, and any exceptions thrown as follows. We
declared a Java method with the same input parameters. In particular, we manually
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inlined the methods with all possible combinations of the input parameters. For instance, the method setLib that takes an input parameter named lib with enumerated
type {ICU, OR} became two methods: setLib ICU and setLib OR. In Section 4.1.1,
we described the variable modeling alternatives where the model-construction-time
option basically does such inlining of the methods. For each return statement within
that method, an assertion violation was not thrown. For each throw statement within
the method, an assertion violation was thrown. Thus, there are 8 JPF subjects.
In the previous chapter, we described how to extend our permissiveness counterexample generation method to vary along 5 dimensions to define a class of FLAVERS
heuristics. In a similar manner, we extended Giannakopoulou and Păsăreanu’s permissiveness counterexample generation method to vary along 3 of the same dimensions to define a class of JPF heuristics. In more detail, their original permissiveness counterexample generation method employed their search-based counterexample
generation algorithm (e.g., [41]) parameterized with a DFS worklist data structure, a
unique visited data structure, and a terminating and prefixes function. This method
does not incorporate Alur’s take N steps further dimension. We extended their permissiveness counterexample generation method to vary along the following three of
our dimensions: is system requirement satisfied, worklist, and take N steps further.
For the is system requirement satisfied dimension, the three options are: their constraint, our constraint, or our query. Their search-based counterexample generation
algorithm provides a BFS-based worklist and two different DFS-based worklists, one
uses a stack and the other uses a query prioritized by longest path. The JPF worklists are implemented slightly differently than the FLAVERS worklists but affect the
ordering of the reachability nodes stored in the worklist in a similar manner. For the
take N steps further dimension, we used our code for the learner’s option but not the
iterative search-based options. We set N to 0, 1, and 2. For a very preliminary evaluation, we used the 8 JPF subjects to evaluate the 27 JPF heuristics in terms of the
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permissiveness of the derived requirements and the performance of the requirement
deriver.
For both the FLAVERS and JPF learning-based requirement derivers, we used
the same experimental platform in terms of the two PCs, Linux operating system,
and Linux time command. Since the JPF learning-based requirement deriver is implemented in Java 6, we needed to use version 1.6.0 65 of the Sun JDK and not
version 1.8.0 91of the Open JDK. We ran each of the 27 JPF heuristics once. Each
experimental run bounded the Java maximum memory at 2 GB and the time at 8
hours. In Section 5.1.1, we described the following three permissiveness evaluation
metrics: containment, coverage, and FSA size. For this evaluation, we only collected the containment and FSA size. In that same section, we also described the
performance evaluation metrics that quantify the space in terms of the maximum
node-tuples generated on a single iteration and the sum of the node-tuples generated
on all iterations along with the time in seconds. For JPF, we replaced the number of
FLAVERS node-tuples generated with the number of Java instructions executed.
The FLAVERS learning-based requirement deriver was applied to concurrent systems where the procedures may have input parameters and either output parameters
or exceptions thrown. On the other hand, the JPF learning-based requirement deriver
was applied to sequential systems where the procedures may have input parameters
but no output parameters or exceptions thrown. The procedures, however, may have
assertion violations thrown. For exceptional situations, the FLAVERS system models throw exceptions, handle those exceptions, and then continue executing. On the
other hand, the Java component models throw assertion violations and then stop
executing. This means that the FLAVERS heuristics generally need to do substantially more work than the JPF heuristics. To illustrate, 7 of the 8 JPF subjects
only slightly varied the maximum number of Java instructions on a single iteration,
specifically the maximum changed by at most 2%. These same subjects, however,
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more widely varied the sum of the number of Java instructions on all iterations. The
remaining JPF subject, which is the largest subject, ranged the maximum number of
Java instructions from 16,162 to 24,598 while the sum of the Java instructions ranged
from 505,585 to 3,372,595. In the previous section, we described that the FLAVERS
heuristics that applied the query-based option for the is system requirement satisfied
dimension widely varied the requirement deriver results in terms of permissiveness
of the derived requirements and the performance of the requirement deriver. These
FLAVERS heuristics that are query-based needed to apply particular options for the
remaining dimensions to produce the best derived requirements, meaning the derived
requirement are safe and adequately permissive. For all 8 of the JPF subjects, the JPF
heuristics could apply any of the three options for the is system requirement satisfied
dimension to produce the best derived requirements. For 7 of the 8 subjects, the JPF
heuristics that are query-based slightly worsened the performance of the requirement
deriver. For the remaining largest subject, the JPF heuristics that are query-based
could significantly improve the performance of the requirement deriver. For the worklist dimension, the two DFS-based options generally had slightly better performance
than the BFS-based option. For the take N steps further dimension, every increase
in the N value significantly worsened performance. Based on these preliminary results, the best JPF heuristic in terms of permissiveness as well as performance is
Learner(TheirConstraint,DFS-Queue,Unique,TermAndPre,0), which differs from the
original JPF heuristic of Learner(TheirConstraint,DFS-Stack,Unique,TermAndPre,0).
In practice, both the FLAVERS heuristics that are constraint-based and the JPF
heuristics produce the derived requirements that are safe and adequately permissive.
Both the FLAVERS and JPF heuristics appeared to favor a DFS-based worklist over
a BFS-based one. The FLAVERS constraint-based heuristics and the JPF heuristics
did not need to apply the take N steps further method to improve permissiveness and
applying this method significantly worsened performance. Because our learning-based
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requirement deriver that employs FLAVERS was applied to concurrent systems while
their learning-based requirement deriver that employs Java Pathfinder was applied
to sequential systems, the heuristics effect on performance was more noticeable for
FLAVERS than for JPF.

5.5

Threats to Validity

For the FLAVERS and JPF evaluations, the fact that the experimental subjects
were drawn from only two domains of human-intensive systems is clearly a threat to
the external validity of our work. For the direct requirement deriver and learningbased requirement derivers that employ FLAVERS, the small number of systems and
their overall system requirements is also clearly a threat to the external validity of this
work. For the learning-based requirement deriver that employs JPF, we could only
consider the subset of the subjects from the component perspective where the overall
system requirement employed the “never E” property pattern. In related work, Beyer
et. al [12] discuss how the component model design influences the interface synthesis
methods in terms of the performance of the requirement derivers. For our subjects, all
of the component models were designed to be modal, meaning the component enables
different behaviors depending on various settings of the component. For example, a
“smart” infusion pump is modal since after the pump is configured with a given drug
library that pump will only allow the administration of a pre-defined set of drugs and
for each drug there are pre-defined dosing limits.
For the heuristics, it is clearly important to take into account the affect of each
dimension of the heuristics and the interactions among the dimensions on the permissiveness of the derived requirements as well as the performance of the requirement deriver. The extent to which our experimental results would generalize to other
model checkers, however, is not entirely clear. For the take N steps further dimension,
the FLAVERS query-based heuristic results appear to be consistent with the SMV
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heuristic results published by Alur et. al. For that same dimension, the FLAVERS
constraint-based heuristic results and the JPF constraint-based heuristic results also
seem to be consistent. For the worklist dimension, the FLAVERS and JPF heuristic
results both seem to favor a DFS-based worklist over a BFS-based one. Based on
all of the heuristic results, we expect that other model checkers (e.g., Spin) would
produce similar results.
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CHAPTER 6
DERIVED REQUIREMENT VIEWS

The derived requirements need to be readily understandable to various stakeholders responsible for developing, certifying, and using the component. Our preliminary
investigation of the HIS-based requirement derivation approach, however, illustrated
that the derived requirements represented as FSAs often became less understandable
as the FSAs increased in complexity. For instance, the largest derived requirement
represented as a minimal deterministic FSA has 94 states and 2538 transitions. Since
the FSAs provide a very low-level representation of the interface between the selected
component and the process, it can be very challenging to understand the FSAs. Thus,
we built views of the derived requirements that take advantage of higher-level features such as abstraction and decomposition to decrease the cognitive load placed on
the stakeholders. In what follows, we will use the the surgery derived requirement to
illustrate the views even though this requirement is not particularly large. The requirement, represented as a deterministic minimal FSA, contains 12 events, 27 states,
and 324 transitions. We chose this illustrative example because it is relatively easy
to understand and the FSA will fit on a single page.
Each view employs a particular higher-level feature to abstract away or highlight
certain aspects of the derived requirements to improve their understandability. In
the Background chapter, we mentioned one simple view of the derived requirements
represented as FSAs that hide the violation states and their transitions to simplify
the FSAs to improve their understandability. If a state does not have an explicit
transition on a given event in the alphabet, then there exists an implicit transition on
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that event to the violation state. We call this the implicit violation view. Figure 6.1
shows the implicit violation view of the surgery derived requirement represented as
an FSA that contains 12 events, 26 states, and 64 transitions. This figure is to give
a sense of the complexity of that FSA and is not meant to clearly show the lowerlevel details of the FSA. In the following sections, we describe another three views:
procedure abstraction view, modal abstraction view, safe alternatives view. Since these
four views of the derived requirements complement each other, it is beneficial to apply
multiple views to the same derived requirement to further improve understandability
of that requirement.
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Figure 6.1: Implicit violation view of the surgery derived requirement

6.1

Procedure Abstraction View

In the Background chapter, we described in detail how each HIS model represents the use of a given procedure (e.g., setDose) by pairing a call to that procedure (e.g., call(setDose, HIGH)) with a return from the procedure (e.g., return(setDose, DoseAlert)). Additionally, there may be different calling contexts for
that procedure represented as the entrance to a given calling context (e.g., enterICU ),
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the procedure’s use as described above, and then the exit from that calling context
(e.g, leaveICU ). The procedure abstraction view represents each procedures use as
the pairing of the call to and return from that procedure surrounded by any calling
context. For instance, one concrete event sequence is: enterICU , call(setDose, HIGH)),
return(setDose, DoseAlert), leaveICU . This event sequence would be abstracted
to: enterICU , setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert, leaveICU .
Procedure Call-Return Event Pair
call(setLib, ICU ), return(setLib, OK)
call(setLib, OR), return(setLib, OK)
call(setDose, LOW ), return(setDose, OK)
call(setDose, LOW ), return(setDose, DoseAlert)
call(setDose, HIGH), return(setDose, OK)
call(setDose, HIGH), return(setDose, DoseAlert)
call(start), return(start, OK)
call(start), return(start, DoseAlert)

Procedure Abstraction Event
setLib(ICU) OK
setLib(OR) OK
setDose(LOW) OK
setDose(LOW) DoseAlert
setDose(HIGH) OK
setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert
start() OK
start() DoseAlert

Table 6.1: Mapping for the surgery derived requirement from call-return event pairs
to procedure abstraction events

The procedure abstraction view builder takes as input the derived requirement
represented as an FSA, a set of calling context events, and a map from the procedure
call and return event pairs to the procedure abstraction events. To illustrate, this
builder is given the surgery derived requirement shown in Figure 6.2, the set of calling
context events { enterICU, leaveICU }, and the map from the call-return event pairs to
procedure abstraction events shown in Table 6.1. The builder produces the procedure
abstraction view shown in Figure 2.5. At a high-level, the procedure abstraction view
builder creates an output FSA with an alphabet that contains the calling context
events and the procedure abstraction events. This builder conceptually uses two event
sequence patterns to create the procedure abstraction view. The first event sequence
pattern searches for each single transition labeled with a calling context event (e.g.,
enterICU). Such single transitions in the input FSA are copied to the output FSA.
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The second event sequence pattern searches for pairs of call-return transitions defined
as follows. The call transition must be labeled with a call event to method m (e.g.,
call(setDose, HIGH)) and the return transition must be labeled with a return event
from method m (e.g., return(setDose, DoseAlert)). Additionally, the target state of
the call transition must be the same as the source state of the return transition. For
each call-return transition pair in the input FSA, the builder creates a new procedure
abstraction transition in the output FSA. That procedure abstraction transition is
from the source state of the call transition to the target state of the return transition.
The procedure abstraction transition is labeled with the mapping from the pair of
the call and return events (e.g., call(setDose, HIGH), return(setDose, DoseAlert))
to its corresponding procedure abstraction event (e.g., setDose(HIGH) DoseAlert).
For this work, the derived requirements are represented as minimal deterministic
FSAs. Since the procedure abstraction view builder usually modifies the inputs FSA’s
alphabet, states, and transitions, this builder needs to minimize the output FSA.

6.2

Modal Abstraction View

For our case studies, we observed that the HIS components are often modal, meaning the component enables different behaviors depending on various settings of the
component. For example, a “smart” infusion pump is modal since after the pump
is configured with a given drug library that pump will only allow the administration
of a pre-defined set of drugs and for each drug there are pre-defined dosing limits.
The pump will issue alerts if a drug is not within that set or if for a given drug the
entered dosage exceeds the limits for that drug. For the modal abstraction view, the
derived FSA is decomposed into pieces based on the modes. Each piece describes a
given mode’s behaviors. For instance, the pump behaviors can be decomposed based
on the two modes, one for the ICU and another for the OR. Since stakeholders such
as developers, certifiers, and users can now consider each piece separately, the cog-
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Figure 6.2: Procedure abstraction view of the surgery derived requirement (that was also shown in Figure 2.5)
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nitive load for the stakeholders should be reduced. We first demonstrate the modal
abstraction view on the pump example and then describe our modal abstraction view
tool that automatically creates such a view.
For the modal abstraction view, the analyst needs to specify the mode change
events that correspond to the procedures that can change the mode within the component model. For the pump example, the mode change events are to configure
the pump to use the ICU library (i.e. setLib(ICU ) OK) or the OR library (i.e.
setLib(OR) OK). Based on the mode change events, the derived FSA is hierarchically decomposed into a set of abstracted FSAs. We create one abstracted FSA to
show the mode changes and one abstracted FSA for each mode to show that mode’s
enabled behaviors. For the motivating example, we built the modal abstraction view
of the surgery derived requirement shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.3a shows the abstracted FSA for the mode changes. Figure 6.3b shows the abstracted FSAs for each
mode, in this case the ICU mode shown on the left and the OR mode shown on the
right. In these figures, the mode change transitions are shown as dashed lines.
We developed a modal abstraction view tool that takes as input a derived FSA
and a mapping from each set of mode change events to its corresponding mode.
The sets of mode change events must be disjoint. This tool essentially produces a
mapping from every mode to a set of subgraphs for that mode. Each subgraph is
represented by the set of states where the device is configured for that mode. This
tool iterates through each state s in the FSA. If state s is the violation state or already
contained in a subgraph, then the tool continues to the next state. When state s has
an incoming transition labeled with a mode change event e, this tool looks up the
corresponding mode m for event e and then creates a new subgraph gm for mode m.
First, subgraph gm is created by finding all states reachable from state s by following
outgoing transitions labeled with an event not in the set of mode change events. The
tool next updates the output mapping to associate mode m with subgraph gm . After
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Figure 6.3: Modal abstraction view of the surgery derived requirement

(b) Abstracted FSA for each mode in the surgery derived requirement
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(a) Abstracted FSA for the mode changes in the surgery derived requirement
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iterating through all of the states, this tool does the following special processing. The
tool checks whether or not the start state is associated with any mode. If not, then
a special NONE mode is created and added. That mode is then associated with the
subgraph reachable from the start start by following transitions labeled with events
not in the set of mode change events. The modal abstraction view benefits from
taking the modes into account because the mode changes can be highlighted and the
larger FSA can be decomposed into smaller subgraphs.
In a complementary way, the analyst can use the mode change events to specify
the different phases of the process model in which that component will be used. Such
phases correspond to the various calling contexts of the procedures of the component.
For the pump example, the two phases of the in-patient surgery process model in
which the pump will be used are performing the operation in the OR and administering care in the ICU. Thus, the mode (or phase) change events are to move the patient
and their attached pump in to the ICU (i.e. enterICU ) or out from the ICU (i.e.
leaveICU ). Based on the phase change events, the FSA will then be decomposed
into one abstracted FSA to show the phase changes and one abstracted FSA for each
phase to show how that phase will use the component.

6.3

Safe Alternatives View

From a component perspective, our HIS-based requirement derivation approach
takes as input a system requirement and a HIS model composed of a model of the
component of interest and a very permissive model of the process in which that component will be used. The derived process requirement describes the range of processes
in which the component can be safely used, in other words a safety envelope for the
component. Given a particular process model, the safe alternatives view partitions
the behaviors of the derived process requirement into those behaviors that the given
process model recommends and the other behaviors that are safe alternatives to those
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recommended behaviors. The safe alternatives view was inspired by the work by Yasmeen and Gunter [77] that defines a safety envelope (in their terminology a protection
envelope). Since domain experts often want very flexible processes that do not overly
constrain the alternative ways to perform their tasks, this view could be used to
modify a given process model to increase its flexibility by permitting more of the safe
alternatives. We first illustrate the safe alternatives view on the pump example and
then describe how to automatically create such a view.
For the safe alternatives view, we highlight the recommended behaviors that exactly follow the given process model and satisfy the system requirement. For the
pump example, the recommended process model may state that the nurse should set
the drug library once before using the pump. Also we highlight the safe alternative
behaviors that vary from the recommended process model but do not violate the system requirement. For the pump example, the nurse may vary from the recommended
process model by repeatedly setting the drug library but this repetition would not
harm the patient. Figure 6.4 shows the safe alternatives view of the surgery derived
requirement that was shown in Figure 6.3b where the recommended behaviors are
shown in green and the safe alternative behaviors are shown in orange.
Given a derived process requirement that captures the safe alternative ways to use
the component of interest and a particular process model in which that component will
be used, we developed a safe alternatives view tool that basically employs data flow
analysis to partition the safe alternatives into the alternatives recommended by that
process model and those not recommended by it. This tool runs the FLAVERS state
propagation algorithm on a new FLAVERS subject that consists of the system TFG
that corresponds to the HIS model composed of the component model and the given
process model, the constraints that are the system constraints plus the derived process
requirement, and the property is the system requirement. During this algorithm, the
tool marks all states and transitions of the derived process requirement that are
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Figure 6.4: Safe alternatives view of the surgery derived requirement
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visited by the process model. After the algorithm reaches a fixed point, the visited
states and transitions are recommended by the process model while the unvisited ones
are not recommended. Based on the visited information, this tool creates the safe
alternatives view of the derived process requirement that is annotated with whether
or not each state or transition is recommended.

6.4

Evaluation

In Chapter 5, we discussed our evaluation of the optimizations and heuristics that
measures the usefulness of the derived requirements in terms of permissiveness. In
this chapter, we discuss our evaluation of the views that measures the usefulness
of the derived requirements in terms of understandability. For this evaluation, we
applied the following four views in order: implicit violation, procedure abstraction,
modal abstraction (based on modes or phases), and safe alternatives. We measured
the complexity of each FSA using a set of simple evaluation metrics that includes the
number of events, states, and transitions in that FSA. For our HIS subjects, there were
23 derived requirements represented as minimal deterministic FSAs. These FSAs were
made total by adding a violation state and transitions. From the process perspective,
there are 9 derived component requirements. From the component perspective, there
are 14 derived process requirements. In these derived requirements, the number of
events ranged from 5 to 27, the number of states ranged from 5 to 94, and the number
of transitions ranged from 25 to 2,538. Table 6.4 summarizes the applicability of the
4 views to the derived requirements. For each view, we present our proposed rules
for when that view is applicable, briefly describe any necessary inputs for the builder
for that view, and summarize the evaluation metrics for the built views.
Both the implicit violation and procedure abstraction views could be applied to
all 23 of the derived requirements. Since the implicit violation view only removes a
single state but often removes many violation transitions, we measure the reduction
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Table 6.2: Summary of the applicable views for the derived requirements

VIEW
Implicit violation
Procedure abstraction
Modal abstraction
Phase abstraction
Safe alternatives
ALL

PERSP.
Both
Both
Both
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

# of
SUBJECTS
23 / 23 (100%)
23 / 23 (100%)
12 / 23 (52%)
7 / 23 (30%)
14 / 23 (61%)
7 / 23 (30%)

in the complexity of a given FSA as the number of non-violation transitions divided
by the number of all possible transitions. This reduction ranged from 9% to 25%
with an average of 16%. Section 6.1 describes the procedure abstraction view that
employs component-based development concepts. Specifically, a selected component
defines a set of procedures. The process then uses (or calls) those procedures perhaps
in different calling contexts. Table 6.3 enumerates the calling context events for the
subjects that are from the process perspective. Since the procedure abstraction view
pairs each transition labeled with a call event with its matching transition labeled with
a return event, this reduces the number of states and transitions. For a given derived
requirement represented as an FSA, we measure the reduction in the complexity of
that FSA as the number of non-violation states in the procedure abstraction view of
that derived requirement divided by the number of non-violation states in the implicit
violation view of the same requirement. This reduction ranged from 12% to 67% with
an average of 38%.
Section 6.2 describes how the modal abstraction view decomposes a given derived
requirement based on either modes or phases. We used the following rules to decide
whether or not this view is applicable to a given derived requirement represented as an
FSA. If the derived requirement defines modes or phases, the view is applicable. Additionally, we checked whether or not that FSA has more than 3 non-violation states.
If so, this view is applied to reduce complexity and hence increases understandability.
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Table 6.3: Sets of Calling Context Events
SYSTEM
Pump,
PumpS
ICD,
ICDWD
Scanner,
DRE

PERSP.
Proc.
Proc.
Proc.

CALLING CONTEXT EVENTS
enterICU,
leaveICU
enterHCF,
leaveHCF
voterArrives,
voterLeaves

If not, the view is not applied because it increases complexity and therefore would
decrease understandability. Since all of the components that we considered defined
2 or more modes, the modal abstraction view was applicable to 12 of the 23 derived
requirements. For the applicable derived requirements, Table 6.4 shows the mapping
from mode change events to mode name. The number of modes ranged from 2 to 5.
Table 6.4 shows a summary of the modal abstraction views for the applicable derived
requirements. In this table, the first column contains the name of the system, the second column contains the derivation perspective, the third column contains the name
of the system requirement, and the fourth column contains the number of non-modal
events (defined to be the events that are not mode change events) over the number of
all events in the view. The fifth column contains the maximum number of states in
any mode over the number of states in the entire view. On the other hand, the sixth
column contains the number of non-modal transitions (defined to be the transitions
labeled with non-modal events) over the number of all transitions in the view. The
reduction in the number of states ranges from 33% to 71% with an average of 52%
while the reduction in the number of transitions ranges from 48% to 96% with an
average of 70%.
From the component perspective, the requirement derivers produce the derived
process requirements that contain the phases. The modal abstraction view was ap-
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Table 6.4: Mapping from Mode Change Events to Mode Name
SYSTEM
Pump,
PumpS
ICD,
ICDWD
Scanner

PERSP.
Both

Scanner

Proc.

DRE

Comp.

DRE

Proc.

Both
Comp.

MODE MAPPING
{setLib(ICU) OK}=ICU,
{setLib(OR) OK}=OR
{activate() OK}=ACTIVATED,
{deactivate() OK}=DEACTIVATED
{insertCard(BD) OK}=PREPOLLING,
{insertCard(STARTER) OK}=POLLING,
{insertCard(ENDER) OK}=POSTPOLLING
{insertCard(STARTER) OK}=POLLING,
{insertCard(ENDER) OK}=POSTPOLLING
{enterAccessCode() OK,
changes() OK}=BALLOTPAGE,
castVote() OK=REVIEWPAGE,
{accept() OK, reject() OK}=FLAGPAGE
{enterAccessCode() OK,
isFlagPage() FALSE}=BALLOTPAGE,
{castVote() OK}=REVIEWPAGE,
{enterAccessCode() Alert,
isFlagPage() TRUE}=FLAGPAGE

plicable to 7 of the 9 derived process requirements. For the applicable derived requirements, Table 6.4 shows the mapping from mode (or phase) change events to
phase name. The phase change events all correspond to the calling context events
shown in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 shows a summary of the modal (or phase) abstraction
views for the applicable derived requirements. In this table, the first column contains
the name of the system, the second column contains the derivation perspective, the
third column contains the name of the system requirement, and the fourth column
contains the number of non-phase events (defined to the events that are not phase
change events) over the number of all events in the view. The fifth column contains
the maximum number of states in any phase over the number of states in the entire
view. On the other hand, the sixth column contains the number of non-phase transitions (defined to be the transitions labeled with a non-phase event) over the number
of all transitions in the view. The reduction in the number of states ranges from
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alwaysPumpAlerts
alwaysPumpAlerts
alwaysPumpAlerts
safeTestMode
neverDeactivateFails
safeTestMode
neverDeactivateFails
atMostOneVote
neverOvervote
neverOvervote
atMostOneVote
atMostOneVote

Pump
PumpS
PumpS
ICD
ICD
ICDWD
ICDWD
Scanner
Scanner
Scanner
DRE
DRE

Comp.
Comp.
Proc.
Comp.
Proc.
Comp.
Proc.
Comp.
Comp.
Proc.
Comp.
Proc.

SYSTEM
REQ.

SYSTEM PERSP.
NAME

# of
# of
# of
NON-MODAL
STATES
NON-MODAL
EVENTS
TRANS.
6 / 8 (75%)
2 / 4 (50%)
11 / 19 (58%)
8 / 10 (80%)
4 / 8 (50%)
30 / 46 (65%)
6 / 8 (75%)
3 / 7 (43%)
20 / 30 (67%)
7 / 9 (78%)
2 / 4 (50%)
12 / 18 (57%)
5 / 7 (71%)
5 / 7 (71%)
10 / 15 (67%)
9 / 11 (88%)
2 / 4 (50%)
18 / 22 (73%)
7 / 9 (78%)
5 / 7 (71%)
16 / 21 (76%)
11 / 14 (79%)
3 / 9 (33%)
25 / 52 (48%)
13 / 16 (81%) 6 / 15 (40%)
32 / 50 (64%)
10 / 12 (83%)
3 / 7 (43%)
43 / 45 (96%)
23 / 28 (82%) 6 / 12 (50%) 141 / 155 (91%)
21 / 26 (81%) 10 / 14 (71%) 47 / 64 (73%)

Table 6.5: Summary of Modal Abstraction View Results

Table 6.6: Mapping from Phase Change Events to Phase Name
SYSTEM
Pump,
PumpS
ICD,
ICDWD
Scanner

PERSP.
Comp.

SYSTEM REQ.
alwaysNecPumpAlerts

Comp.

safeTestMode

Comp.

DRE

Comp.

atMostOneVote,
neverOvervotes
atMostOneVote

PHASE MAPPING
enterICU=insideICU,
leaveICU=outsideICU
enterHCF=insideHCF,
leaveHCF=outsideHCF
voterArrives=voterVoting,
voterLeaves=voterNotVoting
voterArrives=voterVoting,
voterLeaves=voterNotVoting

50% to 67% with an average of 55% while the reduction in the number of transitions
ranges from 78% to 92% with an average of 83%.
At a high-level, our requirement derivers from the process perspective take as
input a given recommended process model and produce a derived component requirement that by construction should contain all possible safe alternatives from that
process model. The safe alternatives view could be applied to the derived component
requirements. This view, however, would consider all of the safe alternatives to be
recommended and therefore would not improve understandability. Thus, we do not
apply the safe alternatives view to any derived component requirement. On the other
hand, the requirement derivers from the component perspective take as input a particular component model and produce a derived process requirement that should contain
all possible safe alternatives from all possible recommended process models. Given
a particular process model, the safe alternatives view can then be applied to partition all possible safe alternatives into the alternatives recommended by that process
model and the other alternatives not recommended by the model. For a given system
(e.g., pump), the safe alternatives view builder takes as input the system requirement
from the component perspective along with a HIS model composed of the component
model from the component perspective and the recommended process model from the
process perspective. The HIS model consists of that system requirement, the TFG for
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alwaysPumpAlerts
alwaysPumpAlerts
safeTestMode
safeTestMode
atMostOneVote
neverOvervote
atMostOneVote

Pump
PumpS
ICD
ICDWD
Scanner
Scanner
DRE

Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.
Comp.

SYSTEM
REQ.

SYSTEM
NAME
PERSP.

# of
# of
# of
NON-PHASE
STATES
NON-PHASE
EVENTS
TRANS.
6 / 8 (75%)
2 / 4 (50%)
15 / 19 (79%)
8 / 10 (80%) 4 / 8 (50%)
38 / 46 (83%)
7 / 9 (78%)
2 / 4 (50%)
14 / 18 (78%)
9 / 11 (82%) 2 / 4 (50%)
18 / 22 (82%)
12 / 14 (86%) 6 / 9 (67%)
43 / 52 (83%)
14 / 16 (87%) 7 / 14 (50%) 43 / 49 (88%)
26 / 28 (93%) 8 / 12 (67%) 143 / 155 (92%)

Table 6.7: Summary of Phase Abstraction View Results

that system model, and the set of constraints for the model along with an additional
constraint that is the derived process requirement. We applied the safe alternatives
view to all 14 of the derived process requirements. Table 6.4 shows a summary of the
safe alternatives views for the applicable derived requirements. In this table, the first
column contains the name of the system, the second column contains the name of the
system requirement, the third column contains the number of events in the view. The
fourth column contains the number of non-violation states in the view recommended
by the process model over the number of all non-violation states in the view. In a
similar manner, the fifth column contains the number of non-violation transitions in
the view recommended by that model over the number of all non-violation transitions
in the view. For the healthcare HIS models with small to medium sizes, the reduction
in the number of transitions ranged from 32% to 100% with an average of 60%. For
the election administration HIS models with larger sizes, the reduction in the number
of transitions ranged from 15% to 26% with an average of 21%. This illustrates that
the recommended process models are reducing the complexity of the process to try
to prevent system requirement violations.
Our direct and learning-based requirement derivers that employ the FLAVERS
model checker produce derived requirements represented as minimal deterministic
FSAs. We applied the following views in order whenever possible: implicit violation, procedure abstraction, modal abstraction, safe alternatives. In Chapter 5, we
also described Giannakopoulou and Pasaraneu’s learning-based requirement deriver
that employs the Java pathfinder model checker to produce derived requirements
represented as minimal deterministic FSAs. Their requirement deriver essentially
automatically applies the implicit violation and procedure abstraction views to the
derived requirements before returning those requirements. In general, these views
can be applied to any derived requirements that are represented as FSAs. For this
evaluation of the views, we applied each view, whenever possible, to the derived re-
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SYSTEM
REQ.
neverLogoutFails
neverAccessDataFails
neverLogoutFails
alwaysNecPumpAlerts
noPumpAlerts
alwaysNecPumpAlerts
noPumpAlerts
neverDeactivateFails
safeTestMode
neverDeactivateFails
safeTestMode
atMostOneVote
neverOvervote
atMostOneVote

SYSTEM
NAME

CPOE
CPOEAD
CPOEAD
Pump
Pump
PumpS
PumpS
ICD
ICD
ICDWD
ICDWD
Scanner
Scanner
DRE

3
5
5
8
6
10
8
7
9
9
11
14
16
28

# of
EVENTS

# of
# of
RECOMMENDED RECOMMENDED
STATES
TRANS.
2 / 2 (100%)
2 / 3 (67%)
2 / 2 (100%)
3 / 5 (60 %)
2 / 2 (100%)
3 / 5 (60%)
4 / 4 (100%)
12 / 19 (63%)
2 / 2 (100%)
7 / 7 (100%)
8 / 8 (100%)
26 / 46 (57%)
4 / 4 (100%)
16 / 18 (89%)
2 / 2 (100%)
4 / 7 (57%)
3 / 4 (75%)
6 / 18 (33%)
2 / 2 (100%)
5 / 9 (56%)
3 / 4 (75%)
7 / 22 (32%)
5 / 9 (56%)
12 / 52 (23%)
7 / 14 (50%)
14 / 49 (29%)
7 / 12 (58%)
23 / 155 (15%)

Table 6.8: Summary of Safe Alternatives View Results

quirements and observed that each view seemed to improve their understandability.
Additionally, we applied multiple views, whenever possible, which seemed to further
improve their understandability and showed that the views can complement each
other. In the conclusions chapter, we describe some possible directions for future
work involving the views.
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CHAPTER 7
RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we first briefly describe compositional verification approaches that
try to improve the scalability of the verification approaches by employing a divide
and conquer strategy to decompose the verification of the overall system into the
individual verification of each subsystem, subject to an assumption about the behavior
of the rest of the system. Some of these approaches have used automated techniques
similar to ours to generate the appropriate assumptions. Second, we describe various
automated synthesis methods that produce either component or process behavioral
models that are represented as automata (e.g., FSAs, statecharts [45], or labeled
transition systems). Lastly, we discuss other approaches that determine requirements
about the human participants’ interactions with components used in HISs.

7.1

Compositional Verification

Compositional verification approaches, e.g., [39, 59], employ a divide and conquer strategy to decompose the verification of the overall system into the individual
verification of each subsystem to try to improve the scalability of the verification
approach. Assume-guarantee reasoning techniques, e.g, [59], are one widely adopted
composition verification approach. The key idea is to provide an assumption about
the environments in which each subsystem is guaranteed to be used appropriately.
For the assume-guarantee reasoning techniques, the simplest case is when the overall
system S is decomposed into two subsystems1 . To verify that system S, which is
1

This can be generalized from 2 to N subsystems.
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composed of subsystems S1 and S2 , satisfies RS , such techniques need to verify both
that: 1) S2 satisfies the assumption A, and 2) for all behaviors of S1 that satisfy A,
S1 satisfies RS . For our work, the HIS models are decomposed into a selected component model and a process model in which that component will be used. The derived
requirements can be thought of as assumptions. From the process perspective, our
approach treats the process model as S1 , the selected component model as S2 , and
the derived component requirement as A. On the other hand from the component
perspective, this approach treats the component model as S1 , the process model as
S2 , and the derived process requirement as A. For the assume-guarantee reasoning
techniques, the assumptions are often difficult to provide. Thus, many researchers
developed assumption generation methods to support these techniques.
The assumption generation methods may be based on reachability analysis (e.g.,
[36]), counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (e.g., [33]), or a combination of
a learning algorithm and model checker (e.g., [3,17,20]). Such assumption generation
methods incorporate various optimizations (e.g., [3], [15]). Like the assumption generation approaches, our approach also considers a decomposition of the overall system
model. We separate the overall system model into the component model and the process model in which that component will be used, and then the assumption learned is
a derived requirement of the interactions between the component and process. Since
the assumption generation methods are performing verification, these methods often stop learning the assumption after encountering the first execution of the system
model that violates the given requirement of that system. In our case, this means
that the learned assumptions are often not permissive enough to be useful, and so
instead we build on the interface synthesis methods.
Conceptually, the interface synthesis methods are performing assumption generation where the component is known but the particular environment in which that
component is used is usually unknown. Unlike some of the assumption generation
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methods, the interface synthesis algorithms do not stop when the first violation is
found and thus the interfaces should be permissive enough to be useful requirements.
Thus the interface synthesis methods and compositional verification approaches complement each other because the synthesized interfaces can be provided as assumptions
to such verifiers.

7.2

Automated Synthesis Methods

For the automated synthesis methods, the system models define the system execution traces to be sequences of interactions between the selected component and the
remaining system (most commonly represented by the procedure call/return pairs).
A positive system execution trace describes the intended system behaviors. Thus, the
synthesized behavioral models must allow the positive traces. A negative system execution trace, however, describes the unintended system behaviors so the synthesized
behavioral models must disallow the negative scenarios. In what follows, we use the
terminology from Henzinger et. al [46]. The synthesized behaviorial model is safe if no
actual negative system execution traces are allowed. The model is most permissive if
all potential positive system execution traces are allowed. We separate the automated
synthesis methods into the scenario-based development approaches, the specification
mining methods, and the interface synthesis methods. The scenario-based development approaches elicit, synthesize, and analyze overall system models. On the other
hand, the specification mining approaches generalize from a sample set of system execution traces to produce a synthesized interface automaton that captures the most
general way to use the component. Alternatively, the interface synthesis methods
take as input a (partial) system model along with its requirement(s) and whenever
possible produce a synthesized interface automaton that captures the most general
way to use the component without violating any system requirements. In the follow-
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ing sections, we provide an overview of the scenario-based development approaches,
the specification mining methods, and the interface synthesis methods.

7.2.1

Scenario-based Development Frameworks

The scenario-based development frameworks are centered around scenarios that
describe either the intended or unintended behaviors of the system under development. (These scenarios are essentially the system execution traces describe above.)
Each scenario is a partial system description where the system components interact
among themselves often by message passing. The scenarios are typically represented
as variations of message sequence charts (MSCs) [62]. The scenario-based development frameworks are often evaluated on HISs, for example HISs in the aeronautics
domain or the healthcare domain. Such frameworks iteratively perform three main
phases: elicitation, synthesis, and analysis. The elicitation phase tries to help the
developer create a “complete” set of scenarios to provide to the synthesis phase.
The synthesis phase takes as input a set of scenarios and produces an overall system model. The analysis phase tries to gain assurance about the synthesized system
models. Next, we provide further details about the elicitation, synthesis, and analysis
phases.
During the elicitation phase, various stakeholders such as customers or developers
provide an initial set of scenarios based on insights gained from domain expertise.
On later iterations, new scenarios may be manually provided by the stakeholders or
may be automatically generated by the framework. Uchitel et al. [70] automatically
generate a set of implied scenarios from a given set of scenarios. Various researchers,
e.g., [2, 27, 68], automatically generate scenarios from a given set of system requirements or goals and the synthesized system model. Our proposed approach similarly
employs the model checker to generate positive and negative execution traces based
on the system requirement, the system model, and the current derived requirement.
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In more recent work, Shokry [63] proposes using modes and mode-classes during the
elicitation and synthesis phases. The modes and mode-classes will be used during
the elicitation phase as a coverage metric to ensure that each mode is considered and
during the synthesis phase to merge the scenarios into an overall system model that
is decomposed into the modes and mode-classes. Alternatively, we post-process the
derived requirements to create the modal abstraction views.
The synthesis phase takes as input a set of positive scenarios that describe the
intended system behaviors where the known set of system components can be identified based on the given scenarios. This phase produces an overall system model that
is a composition of the component behavioral models that allows all of the positive
scenarios, e.g., [26, 55, 69, 75]. In later work, the synthesis phase was extended to
take as input a set of positive scenarios and a set of negative scenarios and produces
as output an overall system model that allows the positive scenarios but disallows
the negative scenarios, e.g., [26, 71]. To make the synthesized system models more
precise, the synthesis phase was further extended to not only take as input the positive and negative scenarios but additionally take as input system requirements or
goals, e.g., [2, 27, 68] and then produce as output an overall system model that allows
the positive scenarios, disallows the negative scenarios, and satisfies the given system
requirements or goals. This last extension is the most similar to our approach. As
an alternative way to make the system models more complete and accurate, Makinen
and Systä [55] develop a synthesis phase that employs the L* learning algorithm and
has the developer take on the role of the teacher to answer queries about the synthesized system model. In a similar manner, our learning-based requirement deriver
employs a teacher that uses the FLAVERS model checker to answer the queries about
the component or process model.
The analysis phase validates the synthesized system model by applying such techniques as manual reviews, simulation, and static analyses. One static analysis tech-
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nique commonly employed is model checking. For the manual reviews, the customers
and developers need to readily understand the synthesized system models. Systä [66]
explores a scenario-based development framework that takes as input scenarios and
produces an overall system model represented as a statechart. To improve the understandability of the synthesized statecharts, he develops techniques to collapse the
statecharts to reduce their size and to layout the statecharts to improve their readability. Other researchers (e.g., [74]) investigate scenario-based development frameworks
that take into account high-level abstractions such as class diagrams or interaction
overview diagrams. Thus, the synthesized statecharts can reflect the abstractions
with hierarchy, orthogonal regions, and composite states. We similarly created views
of the derived requirement FSAs that employ higher-level features such as abstraction
and decomposition to improve the understandability of the FSAs.

7.2.2

Specification Mining Methods

Such methods take as input a set of positive system execution traces and generalize
from those traces to produce an interface automaton that summarizes all of those
traces. This corresponds to our component perspective. The system execution traces
are usually either collected during run-time monitoring or extracted from logs. The
synthesized interface automata are commonly used for program understanding and
bug finding. The specification mining methods were primarily evaluated on C and
Java programs ranging from component libraries such as java.util to full applications
such as a web-based email system.
These methods basically try to generalize from the sample traces by employing
various techniques such as compiler analyses (e.g., [73]), passive learning algorithms
(e.g., [5, 54]), and partition refinement techniques (e.g., [11]). But if the synthesized
interface automaton is over-generalized then the automaton is not safe. On the other
hand, if the synthesized interface automaton is under-generalized then the automaton
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may not be permissive enough to be useful. Since our derivation approach is being
applied to HISs often in critical domains, the derived requirements must be safe so
we cannot build on the specification mining methods.
The evaluations of the specification mining methods often compare the FSAs in
terms of precision and recall (e.g., [53]). Such methods take as input an expected
FSA and then compute the precision and recall of the synthesized FSA against that
expected FSA. On the other hand, we compared the derived requirements represented as FSAs in terms of permissiveness as described in Section 5.1.1. Specifically,
we quantified the permissiveness using regular language containment, code coverage,
and the FSA size in terms of the number of states and transitions. To improve the
usefulness of the FSAs in terms of their understandability, some of the specification
mining methods annotate the FSAs’ transitions with the probabilities of their occurring. These annotations can be used to identify the sequences of transitions that are
least or most likely to occur. Alternatively, our safe alternatives view annotates the
labels, states, and transitions with whether or not they occur in a given recommended
process model.

7.2.3

Interface Synthesis Methods

These methods are solving the submodule construction problem [56] that uses
a divide-and-conquer strategy to decompose an overall system into N subsystems.
Given an overall system requirement and a model for each of N - 1 of the subsystems, a model for the N th subsystem is automatically synthesized that ensures that
the overall system composed of the N subsystem models satisfies the overall system requirement. Specifically, these methods are solving the submodule construction
problem for N is 2 where the given subsystem is for the component and the synthesized subsystem is for the process. This corresponds to our component perspective.
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Some interface synthesis methods are automated with such techniques as reachability analysis (e.g, [12]), counterexample guided abstraction refinement (e.g., [4, 46,
65]), or game theory (e.g., [4, 77]). Other methods are based on learning algorithms
(e.g., [4,35,65]), as in our approach. All of the model-driven interface synthesis methods guarantee that the synthesized interface is safe. Some of them guarantee that the
synthesized interface is also most permissive. In Section 4.2, we described how some
of the learning-based interface synthesis methods employ permissive counterexample
generation heuristics that guarantee the derived requirements are safe but not necessarily adequately permissive or most permissive. In practice, various evaluations
of such methods (e.g., [12]), including our evaluation, show the derived requirements
produced are both safe and either adequately permissive or most permissive. Next,
we briefly describe two of the learning-based interface synthesis methods that don’t
employ heuristics and thus have stronger guarantees about the permissiveness of the
derived requirements.
Howar, Giannakopoulou, and Rakamaric [50] explore an interface synthesis method
that builds on techniques for learning along with static, dynamic, and symbolic analysis. In particular, they employ the L∗ learning algorithm that interacts with a teacher
that can answer both membership and equivalence queries. Their teacher employs
static, dynamic, and symbolic analysis to answer the queries. The symbolic analysis
must be provided with the maximum length of any event sequence generated (denoted k). Their goal is for the synthesized interface to be k-permissive, meaning the
interface is most permissive for all event sequences up to length k. The synthesized
interface is guaranteed to be safe, k-permissive, and minimal. In the worst case, the
method may ask an exponential number of membership queries. This means that the
provided k often needs to be relatively small.
Alternatively, Singh, Giannakopoulou and Păsăreaunu [65] investigate an interface
synthesis method that builds on techniques for learning and counterexample guided
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abstraction refinement. For an infinite-state component, the synthesized interface is
created by iteratively refining a MAY predicate abstraction of the component and
a MUST predicate abstraction of the component by adding new predicates automatically generated based on counterexamples provided by the model checker. The
synthesized interfaces are guaranteed to be safe, most permissive, and minimal. The
interface synthesis method, however, only terminates when the infinite-state component has a finite bisimulation quotient that will be computed as the MAY predicate
abstraction.

7.3

Determining Requirements about the Human Participants Interactions with Components Used in HISs

All of the approaches discussed below attempt to help the human participants
appropriately use the components so that the HIS satisfies its system requirements.
In the following, we describe selected approaches proposed in the area of human
computer interaction (HCI) and in the area of software engineering.
In the area of HCI research, Gimblett and Thimbleby [37] explore a user interface
(UI) model discovery approach. The UI model discovery approach takes into account
an interactive component, consisting of a UI and usually an underlying component
implementation, but does not take into account the system or component requirement(s). This approach synthesizes a component model that captures the user’s
knowledge about how to interact with the component. In our approach, a derived
process requirement also captures how to interact with a component of interest without violating a given system requirement. Gimblett and Thimbleby evaluated their
UI discovery approach on two case studies: an air conditioner and an infusion pump.
The UI model discovery method instruments the UI to synthesize a component model
represented as an FSA. First, the analyst must define the component internal state.
For instance for the pump example, a component internal state needs to encode the
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variables that store whether the pump is on, the entered dose for the infusion, whether
an internal error occurred, etc. Next, the synthesis employs a brute-force search to
explore all possible component internal states. Since a component may have a large
number of internal states, the synthesis often does not scale well.
To improve scalability, Gimblett and Thimbleby mention that the analyst may
narrow the focus to a particular aspect of the system. For instance for the pump
example, the analyst may only be interested in the keypad entry procedures. The
component state should only model variables relevant to that aspect to decrease the
number of variables stored. Additionally to improve scalability, they utilize userdefined abstractions to project a given concrete component state into an abstract
component state to reduce the number of possible values for each variable stored.
For instance, the entered dose that is concretely represented as an integer type could
be abstracted as an enumeration type consisting of low and high. Our HIS-based
requirement derivation approach incorporates an optimization that only models the
variables relevant to the given system requirement. We also compacted the HIS models by utilizing user-defined abstractions selected based on the system requirement.
One identified limitation for both the UI model discovery approach and our approach
is that the synthesized FSAs are not readily understandable when the FSAs are large
and complex.
Combéfis and Pecheur [21] formally define a full-control abstraction that basically
ensures that for each abstract component state the user knows exactly what commands may be sent to the component and how to update the abstract component
state based on any observations received from the component. In other words, the
commands can be thought of as inputs to the component and the observations can
be thought of as outputs from the component. The full-control abstraction considers
all of the possible behaviors of the component and not only the behaviors relevant to
a given system requirement. For our approach, the derived requirements also ensure
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that for each current state the user knows exactly what actions may be performed
without violating a given HIS requirement. Combéfis and Pecheur develop a fullcontrol abstraction synthesis method that takes as input a system model and tries
to produce as output a full-control abstraction represented as a minimal deterministic automaton. The synthesis is automated with a bisimulation-based algorithm
that whenever possible returns a synthesized full-control abstraction automaton and
otherwise reports that no full-control abstraction exists.
In later work, Combéfis et al. [22] develop another full-control abstraction synthesis
method that employs a learning algorithm and a model checker. Like our approach,
the learning-based full-control abstraction synthesis approach adapts the interface
synthesis method developed by Giannakopoulou and Păsăraneu [35]. If such a fullcontrol abstraction automaton exists, then the full-control abstraction method will
return one, otherwise this method returns a counterexample that illustrates how the
component is not full controllable. Additionally, Combéfis et al. discuss how both
versions of the full-control abstraction synthesis method can incorporate the modal
concept so that the component states track the mode and the transitions change
the mode when necessary. They then illustrate how the full-control abstractions can
illustrate mode errors where the user believes that the component is in one mode but
the component is actually is another mode. For our case studies, we also show how the
derived process requirements could help prevent mode errors, e.g., the derived surgery
requirement ensures a pump is configured for the appropriate care area before using
the pump in that care area. Additionally, we created the modal abstraction view
of the derived requirements that emphasize the modes and their behaviors to help
prevent mode errors.
In the area of software engineering, C. Gunter et al. [42] explore modeling and
analyzing HISs in the healthcare domain. They model the HISs in CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes). Their case study is an automated identification and
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data capture system employed in a hospital. C. Gunter et al. define a HIS model to be
composed of the sub-processes for each human participant’s recommended behaviors,
e.g., nurse’s recommended procedure to identify a particular patient and collect data
from a medical device attached to the patient, and each component, e.g., electronic
health record or wireless medical device. In contrast, our HIS model is composed
of the process model that captures the recommended behaviors and the component
models. Additionally, C. Gunter et al. define a protection envelope that captures
safe deviations from the recommended behaviors. They manually create a protection
envelope. Alternatively in our proposed approach, a process requirement can automatically be derived that determines the class of processes in which the component
of interest may be safely used without violating a given system requirement. For
instance, our automated requirement derivation approach could take as input the
“never overdose” system requirement and a HIS model composed of a particular infusion pump implementation and an imprecise process model in which that pump is
used. The derived process requirement would restrict the wide range of behaviors of
the process to prevent violations of the “never overdose” system requirement. Thus,
the requirement could be used to determine the different in-patient surgery processes
that safely use the given pump. Additionally, this thesis explored the safe alternatives view that was inspired by the protection envelope to illustrate for a given process
model the difference between the recommended behaviors and the safe deviations.
In subsequent work, Yasmeen and E. Gunter [77] investigate a HIS modeling and
analysis framework centered around the protection envelope. They develop a synthesis method based on game theory that takes as input a HIS model written as a
concurrent game structure and a protection envelope requirement specified in temporal logic and produces as output a synthesized protection envelope represented
as an FSA. This method employs game theory techniques to iteratively refine the
synthesized protection envelope to disallow negative counterexamples generated by a
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model checker. Yasmeen and E. Gunter apply this game-based synthesis method to
a small case study and report on the synthesized protection envelope automaton but
do not report on the synthesis performance in terms of space or time. Unlike the proposed requirement derivation approach, this synthesis approach does not incorporate
optimization to reduce the size of the system model or the cost of the requirement
derivation algorithm. Therefore, this game-based synthesis method does not seem as
if it would scale up well.
In later work, Yasmeen [76] investigates an automated synthesis method that
takes as inputs a HIS model that captures the recommended behaviors and a set of
system requirements and then produces as output a synthesized protected envelope
requirement specified in temporal logic. At a high-level, the method mutates the
given HIS model to synthesize the protection envelope requirement. First, Hollnagell’s
patterns of human behavior deviations [48] are employed to propose a set of mutations
to the HIS model, for instance one pattern mutates by omitting an activity and
another pattern mutates by repeating an activity. Then, the synthesized protection
envelope requirement is essentially the union of the set of proposed mutations that
are safe, meaning the mutations prevent violations of the given system requirements.
Since the patterns do not cover all possible deviations, the synthesized protection
envelope requirement may be missing some safe deviations. Yasmeen implemented
the synthesis method and evaluated it on one case study. For the case study, she does
show the synthesized protection envelope requirement but does not provide any data
about the performance of the synthesis method.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

Human-intensive systems are increasingly prevalent in critical domains such as
healthcare. Since such systems are often complex, frequently involving concurrency,
non-determinism, and exceptional situations, it is challenging to determine requirements for the components used in these systems that ensure the overall system requirements are still satisfied. For our automated requirement derivation approach, a
HIS is modeled as the composition of the selected component model and the process
model. The process model describes the recommended ways to achieve the system
mission, including how that component should be used. This approach employs interface synthesis methods to produce derived requirements that restrict the interface
between the component and process to prevent any violations of the overall system
requirements. These derived requirements are represented as minimal deterministic
FSAs. The derived requirements are guaranteed to be safe but may or may not be
adequately permissive. For this work, we defined adequately permissive to mean that
the derived requirement allows all actual system executions that always satisfy the
overall system requirement.
Conceptually from the process perspective, this approach takes a process model
in which a selected component will be used and produces a derived component requirement that determines the class of such components that can safely be used in
the process. Such requirements can be employed to safely develop a new component, modify an existing component, or switch components. In a complementary way
from the component perspective, the approach takes a selected component model
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and produces a derived process requirement that determines the class of processes
in which the component can be safely used. These requirements can be employed
to safely develop a new process or modify an existing process. In previous work, we
investigated such an automated requirement derivation approach that employed an
interface synthesis method based on regular language learning algorithms and model
checking techniques. This learning-based requirement deriver employs the learning
algorithm to iteratively refine the current derived requirement based on counterexamples generated by the model checker. The learning algorithm guarantees that the final
derived requirement is represented as a minimal deterministic FSA. This algorithm
also guarantees that the derived requirement is safe but not necessarily adequately
permissive.
Our preliminary evaluation showed that the performance of the learning-based requirement deriver may not scale well as the HISs increase in complexity. To try to address scalability, we extended this requirement deriver to incorporate several learning
and model checking optimizations. These optimizations improved the performance of
the requirement deriver. Some of the model checking optimizations, however, could
negatively impact the counterexample generation techniques employed by the model
checker, decreasing the permissiveness of the derived requirements. We therefore
investigated a class of permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics to study
their impact on both the performance of the requirement deriver as well as the permissiveness of the derived requirements. Additionally, we investigated a direct interface
synthesis method that employs the model checker to build the full reachability graph,
refines that graph, and then converts the graph, which is often non-deterministic, to
a derived requirement represented as a minimal deterministic FSA. This requirement
deriver produces derived requirements that are guaranteed to be safe and adequately
permissive. For the direct and learning-based requirement derivers, we created several views of the derived requirements that use higher-level features to abstract away
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or highlight certain aspects of the requirements to improve their understandability.
We evaluated our approach on portions of real-world human-intensive systems in two
important domains: healthcare and election administration.
Both the direct and learning-based requirement derivers produced derived requirements represented as minimal deterministic FSAs that provided insights about the
component, the process, or both. The direct requirement deriver guarantees that
that the derived requirement is safe and adequately permissive. This requirement
deriver, however, may blow up converting from a non-deterministic FSA to a deterministic one and exceed all available space. For the direct requirement deriver, our
evaluation showed that all of the model checking optimizations should be applied
to obtain the best performance. The learning-based requirement deriver guarantees
that the derived requirements are safe but not necessarily adequately permissive. The
iterative learning tries to significantly reduce the maximum space needed. For the
learning-based requirement deriver, our evaluation showed that each of the model
checking optimizations should be applied to obtain the best performance in terms of
space. Additionally, this evaluation showed that each learning optimization should
be applied to obtain the best performance in terms of overall time.
For our HIS model where the component models were modal, both the direct and
learning-based requirement derivers could produce the derived requirements that are
safe and adequately permissive within a space bound of 2 GB and a time bound of 8
hours. For the learning-based requirement deriver, this evaluation shows that different combinations of the optimizations and permissiveness counterexample generation
heuristics can significantly impact the derived requirements’ permissiveness and the
requirement deriver’s performance. The evaluation identified a small number of combinations that seem to provide the best trade-offs in terms of permissiveness and
performance. We expect that our results will generalize to different system modeling
languages, requirement (or property) specification languages, and model checkers.
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Many of the interface synthesis methods represent the derived requirements as
minimal deterministic FSAs. We created a library of derived requirement views that
use various high-level features to abstract away or highlight certain aspects of the
requirements to improve their understandability. This library was shared by the direct
and learning-based interface synthesis methods and could be shared by other interface
synthesis methods. Additionally, the library allowed the same derived requirement to
have different complementary views applied to further improve its understandability.
For a better understanding of the impact of the different interface synthesis methods, optimizations, and permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics on the
derivation results in terms of permissiveness and performance, a more extensive evaluation is needed. This evaluation should consider more complex components, more
detailed processes, a larger range of properties, and other domains than the two discussed here. Additionally, the evaluation should consider not only how to safely use a
single component but also how to safely use multiple components together to achieve
that system mission. For instance, a cardiac surgery process often needs to carefully
use both a ventilator and a heart lung machine to ensure that the patient continues breathing during the process. The evaluation should also consider other quality
metrics for the derived requirements, beyond their size, permissiveness, and understandability. Given the same inputs, the interface synthesis methods often produce
different FSAs. Thus, it is also important to consider various FSA comparison techniques such as FSA size, code coverage, language containment, and precision/recall.
For model checking used primarily for verification, only the existence or nonexistence of a counterexample is significant. Many other applications of model checking, for such things as test generation, bug finding and understanding, and certainly
interface synthesis, do depend on the characteristics of the counterexamples found.
Our work demonstrates not only how a number of different aspects of the counterexample generation algorithm may affect those characteristics, but also points to
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the interactions among these aspects and between these aspects and standard optimizations often applied for model checking. This automated requirement derivation
approach employs a learning-based interface synthesis method. As mentioned in the
related work chapter, there exist interface synthesis methods based on counterexample
guided abstraction refinement that may benefit from the permissiveness counterexample generation heuristics.
In Chapter 6, we discussed our library of derived requirement views that includes:
an implicit violation view, a procedure abstraction view, a modal abstraction view,
and a safe alternatives view. For the modal abstraction view, we mentioned that the
analyst must provide either modes (or phases) to decompose the FSA into subgraphs.
To further investigate the modal abstraction view, the view could be extended to decompose each mode into sub-modes. The modal abstraction view currently builds on
FSAs. We may be able to build on other higher-level requirement specifications such
as modecharts [52], which provide support for transitions among subgraphs in addition to transitions among states. Other views may similarly benefit from converting
the FSAs into a higher-level requirement specifications such as statecharts. In the
background chapter, we manually annotated the states of the derived requirements
with the internal state invariants of the component model. We could automatically
compute such annotations by creating a state invariant view based on data flow analysis. Our evaluation of the views used simple quantitative evaluation metrics such
as the FSA size in terms of the number of labels, states, and transitions. It would
be beneficial to perform an evaluation of the views that uses qualitative evaluation
metrics such as human judges scoring the FSAs in terms of understandability.
Although other work (e.g., [16]) has shown that the effort to define and validate human-intensive system models is challenging and time consuming, this effort
is worthwhile since these models could also potentially be employed to train medical
personnel, be the subject of both static and dynamic analyses, and support guidance
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when performing the systems in the real-world settings. Such a continuous process
improvement framework can be used to gain assurance that these human-intensive
systems are being safely developed and safely performed in the real-world settings.
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APPENDIX A
BUILD NODE-TUPLE GRAPH ALGORITHM
DESCRIPTION

The build node-tuple graph algorithm shown in Figure A.1 takes as input a FLAVERS
subject and generates the full node-tuple graph along with the verification result. As
described in the FLAVERS section, the node-tuple graph is a labeled directed graph
G = (N , E, ninit , F , ΣG , L) where N is the set of node-tuples, E is the set of edges
among the node-tuples, ninit is the unique initial node-tuple, F is the set of final nodetuples, ΣG is the alphabet of system events, and L is a mapping from each node-tuple
to either a system event or τ . The verification result is either CONCLUSIVE or
INCONCLUSIVE. The build node-tuple graph algorithm uses a worklist to store the
node-tuples to be expanded. Initially, the set of node-tuples, edges, final node-tuples,
and the worklist are all empty. The algorithm first creates the initial node-tuple ninit
and adds it to the set of node-tuples N and the worklist W list. Figure A.1 shows
the pseudo-code for build node-tuple graph algorithm that iteratively generates the
reachable node-tuples until the worklist is empty (lines 1 to 16 inclusive) and then
determines the verification result by interpreting the final-node tuples (lines 17 to 29
inclusive).
On each iteration, the build node-tuple graph algorithm removes a current nodetuple pcurr from the worklist Wlist (line 2). This algorithm then iterates through the
possible next TFG nodes based on the edges of pcurr ’s node (line 3). For each next
TFG node nnext , the algorithm algorithm then iterates through the possible next
tuples produced by the tuple generation function on the node nnext and the tuple
from pcurr (line 4). This tuple generation function will prune away any infeasible
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node-tuples and only return the feasible node-tuples. The build node-tuple graph
algorithm then checks whether or not the next node-tuple consisting of the next TFG
node nnext and the next tuple tnext is contained is the set of node-tuples N (line 5).
If so, then this algorithm gets that existing next node-tuple (line 6). If not, then the
algorithm creates a new next node-tuple consisting of nnext and tnext and adds that
next node-tuple to the set of node-tuples N and the worklist W list (line 8). The build
node-tuple graph algorithm then checks whether or not the next node-tuple is a final
node-tuple, meaning that the TFG node is the unique final node of the TFG (line 9).
If so, then this algorithm adds the next node-tuple to the set of final node-tuples F
(line 10). Finally, the algorithm creates an edge from the current node-tuple pcurr to
the next node-tuple pnext and adds that edge to the set of edges E (line 13). The build
node-tuple graph algorithm then re-checks whether or not the worklist is empty (line
1). If not, then this algorithm continues iterating. If so, then the algorithm stops
iterating and determines the verification result by examining the final node-tuples.
The build node-tuple graph algorithm iterates through each of the final nodetuples (line 18) looking for violating node-tuples (line 19) and satisfying node-tuples
(line 21). If a violating node-tuple is found, then the verification result is “INCONCLUSIVE (Counterexample path exists)” (denoted as INC-CEX at line 20). If no
satisfying node-tuples are found, then the verification result is “INCONCLUSIVE
(No potential terminating paths exist)” (denoted as INC-NOTUPLES at line 26) and
otherwise the verification result is “CONCLUSIVE” (denoted as CON at line 28).
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

while (Wlist is not empty) do
Remove a current node-tuple pcurr from Wlist
for all (next node nnext of the node from pcurr ) do
for all (next tuple tnext generated from nnext and the tuple from pcurr ) do
if (there exists a node-tuple in P with nnext and tnext ) then
Get that node-tuple pnext
else
Create next node-tuple pnext and add it to N and Wlist
if (pnext is a final node-tuple) then
Add pnext to the final node-tuples set F
end if
end if
Add an edge from pcurr to pnext and add that edge to E
end for
end for
end while
existsSatisf yingN odeT uple ← F ALSE
for all (final node-tuple pf inal in F) do
if (pf inal is a violating node-tuple) then
return G along with INC-CEX
else if (pf inal is a satisfying node-tuple) then
existsSatisf yingN odeT uple ← T RU E
end if
end for
if (not existsSatisf yingN odeT uple) then
return G along with INC-NOTUPLES
else
return G along with CON
end if
Figure A.1: Pseudo-code for the build node-tuple graph algorithm
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APPENDIX B
LOW-LEVEL DERIVED REQUIREMENT ALPHABET
DESCRIPTION

In Section 3.2, we described how the system translator computes the derived requirement alphabet based on the overall system requirement, the requirement deriver
perspective, and the HIS model. We presented the high-level derived requirement alphabet where the system events included the component procedure execution events
(that pair the component procedure calls with their returns) and the calling context
events. In the Little-JIL section, we discussed how the component executions are
modeled as remote procedure calls over (communication) channels. Each channel
stores messages of a given type. A message can then be sent to that channel or received from the channel. Specifically, each remote procedure call from the process to
the select component consists of the following five system activities:
1.1) the process sends a procedure call message to the component on the procedure
call channel
1.2) the component receives that procedure call message from the process on the
procedure call channel
2) the component executes the procedure
3.1) the component sends a procedure return message to the process on the procedure
return channel
3.2) the process receives that procedure return message from the component on the
procedure return channel
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Thus, the low-level derived requirement alphabet will contain the system events related to the remote procedure calls involving the channels.
In the following, we define the channel operations to be the sends to and receives
from the channels. Before we can intersect the process alphabet that contains channel
operation events with the component alphabet that also contains channel operation
events, we need to “complement” the channel operation events. The complement of a
send to a given channel is a receive from that channel (e.g., 1.1’s complement is 1.2).
In a dual manner, the complement of a receive from a specific channel is a send to
that channel (e.g., 1.4’s complement is 1.3). For the illustrative example, the system
requirement alphabet is:
• enterICU // Calling context for setDose
• leaveICU // Calling context for setDose
• RCV(pumpCallChn, call(setDose, HIGH))
• SND(setDoseRetChn, return(setDose, DoseAlert))
• SND(setDoseRetChn, return(setDose, OK))
Table B.1 shows the alphabet for the process (on the left) and the component (on the
right). From the component perspective, the derived process requirement alphabet is
shown on the left. From the process perspective, the derived component alphabet is
shown on the right. As mentioned above, the derived component alphabet does not
contain all of the system requirement alphabet, specifically the calling context events
enterICU and leaveICU are missing.
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Table B.1: Alphabets for the process and the component
Process Alphabet
SND(pumpCallChn,
call(setLib, ICU ))
SND(pumpCallChn,
call(setLib, OR))
RCV(setLibRetChn,
return(setLib, OK))
SND(pumpCallChn,
call(setDose, LOW ))
SND(pumpCallChn,
call(setDose, HIGH))
RCV(setDoseRetChn,
return(setDose, OK))
RCV(setDoseRetChn,
return(setDose, DoseAlert))
SND(pumpCallChn,
call(start))
RCV(startRetChn,
return(start, OK))
RCV(startRetChn,
return(start, DoseAlert))
enterICU
leaveICU

Component Alphabet
RCV(pumpCallChn,
call(setLib, ICU ))
RCV(pumpCallChn,
call(setLib, OR))
SND(setLibRetChn,
return(setLib, OK))
RCV(pumpCallChn,
call(setDose, LOW ))
RCV(pumpCallChn,
call(setDose, HIGH))
SND(setDoseRetChn,
return(setDose, OK))
SND(setDoseRetChn,
return(setDose, DoseAlert))
RCV(pumpCallChn,
call(start))
SND(startRetChn,
return(start, OK))
SND(startRetChn,
return(start, DoseAlert))
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